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Abstract 
Recently, media ‘scandals’ have pervaded a number of Australian body contact 
sports, in particular rugby league, rugby union and Australian rules football. A 
considerable amount of attention has been paid to off-field violence, such as assault by 
footballers, which has negatively affected public perceptions of players. Utilising the 
theoretical framework of masculinities, this research interviews footballers to gauge their 
perceptions of this media attention and how it compares to their own perspectives 
regarding off-field violence. Drawing inspiration from James Messerschmidt’s (2000) 
‘Nine Lives’ study and R.W. Connell’s (1995) theoretical masculinities framework, in-
depth, semi-structured interviews—known as life histories—were conducted with 12 
footballers. Twelve life histories were completed with four men from each of the three 
major Australian football codes, namely Australian rules football, rugby union and rugby 
league. The research explores linkages between masculinity, body contact sport and 
engagement (or lack thereof) in violence ‘off field’. The study found a softening of 
violence from footballers, similar to Anderson’s (2010) inclusive masculinity which 
shows a softening of homohysteria. This research concludes there has been an 
evolutionary shift away from orthodox or hegemonic masculinity and confirms the 
emergence and dominance of inclusive masculinity within the literature and in the 
Australian body contact sporting context. 
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1Chapter One:  Introduction 
1.1 BACKGROUND 
Recently, media ‘scandals’ have pervaded a number of Australian body contact 
sports, in particular rugby league, rugby union and Australian rules football (The 
Australian 2009; ABC News 2010; Brodie 2010; Faulkiner 2010; Lutton 2010; Smith 
2009; Lutton and Brodie 2010).  A considerable amount of attention has been paid to off-
field violence, such as assault by footballers, which has negatively affected public 
perceptions of players (McLaren 2014).  On 7 May 2009 former Australian rugby league 
and media identity Matthew Johns admitted on Channel 9’s National Rugby League 
(NRL) Footy Show1 to being involved in group sex with a 19 year-old Christchurch (New 
Zealand) woman whilst on tour with his New South Wales (NSW) rugby league team, the 
Cronulla Sharks, during the year 2002. Johns’ admission occurred in response to reports 
of the group sex scandal that appeared on the Australian Broadcasting Corporation’s 
(ABC’s) Four Corners’ ‘Code of Silence’ (Ferguson 2009; Schmidt 2009). During this 
program the young woman at the centre of the scandal implicated Johns and up to ten 
others of his team members. The distraught female stated that the rugby league players 
were involved in non-consensual group sex acts. The ‘group sex scandal’ came after a 
spate of similar media reports that depicted the deviant off-field behaviour of professional 
sportsmen, particularly within the NRL. The media in the last decade had frequently 
portrayed the NRL as being riddled with deplorable episodes of player behaviour, 
including sexual assault and violence (Ferguson 2009). On the Footy Show a pre-taped 
apology by Matthews Johns was aired prior to the main episode which was presented by 
co-host Paul Vautin (Meade 2009): 
"It was an incident that was investigated by police—it caused all parties 
enormous pain and embarrassment," Johns solemnly stated. "It's put my 
family through enormous anguish and embarrassment, and has once 
again. And for that I'm just ... well, you can't say sorry enough." 
                                                            
1This refers to the Australian National Rugby League competition and is different to the Australian 
Football League (AFL) competition and show by the same name. 
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Following Matthew Johns’ admission Paul Vautin said on air (Meade 2009), “well 
said, now and let’s get on with the show” and patted Matthew Johns on the back. The co-
host was criticised for this as condoning Johns’ behaviour. This incident provided the 
inspiration for the Honour’s research that has been continued, further developed and 
expanded with this doctorate thesis. 
 In recent history there has been a plethora of scandals involving football codes in 
Australia. Australian Rugby League was involved in players’ violent and sexual 
misconducts. For instance, the Bulldogs were investigated for a group sex assault whilst 
on an off-season trip to Coffs Harbour in 2004. More recently, 3 prominent Brisbane 
Broncos players were questioned regarding lewd sexual conduct in a toilet with a young 
female. Similarly, in Rugby Union, players have been involved in unacceptable behavior, 
ranging from one Australian Rugby Union representative sending lewd text messages to a 
female to another player being charged with burglary. Likewise, AFL is consistently 
hampered by violent and inappropriate sexual conduct off the field; such as most recently, 
two St Kilda’s players being questioned for sexual assault or a spate of players including 
Ben Cousins being reprimanded for drug abuse. What is apparent is the footballers in the 
Australian body context are palpable exponents of misbehavior (The Australian 2008) 
 
1.2 CONTEXT 
Utilizing the theoretical framework of masculinities, this research included 
interviewing footballers to gauge their perceptions of this media attention and how it 
compares to their own perspectives regarding off-field violence. Drawing inspiration from 
James Messerschmidt’s (2000) ‘Nine Lives’ study and R.W. Connell’s (1995) theoretical 
masculinities framework, in-depth, semi-structured ethnographic interviews, known as life 
histories, were conducted with men who play body contact sport. This phenomenological 
and descriptive research seeks to attain data through the perspective of footballers as well 
as use these constructions to obtain information from footballers within this environment. 
1.3 PURPOSES 
This research explores linkages between masculinity, body contact sport and 
engagement (or lack thereof) in violence ‘off field’. Oxford English dictionary (2015) 
simply defines violence as “Behaviour involving physical force intended to hurt, damage, 
or kill someone or something”. The World report on violence and health (World Health 
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Organisation 2002), elaborates the concept of violence further delineating it as: "the 
intentional use of physical force or power, threatened or actual, against oneself, another 
person, or against a group or community, that either results in or has a high likelihood of 
resulting in injury, death, psychological harm, maldevelopment, or deprivation”.  There 
are several definitions of Violence; however, the most basic is: “as a force exerted by one 
thing on another” (Bishop and Phillips 2006, 23). This research did not seek to formally 
establish a denotation of violence upon the footballers. 
 This research is the first of its kind, both methodologically and theoretically, 
within the Australian context of body contact sportsmen. More specifically, the main aims 
of the proposed research are to:  
1. Investigate current research accounts of links between masculinities, body 
contact sports—namely rugby league, rugby union and Australian rules 
football—and violence, identifying commissions and omissions in the 
literature. 
2. Develop a conceptual model for understanding the relationships between 
masculinities, body contact sports and ‘off-field’ violence, drawing on 
Connell’s (1995) masculinities framework and other more recent work on 
masculinities (Anderson 2011). Specifically, how originally Connell’s 
(1995) hegemonic masculinity has been aptly iterated as being orthodox 
masculinity due to the emergence of the contrary and dominant inclusive 
masculinities discovered by Anderson (2011). 
3. Apply this conceptual model to analyse and critique empirical and 
ethnographic life history data gathered through in-depth, semi-structured 
interviews with men involved in body contact sports, specifically rugby 
league, rugby union and Australian rules football. 
Evidently, the study seeks to analyse the construction and hierarchy of 
masculinities within Australian body contact sports, specifically rugby league, 
rugby union and Australian rules football. In particular, it seeks to canvass, 
construct and compare the different masculinities, such as hegemonic, inclusive 
oppositional, subordinate, complicity etc., within the context of three Australian 
codes of football. 
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1.4 SIGNIFICANCE 
Knowledge attained by this thesis will facilitate future studies in off-field violence 
and illuminate reasons and factors for the spates of scandals. Notably, players were 
provided an opportunity for introspection to voice their rationales for the off-field violence 
as well as detail recommendations to prevent and avert misconduct by Australian body 
contact sportsmen. Additionally, the study employs a methodology which is highly 
regarded; however, it has yet to be used to examine Australian men. The use of a life 
history methodology will also be explicated and extolled further in the methodology 
chapter, in particular addressing how these shorter-term narratives, as opposed to 
quantitative methods, are valid and useful.  Furthermore, the research examines gaps in 
the literature regarding masculinities and sport within Australia. The masculinities concept 
has never been thoroughly examined within an Australian sports context, as illustrated in 
the literature review. Subsequently, this study provides extensive empirical life histories 
data covering three prominent Australian footballing codes whilst using the theoretical 
framework of masculinities. 
1.5 THESIS OUTLINE 
Chapter Two examines the literature, including Connell’s (1995) and others’ 
theoretical work on masculinities which is discussed alongside past research conducted on 
the relationship between masculinities and/or sport (Anderson 2010). The various research 
areas and sites of masculinities are also discussed. Gaps in the research on masculinities 
and sport are highlighted, with a particular focus on the dearth of research in the area of 
masculinities and the Australian-dominated sports of rugby league, rugby union and 
Australian rules football. 
Following the examination of the gaps and limitations found in the literature 
review the main research question was devised to guide this research project 
(Messerschmidt 2000, 5–6): 
Can the construction of masculinity by male contact sportsmen (both generally 
and with regard to off-field violence) be positioned within the frameworks of 
hegemonic and inclusive masculinity and other masculinities? 
The purpose of the methodology chapter (Chapter Three) is to detail and support 
the choice of research methodology that was utilised to answer the primary research 
question. An in-depth, semi-structured interview (in the form of a life history) was 
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conducted with each participant, which is a qualitative method that has been adopted by 
social scientists to examine social phenomenon, for example the ‘Nine Lives’ study 
(Messerschmidt 2000). In this chapter, further limitations and strengths of the 
methodology are outlined, alongside discussion supporting the usage of interviews in this 
context. This section outlines the eight major themes and several minor sub-concepts that 
guided the coding process. 
Following the methodology chapter the finding and results from the interviews are 
presented in Chapters Five and Six. The chapters provide detailed quotes from the 
interviews to illustrate the analysis, examination and answering of the research question. 
The chapters firstly provide a detailed sketch/overview of each participant and football 
code, clarifying the cohort that is being examined in this study. In addition, the major 
relevant themes outside the research questions are covered, including power dynamics, 
body and sexual awakening, to examine the underlying or covert construction of 
masculinities and footballers’ perspectives. Lastly, the implications for the masculinities 
framework are discussed, synthesising all the major concepts, including the validity of 
inclusive, hegemonic, subordinate, complicit and oppositional masculinities, which were 
elicited from the life histories. 
The conclusion chapter (Chapter 7) summarises the results of the research, 
reiterating how the research questions were answered and linking the current research 
back to the relevant extant research and the theoretical framework of masculinities. The 
broader implications of the research are also overviewed. Assessments are made regarding 
the relevance of conceptualising masculinities in the context of body contact sports within 
Australia. Finally, indications for further research are asserted and the limitations of the 
current research are outlined (Rudestam and Newton 2001). 
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2Chapter Two: Literature Review 
This chapter will firstly discuss the emergence of gender theory and gender as a 
structured theory. Secondly, the theoretical framework of masculinities will be introduced 
and elaborated on. Thirdly, the research contexts that utilise the masculinities framework 
or masculinity generally within sports will be elucidated. Finally, the review highlights the 
dearth of literature pertaining to the three specific football codes in Australia—rugby 
league, rugby union and Australian rules football—relating to the masculinities theoretical 
framework, which is the focus of this study. 
2.1 EMERGENCE OF GENDER THEORY 
Feminist thought, particularly liberal feminism and later radical feminism, 
dominated gender theory until the 1980’s (Walklate 1995). These two schools of 
feminism focused primarily on women with little attention being paid to men, with 
men constructed either in terms of crude sex role stereotypes (in the case of liberal 
feminism) or demonised as patriarchal misogynists seeking to oppress women (in the 
case of radical feminism). Feminist scholars, of either theoretical persuasion, were not 
concerned with the idea of men as gendered beings or the processes that influence the 
construction of male identities (Buchbinder 1994, 3-4; Messerschmidt 1993, 15; 
Snodgrass 1977; Walklate 1995). However, the focus would eventually shift.  
During the 1980’s, the essentialism of liberal and radical feminist thought was 
challenged by a number of social theorists (Goode 1982; Buchbinder 1994, 3-4; 
Kimmel 1987; Pleck 1981). As a result, existing concepts progressed from women-
focused perspectives to gender-focused theory, namely the idea of gender as situated 
social action—as something that individuals ‘do’ rather than have done to them or are 
born into. This shift in theorising about gender led to the emergence of discussions 
about men and how masculine identities are constructed (Buchbinder 1994, 3-4; 
Messerschmidt 1993, 15). Male gender was perceived as being far more than a role or 
characteristic (Buchbinder 1994). Gender was now viewed as a mechanism whereby 
social actions viewed and reinforced the cultivations of social structure (Connell 1995; 
Messerschmidt 1993; Walklate 1995). Further social scientific research in this area has 
since emerged. A new ‘constructionist’ view of the male gender has emerged, most 
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notably the masculinities theoretical framework (Connell 1995, 54; Buchbinder 1994, 
3). 
Essentialist forms of analysis have been subject to fierce internal feminist 
critique, mainly from post-structural, post-modern and post-colonial feminist scholars 
(Rice 1990; Carrington 1995; Naffine 1997; Smart, 1990).  Post-feminisms argued that 
any form of feminist analysis that essentialises violence as a distinctively masculine 
characteristic, constructs a false universalisation among diverse groups of men 
(Carrington 2002; Carrington and Scott 2008; Carrington et al 2010). Carrington and 
Scott  (2008) argue that  is important not to ‘ naturalise male offending ’ 
(Tomsen2008: 94) by implying that all men are inherently violent or even that all men 
who are violent are ‘ quintessentially the same ’ (Gadd 2002: 74 ). Nevertheless, the 
gendered nature of specific forms of violence, like sexual violence and domestic 
violence is important in any analysis of masculinity and violence, as its absence has 
been a recurrent shortcoming of criminology (Naffine 1997: 36; Allen 1989: 20 ).  
Feminist scholars have also questioned the automatic focus on the ‘woman 
question’,  discovering the virtues of researching the masculinity of crime and 
criminalisation (Cain, 1986; Smart, 1989; Carrington, 2002). Drawing on masculinity 
theory they have studied the contexts in which men’s violence arises without 
homogenising violence as a masculine trait (see for example Carrington and Scott 
2008: Carrington et al 2011).  
Theory around the concepts of gender has until recently been dominated by 
feminist thought, including liberal feminism and radical feminism (Messerschmidt 1993, 
15). Feminist theory from these various schools focuses almost exclusively on women 
(Poole 2014; Walklate 1995). Little or no attention has focused on the impact of gender on 
men or of the processes that influence the formation and representation of male identity. 
Rather, radical feminists in particular tended to essentialise men, whilst liberal feminists 
focused exclusively on women (Buchbinder 1994, 3-4; Messerschmidt 1993, 15; 
Snodgrass 1977; Walklate 1995).  
The problem with liberal feminism according to radical feminist critics is that it 
offers only a basic comparison of men and women, with a poor examination of the 
influence of patriarchy or male power over women. Radical feminist writings at the 
beginning of the 1960s attempted to take the effects of patriarchy into account in their 
theory.   Radical feminists primarily take a dominance approach to the study of women, 
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claiming that the gender system of patriarchy ensures that men dominate women (Tandon 
2008, 44; Walklate 1995; Lorber 2010). Patriarchy ensures that what is considered 
masculine is more highly valued than what is considered feminine. Patriarchy as a system 
of social stratification exists in an array of social control policies and practices to ratify 
male power which includes keeping women subordinate to men (Chesney-Lind 2006, 9). 
Radical feminism brought into focus what had previously been ignored, namely the nature 
of power in gender relations between men and women. Radical feminism theorised 
masculine dominance and sought to develop strategies for its elimination (Walklate 1995).   
In terms of crime, radical feminists focus on men’s violence to control women.  
Throughout the latter half of the 1970s radical feminists increasingly concentrated on 
analysing discrete types of violence against women, including rape, wife beating and 
sexual harassment (Tandon 2008, 44; Walklate 1995). These types of male aggression 
were deemed patriarchal tools used by men to subordinate women. In other words, male 
aggression and violence is used as a way to maintain male power in the social structure 
(Walklate 1995).  Violence against women is, therefore, the foundation of patriarchy 
which is considered a crime by all men against all women (Tandon 2008, 45; 
Messerschmidt 1993). For the radical feminist all men are violent and patriarchal 
proponents. Radical feminism is essentialist as it aggregates all men in the same category, 
which includes the notions that maleness is dangerousness, all men embody forces of 
darkness, and are violent and controlling (Messerschmidt 1993, 45).  
Radical feminism disregards how social differences between men create different 
types and degrees of violence against women; evidently, it does not acknowledge that 
there may be differences between men and different groups of men (Tandon 2008, 44; 
Messerschmidt 1993). It could be argued that it is an overstatement to assert that all men 
behave violently for the purpose of controlling and domineering women, and that this is a 
generalisation (Messerschmidt 1993). Although some men may be motivated to control 
women through violence not all violent men share this specific goal, as most male 
violence is perpetrated against other men not women.  Messerschmidt (1993, 45) argues: 
That radical feminists simply bulldoze away the complexity in which 
men do gender and violence differently in our society. Radical feminist 
theory cannot explain the complexities of male violence, radical 
feminism homogenises men and as such is inadequate to explaining the 
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crime committed by men…the reasons behind the violent crime men 
commit are more complex than maintaining patriarchal power.  
In summary, male behaviour towards women is explained by their desire to 
dominate and control (Tandon 2008, 44); such an approach aggregates all men in the same 
category and it is therefore unsurprising that this view is criticised. 
There is also work by Lacan (1973, 1974) who purported that “il n’y a pas La femme”, 
which translates to “women does not exist”, and went on to state that “women is a 
symptom of man”.  Lacan’s work has dually been perceived as an emphatic illumination 
of patriarchy as well as impugning orthodox conceptions of sexuality. 
During the 1980s feminist theory began to shift away from the essentialism of 
liberal and radical thought (Goode 1982; Buchbinder 1994, 3-4). There was a move from 
women-focussed theory to gender-focussed perspectives concerned with making both 
femininities and masculinities visible (Kimmel 1987; Pleck 1981). This position asserted 
that the male gender came to the forefront of social thought and debate. Central to this 
change in theorising was the idea of gender as a situated social action (Buchbinder 1994, 
3-4; Messerschmidt 1993, 5). As noted by Connell (1995), this critique recognised that the 
male gender is much more than a role or an individual characteristic. Instead, male gender 
became a mechanism whereby situated social action contributed to the reproduction of 
social structure. Gendered social actions are subsequently viewed as the scaffolding of 
social structure with the performance of genders: both an indication and reproduction of 
gendered social hierarchies (Walklate 1995; Coleman 1990).   
This was supported by seminal researchers, West and Zimmerman (1987), who 
confirmed a new understanding regarding masculinity where male gender was not innate. 
By conducting a “critical assessment of the existing perspective” of sex and gender they 
found that gender is not avoidable as it is socially constructed (West and Zimmerman 
1987, 125). This is different from the approach that argues that male gender and sex is 
innate. It is contended that gender is a role that is socially constructed and differs from the 
biological status of sex (West and Zimmerman 1987, 125).  
This new-found social constructionist denotation of gender was supported by 
feminist Judith Butler’s (1990, 2004) theory of performativity, which contends that gender 
as well as biological sex is dependent or based on an individual’s behaviour (Butler 1990, 
2004). Simply put, gender is continually defined by the actions of individuals, therefore 
gender is what we do rather than what we are (Butler 1990, 2004). For instance, gender is 
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a performance based on repetitive acts supported culturally and historically which 
ultimately determines a person’s gender (Butler 1990, 2004). Clearly, there has been a 
paradigm shift by gender theorists as well as feminists such as Butler who submit that 
gender, including male gender, is socially constructed and endorsed by Connell’s (1995) 
masculinities framework.  
2.2 THE THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK OF MASCULINITIES 
A simple dictionary definition of masculinities defines the notion as “possession of 
the qualities traditionally with men”(Oxford English Dictionary 2015).  Itulua-Abumere 
(2013 42,45) discuss what masculinity is as : “The closest answer to this question is to 
state that masculinity consists of those behaviours, languages and practices existing in 
specific cultural and organizational locations, which are commonly associated with males 
and thus culturally defined as not feminine. So masculinity exists as both a positive, in as 
much as they offer some means of identity significations for males, and as a negative, in as 
much as they are not the 'Other' (Feminine). Masculinity and male behaviours are not the 
simple product of genetic coding or biological predispositions (Clatterbaugh, 1990; 
Whitehead & Barrett, 2001): ….the understanding of masculinity has demonstrated that 
masculinity is not 'natural'. Instead, it is seen as a gender identity that is socially and 
culturally constructed, historical and political. It has represented the social and cultural 
interpretation of maleness learnt through engagement and participation in the society. The 
understanding of masculinity in modern society has also seen femininity as a treat on 
masculinity and an evidence of that is the present crisis that men face in the world or work 
and job roles in the society. So also, this essay has demonstrated how socialization has 
lead into the creation of masculinity and the relationship between masculinity and self-
identity. 
Connell (1987, 1995) is credited with defining ‘masculinities’ as a theoretical 
concept by drawing upon Gramsci’s notion of hegemony (Wetherell and Edley 1999; 
Hearn 2004, 49).  Antonio Gramsci’s (1971, notes) concept of hegemony conceptualised 
class relations in democratic societies. In particular, he sought to understand how the 
dominant class, specifically upper-class males, justified their right to rule and created class 
inequality by subordinating lower classes. The term ‘hegemony’ was used by Gramsci 
(1971) when the ruling class managed to maintain its dominance through the cultivation of 
consent to leadership by ruled classes without the use of coercion or force, but by implicit 
acceptance. Hegemony is achieved by the production of ideas and their reception, 
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approval and capitulation based on historical and cultural contexts, ultimately leading to a 
dominance of one class over another. Connell (1987) adapted the concept of hegemony 
from class, applying it to gender and developing the concept of ‘hegemonic masculinity’. 
According to Connell (1987) there is a hierarchy of masculinities. Hegemonic masculinity 
is the ‘ideal’ of ‘manhood’ in opposition to inferior masculinities, which include 
subordinate and oppositional masculinities.  
Connell’s (1995) ground-breaking masculinities framework supports the idea that 
gender is socially constructed for men. The framework also demonstrates an 
understanding of the complexities of being male; in stark contrast to the essentialism of 
early radical feminists and the ignorance of liberal feminists in regards to the complexities 
of male gender and masculinity. This thesis explores masculinities in the context of three 
specific, Australian, popular sporting codes using a theoretical framework developed by 
the pioneering gender theorist. 
 
2.3 HEGEMONIC MASCULINITY 
Hegemonic masculinity is the configuration of gender practices that embody and 
legitimise the dominant position of men and the subordination of women in society 
(Connell 1995, 77). Hegemonic masculinity is widely held to be the dominant form of 
masculinity for men or the societal ‘ideal’ of manhood that is culturally honoured, 
promoted and exalted by Western contemporary societies (Connell 1995, 77; Lusher and 
Robins 2009). Furthermore, hegemonic masculinity is constructed by men in practice or 
symbolically through social performances of heterosexuality, aggression and violence or 
the capacity for violence, which includes using the body as a weapon, competitiveness, the 
subordination of women and rejection of femininity (Connell 1995; Law, Campbell and 
Dolan 1999, 136; Majors 2001; Tulley 1997, 2; Deby 2002). Other gender theorists have 
suggested that hegemonic masculinity is also performed through practices that denote 
heterosexuality, toughness, ‘breadwinning’, brutality, strength, independence, emotional 
detachment, violence and the denigration of femininities. This denigration of femininities 
aligns with Connell’s (1987) initial analysis that femininities can never be truly 
hegemonic and women can never truly personify the cultural ideal of masculinity. 
Connell’s (1995, 63-4) personification of hegemonic masculinity, based on his 
external physique and traits, was surfing champion Steve Donoghue. Likewise, 
heterosexual football stars, who are the focus of this study, have been regarded as 
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paragons of hegemonic masculinity (Donaldson 1993, 643). For instance, Wally Lewis, 
the Australian rugby league player of the century, has been consistently described as stoic 
and tough, both traits of hegemonic masculinity (Lester 1998).  Body contact sports have 
been intrinsically viewed as arenas where hegemonic masculinities are promoted. Hence 
footballers are viewed as proponents that affirm hegemonic masculine ideals and 
structures. An important point is that masculinities are relative and are culturally and 
historically malleable; thus what is considered hegemonic in one era can transform 
entirely.  
Tony Jefferson’s (2002) article subordinating hegemonic masculinities impugn 
Connell’s concept on several grounds, namely “its tendency to be used attributionally 
(despite Connell’s insistence on the relational nature of masculinity) and, within 
criminology, focused specifically on negative attributes; its use in the singular, implying it 
is not a contingent, context-specific notion; and its over-sociological view of masculinity. 
This last problem produces the article’s second objective, namely, to begin to develop a 
more adequate, psychosocial view of masculinity.” Richard Collier, in suggesting how 
intractable is the idea of a normative gender order, puts his finger on the problem nicely: 
‘Hegemonic masculinity appears to open up an analysis of the diversity of masculinities 
(subordinate, effeminate, non-capitalist?) whilst simultaneously holding in place a 
normative masculine “gender” to which is then assigned the range of (usually 
undesirable/negative) characteristics’ (1998: 21). The reductive consequence of this 
Collier also notes: ‘[T]he argument that “real men” (that which is ascribed the status of 
“hegemonic” masculinity) are inherently oppressive continues to override any 
investigation of the complexity of behaviour of men in their everyday relations with 
women and other men’ (1998: 22).” Connell and Messerschmidt (2005) both illuminated 
critiques of hegemonic masculinities. Noting several criticisms; firstly, the concept has 
been noted as being ambiguous and overlapping, and they conceded, “We think the critics 
have correctly pointed to ambiguities in usage. It is desirable to eliminate any usage of 
hegemonic masculinity as a fixed, ‘transhistorical model’.” Second, problem of 
rectification of power and toxicity and as Collier (1998) sees crucial defect that it excludes 
positive behavior of men. However, Connell and Messerschmidt (2005, 841) meant it to 
be a “catchall” concept. The third criticism is that concept of hegemonic masculinity is 
based on insufficient theory of the subject as to simple form of structural determinism, 
however this is flatly rejected, as there are various methods to analyse masculine 
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constructions. Fourthly, is to use gender relations as self-contained and self-reproducing 
concepts to explain all elements. 
However, Connell and Messerschmidt (2005, 849) reformulate the theory by 
retaining plurality and hierarchy of masculinities, but add geographical element to the 
notion that reflection the dynamic nature of masculinities. 
Specifically, hegemonic masculinities can be analyzed in three levels: 
1. Local: constructed in the arenas of face-to-face interaction of families, 
organizations, 
and immediate communities, as typically found in ethnographic and life-history 
research; 
2. Regional: constructed at the level of the culture or the nation-state, as typically 
found 
3. Global: constructed in transnational arenas such as world politics and 
transnational 
business and media, as studied in the emerging research on masculinities and 
globalization. 
This research will analyse the local and regional as well as dynamic nature of 
hegemonic masculinities of footballers in the Australian sporting context. As 
Messerschmidt (2012, 76) asserted, the recent literature reveals “how hegemonic 
masculinities may be open to challenge and possibly reproduced in new form…”. 
 
It is clear that this framework has been criticised and subsequently noted as 
infallible or immutable concept by both Connell and Messerschmidt. 
2.4 HEGEMONIC FEMININITY 
Even certain types of femininity are regarded as hegemonic if they maintain 
ascendency of hegemonic masculinity. These forms of femininity do not refute hegemonic 
masculinity’s basic principles, such as women being subservient to men or women being 
sexual aesthetic objects that cater to male heterosexual attention and attraction. 
Hegemonic femininity, which is also known as ‘emphasised femininity’, is characterised 
or defined by women who uphold a hierarchical and complementary relationship to 
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hegemonic masculinity (Connell and Messerschmidt 2010, 219). This also reaffirms the 
dominant position of men and the subordination of women under hegemonic masculinity 
(Cheung and Ngai 2009; Davis 1997). For example, Harris and Clayton (2002) argue that 
the British media portrayal of Anna Kournikova was a construction of hegemonic 
femininity that was integral to the gender sport formula which serves to uphold male 
dominance and thus hegemonic masculinity. Harris and Clayton (2002) analysed 1348 
sports articles from 44 newspapers and concluded that tabloids serve to both promote 
ideals of manhood, masculinity and superiority of men while concurrently misrepresenting 
women athletes as inferior, who remain subordinate, fragile, sensual and heterosexual. 
Harris and Clayton (2002, 411) stated: 
It seems that Kournikova, more than any other athlete, epitomizes widely 
held conceptualizations of femininity. Her emphasized femininity is the 
key to her success. She upholds and promotes traditional female values 
and to this end clearly epitomizes aspects of the gendered sports formula. 
Whereas there seems to be an obvious distinction between sports-related 
and non-sports-related articles on male sports stars (both in terms of 
actual content and their positioning within the newspaper), articles on 
Kournikova (both inside and outside the sports pages) focus almost 
exclusively upon her sexuality.  
Hence, hegemonic femininity is another concept that can be personified by women 
and supported by society, including the media, that helps maintain hegemonic 
masculinity’s dominance. 
2.5 COMPLICIT MASCULINITIES 
Complicit masculinities are a residual dividend of hegemonic masculinities that 
men involuntarily benefit from in society. They are a version of masculinity received by 
all men even though they do not conform to the idealised norms of hegemonic 
masculinities; however, under complicit masculinities men still receive a power dividend 
(Lusher and Robins 2009, 343; Schippers 2007, 87; Connell 1995, 87). Complicit 
masculinities are usually regarded as the receipt of benefits from the patriarch without 
enacting a strong version of masculine dominance (Connell and Messerschmidt 2010, 
218; Jefferson 2002). For instance, a small number of men rigorously practice hegemonic 
masculinities in institutions such as the workplace or politics (Tulley 1997, 2), while those 
men who do not do so collaterally benefit from superiority over women in those contexts. 
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Thus, a man who does not personify hegemonic masculine traits or seek dominance over 
women still benefits unwittingly from those men who do seek and attain the dominance of 
the patriarchy. Another example is the so called ‘sensitive new age guy’, who is complicit 
in that he benefits from the “patriarchal dividend”, the residual effect of centuries of 
control and domination by men (Tulley 1997, 2). It is clear that complicit masculinities are 
a derivative of hegemonic masculinities; however, this one is similar to other lesser 
masculinities, such as subordinate masculinities.  
2.6 SUBORDINATE MASCULINITIES 
Subordinate masculinities are described as the antithesis of hegemonic masculinity 
in that they revile hegemonic masculinities (Law, Campbell and Dolan 1999, 155). These 
types of masculinity are considered as inferior or lesser than hegemonic masculinities and 
are denoted by characteristics including physical weakness, femininities or everything 
falling below the reach of hegemonic masculinity, as depicted in Figure 1 (Connell 1995, 
79; Law, Campbell and Dolan 1999, 155; Messerschmidt 2000, 11; Aitchison 2007, 10). 
Subordinate masculinities explicitly resist and challenge hegemonic forms of masculinity 
and, as a result, are strictly controlled by society and are based on sexuality, race and class. 








Homosexuality is considered to be an example of the subordinate masculine 
position (Connell 1995, 79; Tulley 1997, 2; Acon, 2004), whereas heterosexuality has 
widespread cultural ascendancy and is, therefore, hegemonic. It is argued that men who 
choose to copulate with men rather than women ideologically fail; as such, homosexual 
men are positioned as inferior to heterosexual or hegemonic men (Jefferson 2002, 65). 
Homosexual acts are viewed as feminine and tantamount to female behaviour and thus are 
relegated under the ideal of hegemonic masculinity. In addition, in the Western world 
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Caucasians are regarded as the hegemonic masculine ethnicity or race. Hence all other 
races and ethnicity are deemed subordinate. In terms of class, being from a low economic 
position can be viewed as being in a subordinated masculine position. Some men who 
occupy positions of masculine subordination may attempt to rectify this through 
oppositional masculine performances.  
2.7 OPPOSITIONAL MASCULINITIES 
Men who are subordinated or unable to achieve hegemonic masculinity may seek 
to evade their subordinated positions by employing oppositional masculinities 
(Messerschmidt 1993, 2000). Oppositional masculinities are an explicit resistance to 
hegemonic concepts of masculinity (Messerschmidt 2000, 10).  Crime is an example, as 
well as the performance, of an oppositional masculinity and, although it might be argued 
to be a hyper-hegemonic display (Messerschmidt 2000, 43), crime is socially unacceptable 
and can, therefore, be better understood to be an oppositional masculinity (Messerschmidt 
2000, 43). It has indeed been argued that the subordination of masculinities promotes the 
manifestation of oppositional masculinities (Messerschmidt 2000) as depicted in Figure 2. 
 
Figure 2. The relationship between hegemonic, subordinate and oppositional masculinities  
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2.8 MARGINALISED MASCULINITIES 
Marginalised masculinities result from the interplay of gender and other social 
structures such as class and race (Connell 1995, 80). It has been argued that some inferior 
groups will always be subject to the authority of the dominant hegemonic groups 
(Jefferson 2002, 69). Hegemonic groups have the power to allow admission into the 
hegemonic group and, therefore, maintain a monopoly over the power to marginalise 
others. Often cited as an example of these masculinities are black sports stars in the United 
States (US) (Tulley 1997, 2; Whannel 2002; Majors 2001; Mwaniki 2008; Wheaton 
2003). As discussed above, sports stars are generally personifications of hegemonic 
masculinities, being individually famous, wealthy and hegemonic; however, improvement 
of social authority is not attained by black men generally (Tulley 1997, 2). These restricted 
forms of hegemonic masculinities, personified by African American boxers or other 
athletes, are deemed to be marginalised masculinities. Connell (1995) also notes that 
masculinities are subject to historical and cultural factors. As a result, the dominant 
masculinity in the Western world may be different to those in Eastern cultures. Likewise, 
hegemonic masculinity in the different chronological spaces may also be transformed. 
This is evident with the emergence of inclusive masculinity. 
2.9 INCLUSIVE MASCULINITY 
The early 2000s saw the emergence of ‘inclusive’ masculinity (Anderson 2000). 
Inclusive masculinity describes the social processes surrounding the emergence of an 
archetype of masculinity that subverts the tenets of orthodox or hegemonic masculinity, 
but is still revered by males.  While Connell (1999) suggested that multiple masculinities 
do exist, inclusive masculinity resists discriminatory hegemonic masculine values such as 
homophobia and misogyny. In fact, inclusive masculinity rejects such practices against 
homosexuality or femininity and they are, therefore, resisted by many contemporary males 
(Anderson and McGuire 2010).  
This new conceptualisation of masculinity was supported in ethnographic research 
around 24 rugby union team members within a university (Anderson and McGuire 2009). 
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It found that traits of hegemonic masculinities were resisted but still accepted by the 
sample of males. Analysis of semi-structured interviews revealed that the male 
participants rejected misogyny, homophobia and risk taking. This demonstrates the 
emergence of a masculinity that is resistant to hegemonic scripts, but which is not 
considered subordinate; rather, it appeared to reflect the prevailing and dominant form of 
male behaviour (Anderson and McGuire 2009). Anderson (2009, 249), in his 
ethnographic study, stated: 
The players on this team—all of whom identify as heterosexual—contest 
three fundamental principles of orthodox masculinity: homophobia, 
misogyny, and excessive risk-taking. These men do not degrade women 
or gay men in any measureable manner, and they are emotionally 
supportive of each other when ill or injured. We suggest that these results 
require a new way for theorizing about masculinity, and we therefore 
propose inclusive masculinity theory to frame our data and discuss our 
participants’ complicated association with the political project of 
adopting more inclusive attitudes toward masculinity. 
These findings were supported by Anderson (2011) in the fraternity setting. 
Anderson’s (2011) research involved participant observation of 68 males and in-depth 
interviews with 32 males in a fraternity setting, and found that inclusive masculinity was 
evident at both individual and contextual levels. Anderson (2011, 604) contrasts previous 
studies of masculine construction which maintain that most men in fraternities attempt to 
bolster their masculinity through the adoption of requisites of hegemonic masculinity, 
highlighting that his findings demonstrate that a more inclusive form of masculinity has 
become institutionalized in the fraternity system: one that is based on social equality for 
gay men, respect for women and racial parity, and one in which fraternity members bond 
over emotional intimacy. In contrast to hegemonic masculinity, it would seem that 
inclusive masculinity endorses respect for women and men, other races and emotional 
intimacy, and it therefore could be argued that hegemonic masculinity may be losing its 
dominance (Anderson 2011). This is quite a divergence from previous studies, which 
showed men preferring hegemonic masculinity (Connell 1995; Law, Campbell and Dolan 
1999, 136; Majors 2001; Tulley 1997, 2). 
However, it may also be argued that this new masculine perspective is distorted, as 
in today’s cultural climate of inclusivity heterosexual men may not openly admit to having 
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bigoted views (Anderson 2011). Nevertheless, the prevalence of inclusive masculinity was 
also supported by interviews with gay men in another study. Research involving 42 
homosexual men, 25 of them openly gay, from a wide range of sports, found that there 
was a softening of hegemonic masculinity or possibly a shift, and that gay athletes felt free 
from physical harassment (Anderson 2002).  For instance, one openly gay footballer was 
surprised about how well received he was by players who sporadically used the word 
‘fag’, apologising and explaining that they didn’t mean it in the pejorative homophobic 
sense (Anderson 2002, 871). 
Notably, inclusive masculinity is a new phenomenon supported by the newest 
generation of men, in contrast to hegemonic masculinity which applied so prevalently to 
previous generations. The emergence of inclusive masculinity is most palpable in youth, 
especially in more recent studies. McCormack (2005), for example, conducted 
triangulated research of 16 to 18 year old boys and girls from a United Kingdom high 
school (evenly split by gender but predominately Caucasian). Participant observations, in-
depth interviews, passive observation of classes and consultation with staff, including 
canteen workers and volunteers, found several traits of inclusive masculinity. These 
included the absence of overt homophobia, the rare employment of misogynistic language 
and scarcity of sexually degrading behaviour. In addition, superiority in this setting 
involved being charismatic, authentic, emotionally supportive and socially fluid and 
affable. Conversely, transgressing the tenets of inclusive masculinity resulted in inferior 
status. Therefore, those who employed hegemonic scripts involving homophobic or 
misogynistic slurs were subjugated. This study subsequently offers support to Anderson’s 
(2009) theoretical concept of inclusive masculinity by showing that the absence of 
homophobia, aggression and misogyny allows other forms of masculinity to prosper and 
dominate. As McCormack (2005, 97) states, “Masculine capital no longer serves as the 
main stratification of boys”. Thus, as evinced in inclusive masculinity, men do not need to 
perform traditionally masculine behaviours to create a valid male identity and attain worth 
as a male. 
The research of Adam (2011) conducted in US colleges within a soccer setting 
also supports this conclusion. Utilising 21 in-depth interviews, together with participant 
observations of students from a North Eastern American college, Adam (2011, 579) found 
that there appeared to be “more inclusive versions of masculinity that contrast 
conventional understandings of male team sport athletes”. For example, the wearing of 
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pink cleats by a player is symbolic of a sociological moment that indicates a more 
inclusive form of masculinity. 
During the research of this theory Anderson (2010), with the help of other 
academics, extended the research of inclusive masculinity and illuminated the shift away 
from hegemonic masculinity, in particular the diminishing of homohysteria in Anglo 
American nations (Anderson 2013a, 2013b; Anderson and Bullingham 2013; Magrath, 
Anderson and Roberts 2013; Peterson and Anderson 2012; Bush, Anderson and Carr 
2012; Anderson 2012a, 2012b, 2011a, 2011b, 2011c). Anderson’s (2013b) inclusive 
masculinity theory strongly demonstrates that cultural homophobia is rapidly decreasing 
and feminised masculinities, personified by the effeminate “One Direction”2 boy band, 
show the acceptance of this more inclusive concept of masculinity.  Evidently, numerous 
studies in this early decade have supported the emergence and dominance of inclusive 
masculinity subverting orthodox and hegemonic masculinity.  This suggests the reiteration 
of hegemonic masculinity as the orthodox masculinity as it perceptibly and paradoxically 
no longer has hegemony.  
There, similarly to hegemonic masculinities, has been criticism of inclusive 
masculinities. Notably the aforementioned, in section 2.3 Hegemonic Masculinities, that 
hybrid masculinities is more suitable interpretation. Additionally, O’Niels summarises 
major criticism of inclusive masculinities as  “a superficial analysis in the most literal 
sense; Anderson is arguing that simply by looking at young men it is possible to see that 
they are now more inclusive. Sorely lacking here is any critical analysis as Anderson takes 
it for granted that because young men look different, they must somehow be different”. 
Inclusive masculinities are seen as deemphasising key issues of sexual politics and 
promoting a discourse of option about men and masculinities, which needs further 
research (De Boise 2014). 
In conclusion, it is apparent that Connell’s conceptualisation of hegemonic 
masculinity of the early 1990s has been supplemented and/or supplanted by other more 
recent understandings of masculinity as inclusive. It supports initial conviction that 
masculinity hierarchies are not set and can and will in fact change over time according to 
different geographical, historical and cultural factors. These hierarchies of masculinity 
provide the theoretical scaffolding for this study into links between violence and male 
                                                            
2 English-Irish pop boy band based in London consisting of five young British males 
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body contact sports in Australia, specifically by providing a framework and filter to 
examine the empirical data attained by this research. 
2.10 RESEARCH UTILISING THE THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK OF 
MASCULINITIES 
There are numerous social studies that employ theoretical masculinities to 
examine empirical data. This review covers fields such as crime, health, military, 
women’s sport media and education to demonstrate the broad applicability of the 
masculinities framework to research, as well as providing a background to extensive 
research that utilises masculinities as the theoretical framework. Moreover, the literature 
concerning rugby league, rugby union and Australian rules football is elucidated which 
evinces the unmistakeable gap in the literature regarding masculinities and sport pertinent 
to this study. 
In particular this review covered the relevant literature pertinent to this thesis in the 
areas of: masculinities, crime and deviance; masculinities and health; masculinities and 
women’s sports’ media; masculinities and education; Messner’s seminal studies into sport; 
and, finally, sport, competitions and their significance to men. As aforementioned, this 
chapter also covers the literature surrounding the three specific Australian male contact 
sports and masculinities. 
2.11 MASCULINITIES, CRIME AND DEVIANCE 
Social scientists have utilised the theoretical concepts of masculinities to explore 
the over-representation of men in criminal offending, particularly violent crime 
(Messerschmidt 1993). Even studies that did not utilise theoretical frameworks of 
masculinity have noted that crime is often utilised to display ‘manliness’ (Hearn 2000). 
Of particular relevance to the current research is the work of Messerschmidt 
(1993, 2000). Messerschmidt’s (2000) research utilised a comparative life history 
approach to study the link between violence and masculinities. He sought to make 
connections between adolescent masculinities, the body, peer abuse in schools and 
violence and found a connection between subordination and oppositional masculinity. In 
particular he found that young males who were unable to achieve hegemonic masculinity 
or who were in subordinated positions had a greater tendency to commit sexual and 
assault crimes in order to become masculine or achieve pre-conceptions of what it is “to 
be a man” (Messerschmidt 2000, 48). This study will seek to answer whether violence, 
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including crime or aggression, perpetrated by Australian body contact sportsmen is an 
expression of hegemonic masculinity. The role of masculinities in the commission of 
crime is an emerging area of research. This is particularly relevant as the concepts of 
crime, violence and aggression are linked and thus pertinent to this study of footballers. 
Hyper-hegemonic displays such as crime, violence and aggression will all be examined by 
this study. The key text in this area is Messerschmidt’s (1993) ‘Masculinities and Crime’ 
which utilised Connell’s (1987) theoretical framework to illuminate the over-
representation of men in crime, particularly violent offending. Messerschmidt (2000) 
continued his study of crime and masculinities with the study ‘Nine Lives: Adolescent 
Masculinities, the Body, and Violence’. This research provided a comparative life history 
analysis of male sex offenders, assaultive offenders and non-violent boys aged 15 to 18 
years. It sought to make connections between adolescent masculinities, the body and peer 
abuse in schools and violence. The study is interesting in that it made a link between 
subordinate masculinities and the occurrence of crime or oppositional masculine 
performances. Interestingly this study was able to frame Connell’s (1995) masculinities 
framework to reach the conclusion that adolescent males who occupy a subordinate 
masculine position seek to free themselves from this state via hyper-masculine actions. 
These hyper-masculine actions involve oppositional masculinities such as committing an 
assault or sexual offence. Hence, those adolescents in the study who were relegated and 
unable to achieve hegemonic masculinities sought to evade such relegation through 
violence or sexual means. Messerschmidt’s (2000) study provided the inspiration for the 
current research.  
Messerschmidt’s (2000) study has since been expanded upon (Krienert 2003; 
Anderson, Daly and Rapp 2009). For example, Krienert (2003) used quantitative self-
report data and structured interviews to examine the relationship between masculinity and 
crime amongst a random sample (n=704) of prisoners in Nebraska (Krienert 
2003).  Krienert (2003) recommended that further research be undertaken in this area to 
enhance and build on the conceptualisation of Messerschmidt’s (2000) original findings, 
arguing that crime, an oppositional masculinity, is produced through the interplay of 
subordinate masculinity and hegemonic masculinity.  
Other researchers have argued for qualitative research to further develop the 
theoretical framework of masculinities and its application to crime. For example, 
Anderson, Daly and Rapp’s (2009) qualitative study on nightclub violence highlights the 
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need for further research in this area. They used Connell’s (2005) theoretical framework 
of masculinities to explore the relationship between masculinities and crime (assault, 
vandalism, drug dealing and theft) within the hip-hop and electronic dance music 
nightclub scene in Philadelphia (Anderson, Daly and Rapp 2009). This study used direct 
observation of 33 club events and included interviews with 24 men. Findings showed that 
men with consistently high masculinities (hyper-masculine types) reported the most 
frequent involvement in nightclub crime; men with consistently low masculinity scores (as 
examined during initial narratives) reported the least involvement, and men with variable 
or medium masculinity put on a more hyper-masculine identity while clubbing, leading 
them to engage in nightclub crime (Anderson, Daly and Rapp 2009). The study also found 
that contextual factors, including excessive alcohol use, heightened sexuality, 
competitiveness and commercialism, explain the nuanced relationship between 
masculinity and crime. The study was able to effectively utilise the general theoretical 
concept of masculinity to find out why certain men commit nightclub crimes and others 
do not. In doing so the research illustrates how theoretical developments regarding 
masculinity—and by extension masculinities—can be used to explore men’s propensity 
for violence and crime. 
The idea that committing crime is a display of, and based on, masculinity has been 
criticised because this simple view of the matter does not provide any useful mechanisms 
to consistently determine which males will definitely offend (Hood-Williams 2001, 37). 
However, it has been suggested that this criticism is unreasonable as foretelling 
criminality is largely considered impossible and can only be guided at best by risk factors 
which do not necessarily mean the potential offender will definitely offend (Hood-
Williams 2001; Sampson and Laub 1993). Others have argued that if all actions by men 
are masculine there is no scope to consider criminal acts as specifically more masculine 
than others (Hood-Williams 2001, 37). If this criticism is accepted then it can be argued 
that the concept of masculinities being linked to crime and deviancy is a tautology; 
however, there is no empirical research that demonstrates the existence of a tautology 
regarding concepts of crime and masculinities (Hood-Williams 2001, 37). 
Despite these criticisms the research that has been conducted in this area has 
provided the foundation for further studies exploring masculinities, crime and deviance. 
As shown by Krienert (2003), research within the prison context identified that men 
convicted of violence lacked alternative masculine resources to achieve patterns of 
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hegemonic masculinity and so had greater proclivities for violence, using it as a resource 
to achieve hegemonic masculinity. Likewise, Anderson, Daly and Rapp’s research (2009, 
315) confirmed that men with variable or lower masculinity “using the three dimensions 
of girl-chasing behaviour, club competitiveness, and excessive alcohol use (an adult form 
of problem behaviour and noted marker of masculinity)” demonstrated more hyper-
masculine identities while nightclubbing and this sometimes led them to offend. This 
additional research, combined with Messerschmidt’s (2000) foundation, provides further 
substantial support for the idea that crime is a resource or tool deployed to achieve 
hegemonic masculinity (Connell 1995; Anderson, Daly and Rapp 2009).  
Collier and Walgrave (1998), note the link between masculinity and crime in that 
doing gender or masculinity is accomplished by act of violence and crime. Collier and  
Hall (2000,11) stated gendered violence clearly: ‘Influenced notably by the work of 
Bob Connell, and perhaps encapsulated by the 'structured action theory' of James 
Messerschmidt (1993), violence has been understood by some writers to be an 
important resource in what has been termed the situational 'accomplishment' of a 
masculine gender. Racially motivated crime, rape, domestic violence, sexual 
harassment and youth delinquency have each been approached as illustrations of men 
'doing gender' by accomplishing masculinity...interpersonal violence\ between men 
and urban disorder have been seen, albeit in different ways, as a way of 'doing' 
masculinity within particular social, economic and gendered contexts. Within accounts 
of masculinity as being 'accomplished' through an involvement in crime, men are seen 
as 'doing' their gender (masculinity) by engaging in diverse crimes such as burglary, 
rape, the sexual abuse of children, the taking of motor vehicles without consent, 
corporate crime, football 'hooliganism', state terrorism, traffic offences, 'road rage', 
violence towards other men and so forth (each of the above has been the subject matter 
of recent analyses).”   As Connell argues, masculinity is not a singular, ahistorical 
category, but a fluid and dynamic performance, constantly being reshaped and 
contested (Connell 1995:76).  Doing violence is sometimes a way of performing 
masculinity, but only sometimes and only in specific contexts. ).   Such contexts 
include how rival groups of men (usually young and under the influence of alcohol) 
perform masculinity as a way of asserting power and identity. These performances 
occur in pubs, sporting venues and other contexts where men congregate and consume 
large quantities of alcohol, such as the fly in fly out mining camps (see Carrington et 
al 2010). 
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Another crime that can be explored in considering the concepts of masculinities is 
male same-sex domestic violence (Jefferies and Ball 2008). Research in this area shows 
that in order to achieve the ideal of masculinity homosexual men may become violent in 
intimate relationships (Jefferies and Ball 2008; Acon 2004).  
In summary, the literature suggests that some men who are in subordinated 
positions use crime, violence or aggression to achieve a greater sense of masculinity, 
which is the focus of this research in the context of footballers in Australia. However, 
further research has advocated relating masculinities to crime as well as other scenarios to 
add to the small body of work surrounding masculinities generally (Anderson, Daly and 
Rapp 2009; Krienert 2003). 
2.12 MASCULINITIES AND HEALTH 
A number of studies have sought to explore the connection between masculinities 
and health, specifically prostate cancer and depression, evincing the dynamic nature of 
hegemonic masculinities (Wall and Kristjanson 2005; Emslie et al. 2006; Lester 1998). 
For example, research canvassing other medical studies, specifically 32 qualitative 
prostate cancer studies dated between 1980 and 2004, demonstrated that men who 
experience prostate cancer reframe hegemonic masculinity in a dynamic and contextual 
construct, where the current view of masculinity is noted as being static and limiting (Wall 
and Kristjanson 2005, 87-95). Findings suggested the ideal of hegemonic masculinity 
needs to be considered in light of the context in which it is being viewed (Wall and 
Kristjanson 2005, 95). For instance, some men with prostate cancer reframe masculinity 
by drawing on hegemonic and complicit masculinity as well as class, ethnicity and 
adopted masculinity that is centred on cultural contextual adaption (Wall and Kristjanson 
2005, 95). Wall and Kristjanson (2005) suggest that in the public setting prostate cancer 
sufferers may practice hegemonic masculinity by being silent on the subject of their 
emotional concerns as a result of hegemonic expectations that men are always in control; 
however, in the private setting men are open to discussing with those close to them the 
emotional turmoil that comes with prostate cancer.  
Depression is characterised by states of emotionality and produces feelings of 
powerlessness and a lack of control—both of which are incompatible with hegemonic 
masculinity (Emslie et al. 2006). A study that interviewed 16 men diagnosed with 
depression found that these men were able to reconstruct their masculinity by talking 
about depression and their feelings, and that such behaviour debunks the notion that 
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depressed men are silent (Emslie et al. 2006). The circumventing of dominant forms of 
masculinity in men suffering depression demonstrates that it is largely possible to perform 
masculine behaviour via means that are outside hegemonic discourses (Emslie et al. 2006, 
2255). The above study relating masculinity to depression found that, although theoretical 
depression was characterised as a state of emotional powerlessness, the accounts provided 
by the men in the study transgressed fundamental ideals of hegemonic masculinity that 
were not always accepted (Emslie et al. 2006). The findings of Emslie et al.’s (2006)  
study also suggested that males reinterpreted potentially ‘feminising’ experiences, such as 
counselling, as masculine in an attempt to converse about depression and rehabilitation in 
order to regain their masculine identity (Emslie et al. 2006, 2255). In summary, research 
relating to health and masculinities, suggests that, rather than being static and unchanging, 
masculinities are dynamic, contextual and able to be reframed or reconstructed.  
2.13 MASCULINITIES AND THE MILITARY 
Further research on masculinities has focused on a military context, specifically 
examining the characteristics of masculinity in the navy and the use of sports rhetoric by 
soldiers in the Persian Gulf (Barrett 1996; Jansen and Sabo 1994). A study canvassing the 
life histories of 27 naval officers in the US Aviation, Surface Warfare and Supply Corp 
divisions investigated organisational constructions of masculinities (Barrett 1996, 129). 
The traits of discipline, perseverance and toughness, tolerance of degradation, stoic 
endurance and hardship are ingrained as hegemonic masculine traits within the US Navy 
(Barrett 1996, 139). In addition, taking risks in the face of danger and the absence of 
emotion have also been identified as being appropriate for a masculine identity (Barrett 
1996; Jansen and Sabo 1994; Hickey 2003, 16). Masculine identities for surface warfare 
officers were linked to enduring hardship, technological mastery and calm demonstrations 
of competence despite pressure (Barrett 1996, 140-141; Collison 1992). Masculinity has 
also been discussed in the context of the Persian Gulf War in 1990, specifically the use of 
sports metaphors such as ‘attack’, ‘bombs’ and ‘defence’ (Jansen and Sabo 1994, 10). 
These terms are interchangeable with war jargon and have been described as crucial 
rhetorical resources for mobilising the patriarchal values that constructed, mediated and 
maintained hegemonic forms of masculinity in the military (Barrett 1996). Based on 
findings of Barrett’s (1996) study, the language used in the coverage of the war in 
electronic and print news media as well as discourse in the sports media from the US were 
both analysed. It was argued that the war provided a mechanism for fortifying the 
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ideological hegemony of white, Western, male elites (Jansen and Sabo 1994, 7-8). 
Specifically it found that sport and the language used to describe it implicitly imparted 
concepts of gender dominance in three ways: 
1. The ‘language games’ of sport and war are shared and are generated by the 
rules of a common categorical ‘deep structure’; 
2. This deep structure is homologous with, as well as an artefact of, the sex 
gender system of American society; and  
3. This structure preserves and amplifies male dominance in several 
important theatres for public performance and myth making in American 
society including politics, sports and the military (Jansen and Sabo 1994, 
7-8). 
Essentially, sports/war metaphors were extravagantly mixed to assert the presence 
of American political power as well as to celebrate and clearly display elite male power 
domestically (Jansen and Sabo 1994, 8). The studies discussed above demonstrate a clear 
link between military and masculinities and show the utility of the masculinities 
framework as applied to various novel phenomena, such as the military, and thus will be 
used to comprehend the Australian body contact sports sphere. 
2.14 MASCULINITIES AND WOMEN’S SPORTS MEDIA 
Research utilising content analysis of sport newspaper pages relating to the US 
women’s gold medallist teams found that women’s sporting performances were 
denigrated by both the use of irrelevant task statements (e.g. she is also a mother) and 
condescending comparisons to male athletes (Jones, Murrell and Jackson 1999). This has 
been found in other studies where female athletes were positioned as feminine, 
heterosexual and ladies first rather than athletes if they engaged in sports (Buysse and 
Herbert 2004; Koivula 1999). 
Conversely, a similar content analysis of 249 articles on CBS and ESPN Internet 
sites showed that hegemonic masculinity, particularly the subordination of women’s sport, 
did not denigrate women athletes (Kian, Mondello and Vincent 2009). Quantitative 
analysis of data found no statistically significant differences between male or female 
basketballers’ athletic prowess, athletic weaknesses/limitations, negative skill 
level/failures, psychological/emotional weaknesses and humour. However, positive skill 
level/accomplishments and psychological/emotional strengths of female basketball players 
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compared with their male peers were promoted more. This study, which was conducted a 
decade after the initial study, found a positive change that suggested a more neutral 
covering of female sports.  
However, the same authors used the same data to research hegemonic masculinity 
and found six dominant themes (Kian, Mondello and Vincent 2008). They found that men 
are always mentioned in women’s sport but not vice versa; that women athletes get good 
at sports by playing with males; that football is first, then basketball and all other sports 
are prioritised; that parents are newsworthy; that race is only an issue amongst men; and 
that heterosexuality is dominant whilst homosexuality is universally omitted. The study 
concluded that the media representations supported Connell’s (1995) hegemonic 
masculinity gender order. Thus, significantly, the authors refuted their studies by finding 
contradictory findings across two separate studies. This illuminates the contextual and 
fluid nature of hegemonic or orthodox masculinities.  
2.15 MASCULINITIES AND EDUCATION 
Various phenomena in education from primary, secondary and tertiary levels have 
been examined using the theoretical framework of masculinities. Literature in this area 
shows early constructions of hegemonic masculinity within educational discourses, 
specifically rationales for poor educational achievement by boys, the experience of gay 
fraternities with other hegemonic fraternities and the displays of masculinities within the 
student pub setting (Webb 1998; Renold 2001; Toussaint 2005; Yeung, Stombler and 
Wharton 2006; Epstein et al. 2001; Clemens 2005; Connell et al. 1983). 
A discourse analysis of four award winning picture books from the Children’s 
Book Council of Australia’s 1997 shortlist was conducted (Webb 1998). The findings 
suggested that primary school children’s picture books demonstrated that hegemonic 
forms of masculinity were promoted. Males rather than females were considered as 
physically stronger, more competent, diligent workers, adventurous, competitive and 
knowledgeable (Webb 1998, 27). The analysis suggests that young boys are not actively 
encouraged to construct their own versions of masculinity and hegemonic masculinity is 
cultivated and indoctrinated from a young age. In addition, it is argued that co-educated, 
adolescent males who excel at sport, rather than academic achievement, perpetuate the 
desired hegemonic masculine identity (Renold 2001; Toussaint 2005; Jefferson 2002). 
Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that academic achievement is linked to ‘femininity’ 
and girls, rather than young boys in primary and secondary schools (Toussaint 2005; 
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Jefferson 2002). It has been suggested that masculinities should be reconstructed so that 
academic achievement, rather than sporting pursuits, in school are endorsed for boys and 
viewed less as an endeavour purely for girls (Swain 2006, 336). It is apparent, however, 
that hegemonic masculinity within the educational setting favours sporting excellence, 
such as being a ‘jock’ or good sportsman, whether it is soccer or rugby (both league and 
union), including other constructs such as physical and athletic skill, strength, fitness, 
control, competitiveness, discipline, courage, self-reliance and adventurousness (Swain 
2006, 336). Essentially it was found by observing ten and eleven year-old boys from three 
different elementary schools in the United Kingdom that the use of the body, physicality 
and athleticism were the most cherished and extensively used resources to achieve 
hegemony by young boys in school and sport was an instrument used to marginalise less 
athletic boys and maintain hegemonic exclusivity (Swain 2006, 336).  
Another notable conclusion revealed that non-hegemonic forms of masculinity 
that were well-known and avoided within the educational context included homosexuality 
(Martino 1997). It has been argued that gay US college fraternities negotiate their 
stigmatised status both within the confines of hegemonic masculinity and other males and 
avoid affiliations with heterosexual male fraternities to insulate themselves from social 
degradation (Yeung, Stombler and Wharton 2006, 5). Attempts by gay fraternities to 
assimilate with heterosexual fraternities were regarded as infiltration by the latter and a 
waste of time according to a study of the Delta Lambda Phi fraternity founded in 
Washington D.C. (Yeung, Stombler and Wharton 2006, 5). This study first observed the 
fraternity for one year, then in the second year conducted 42 open-ended, in-depth 
interviews of college men aged between 18 and 35 from chapters of the fraternity across 
the US. It was concluded that gay fraternities were not guaranteed collective access to 
resources nor the prestige or status afforded to other heterosexual or hegemonic 
fraternities (Yeung, Stombler and Wharton 2006, 24). This segregation was also deployed 
against homosexual women. The exclusion of homosexual women rather than 
heterosexual women from male fraternities was explained by rejecting masculinity in 
homosexual women and valorising men over women (Yeung, Stombler and Wharton 
2006, 23). It concluded that an opportunity to achieve masculine legitimacy would 
produce the domination of women within the greater order of hegemonic masculinity 
(Yeung, Stombler and Wharton 2006, 23). 
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In a New Zealand study observations of the behaviours of tertiary students in a 
student pub known as the Captain Cook Tavern noted competition and conformity 
amongst males, attention seeking, mateship and the sexual objectification and sexual 
domination of women as the important behaviours common to this group. It concluded 
that these were the desired hegemonic patterns in this context (Law, Campbell and Dolan 
1999, 155-162). For example, this ethnographic research over a three-month period in 
1996 found that male students with long hair were ridiculed as being feminine or 
homosexual (Law, Campbell and Dolan 1999, 155-162).  
In summary, masculinities have been used to examine educational and social 
phenomena and have also been applied to sports, the latter forming the focus of this study. 
It is apparent that educational institutions promote sport and are cultural spheres that 
endorse hegemonic masculinity. 
Sport is regarded as a leading definer of masculinity in Western society (Connell 
1995, 54; Pringle 2005; Colling 1992, 134). However, the majority of research in this area 
has occurred outside of Australia (Benwell 2003).  
2.16 MESSNER’S WORKS ON SPORTS 
It is apparent that masculinities have been used in various social fields of study 
and now the seminal findings of Messner’s studies will be discussed to clarify his original 
contribution to masculinity and sport generally. Michael Messner (1990) is a key 
proponent in the area of male athletic studies and masculinity. He has conducted several 
studies in this area and is considered a pioneer in athletic men’s studies. He conducted in-
depth interviews, guided by a life history model, of 30 male athletes (14 African-
American, 14 Caucasian and 2 Hispanic) in the mid 1980s (1983-1985) and identified a 
range of different masculinities and interactions between the races (Messner 1989). 
Findings suggested, firstly, that the athletic process matters more to non-Caucasian 
athletes as a means to increase social mobility, status and respect. This alluded to the 
relative differences of masculinities between races and the ascendancy or hegemony of 
Caucasian athletes who did not rely on athletic achievement as much to gain social status 
as they had other avenues, such as education or better class status, to achieve masculinity 
(Messner 1989, 84). Secondly, a subsequent examination of the interviews showed that 
the young athletes developed conditional self-worth within their sport. Clearly, sport 
reflected the dominant conceptions of masculinity and femininity, with the latter being 
denigrated and the former elevated, specifically by viewing combat and violent sports as a 
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terrain that can only be traversed by men not by women, due to their pain-inducing nature. 
Sport, thus, serves as a cultural symbol to elevate a structure of domination of men and 
oppression of women (Messner 1990).  In addition, Messner (1990, 439) concluded that 
the rule-bound, competitive, hierarchical world of sport provided a safer connection to 
others, and that lower status boys regarded sport, rather than education, as the foremost 
and only institution.   
Messner (1990) explored the body as a weapon and its role in masculinity, sport 
and violence. He found that Sabo’s (cited in Messner 1990) pain principle and the giving 
up of one’s body for the team or enduring pain was extolled, and that individuals who hurt 
others within the rules of the game were praised. In addition, black male athletes were 
forced to live up to stereotypes of aggression, intimidation and violence. The main finding 
was that combat sports embody a certain type of masculinity, mainly characterised by 
violence, even though athletes pay a heavy personal price (injuries). Sport unites men in 
the domination of women and supports the ascendance of hegemonic masculinity whilst 
concurrently reinforcing marginalised masculinities (Messner 1990, 215). Messner then 
followed up in 1992 with a book entitled Power at Play, which is considered the 
pioneering tome on masculinity, men and sport as it is the first examination of its kind 
within these three spheres in Western contemporary society. He covered a vast array of 
topics, including boyhood, embodiment of masculinity, friendship, intimacy, sexuality, 
sport, retirement and gender relations (Messner 1992). 
Subsequently, Messner, Dunbar, and Hunt (2000) conducted a textual analysis of 
US televised sports, including basketball, football, baseball, extreme sports, sports 
highlights shows, and wrestling. They identified The Televised Sports Manhood formula, 
based on their finding of ten themes concerning categories pertinent to gender, race, 
aggression, militarism and commercialism. The themes discovered were (Messner, 
Dunbar, Hunt 2000, 382-390): 
 white males are the voices of authority 
 sport is a man’s world 
 men are foreground in commercials 
 women are sexy props or prizes for men’s successful sports 
performances or consumption choices 
 whites are foreground in commercials 
 aggressive players get the prize; nice guys finish last 
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 boys will be (violent) boys 
 give up your body for the team 
 sport is war 
 show some guts. 
This study found the Caucasian, male-dominated commentary of sports and that 
women were widely precluded in sport; however, they were prominent in commercial 
advertisements on television (Messner, Dunbar, Hunt 2000, 383-4). Thus women are 
viewed as sexual, aesthetic, ancillary objects. Caucasians still dominated commercial 
advertisements and aggression, violence, enduring pain and injury as sport akin to war and 
an avenue to show courage or ‘guts’ were prominent patterns in television (Messner, 
Dunbar, Hunt 2000). 
These themes clearly underpin hegemonic masculinity under Connell’s (1995) 
theoretical framework of masculinities. Messner’s (1989) initial interviews provided a 
platform for further research using other methodologies and approaches. The current 
doctoral study seeks to capitalise on Messner’s (1989) initial work in sports, men and 
masculinity by conducting similar in-depth interviews with male athletes (Messner and 
Sabo 1990).  
2.17 SPORT, COMPETITION AND THE SIGNIFICANCE TO MEN 
Curry (1991) conducted a pro-feminist study of college locker-room and fraternal 
bonding over several months. Conversational fragments compiled by participant 
observations (a senior vanity athlete and a non-participant observer who was a sport 
sociologist) revealed several main themes, primarily that competition and sport were 
heavily relevant to male bonding. The main themes included: 
 competition, status attainment, bonding 
 competition, emotional control, bonding 
 competition and sense of self 
 rigidities of ‘the bond–out of team–you’re out’ require constant 
maintenance 
 so now women talk about women 
 woman as a person, woman as an object; girlfriend vs. sexual 
conquest 
 doing gender through homophobic talk 
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 locker room talk promotes rape culture (Curry 1991).  
This study illuminated the importance of sport or competition for men’s identities 
to achieve status, emotional control, bonding and improve sense of self.  Homophobic and 
rape discourses were also utilised to increase male fraternising and construct male identity 
(Curry 1991).  
A similar, pro-feminist examination of a male university football team found 
similar themes (Clayton and Humberstone 2006). Firstly, academic ability was 
downgraded by men. Secondly, alcohol consumption was glorified and the lack of ability 
to consume large amounts was considered effeminate and thus undesirable. Lastly, 
heterosexuality was compulsory and a rape culture was condoned by men, showing a 
trend toward promoting sexual aggression. Clearly, college sports provide a significant 
environment for men to display masculinity. Thus it is important to conduct research in 
this context in regards to men and masculinities. 
2.18 MASCULINITIES AND AUSTRALIAN BODY CONTACT SPORTS 
There is a lack of literature surrounding masculinities and Australian-dominant 
body contact sports. Research on body contact sports, such as rugby league, rugby union 
and Australian rules football, in an Australian context is scant, whilst the links between 
sport, masculinities and off-field violence are insignificant. There is a notable gap 
regarding the association between masculinities and crime in the context of sport, 
especially body contact sports. This area of research into masculinities and body contact 
sports will be broadened by this study, particularly considering the crime and violence 
which has recently pervaded the three football codes (Saffron 2010). 
2.18.1 Masculinities and Rugby League 
In Australia there have been scant explorations of masculinities and sport and, 
more specifically, virtually none in relation to rugby league other than the outing of rugby 
league icon Ian Roberts as a homosexual. Ian Roberts’ body and homosexuality were 
noted as paradoxical or anomalous displays of hegemonic masculinity (Farrell 1999). The 
former Australian rugby league player’s body can be described as a vehicle to display 
Australian masculinity despite his homosexuality (Farrell 1999). However, such an 
observation did not address masculinities and rugby league sufficiently. Farrell’s (1999) 
exploration of the paradox that is Ian Roberts’ situation was a simple commentary rather 
than an in-depth examination of his situation or a profound analysis; his analysis was too 
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brief and did not delve into the matter extensively. Likewise, an article by Miller (1998) 
gave a narrative of the Ian Roberts’ situation by detailing his football life and 
autobiography. However, this also failed to provide a stronger analysis of Ian Roberts’ 
situation, rugby league and the role of hegemonic masculinity, which was indicated by 
ending with unanswered questions regarding homosexuality and rugby league 
masculinities specifically: “Does HM (hegemonic masculinity) help us explain this? OR 
do we need to think about: (a) the inevitability of stereotyping, and work to seize its 
significance, and (b) the political economy of looking?” (Miller 1998) 
There is a notable study that utilised hegemonic masculinity to support rugby 
league’s representation of hegemonic masculinity as a focus on ‘bad guys’ (Bowcher 
2007). It conducted a multimodal discourse analysis of Rugby League Week Magazine, 
specifically one article in 1997 entitled ‘Good Guys and Bad Guys’ (Bowcher 2007). The 
study concluded that hegemonic masculinity was constructed via patterns of behaviour 
evinced by ‘bad guys’ within Australia’s second highest selling rugby league magazine 
(Bowcher 2007, 240). It should be noted, however, that the conclusion did not extrapolate 
on the representations or make the link between the violence displayed on-field and the 
deviant behaviour of players off-field.  
On 11 May 2009 Four Corners’ exposé ‘Code of Silence’ aired an exclusive about 
rugby league players and the prevalence of group sex among players. There was brief 
media commentary regarding masculinity and alcohol which noted that the behaviours 
and practices of Australia’s NRL players were direct expressions of hegemonic 
masculinity (Schmidt 2009). What is evident is that there is little literature regarding 
masculinities and rugby league and none linking masculinities, crime and rugby league to 
off-field violence. A more recent exploration of hegemonic masculinity and rugby has not 
been conducted; there is a clear dearth in academic research on masculinities and sports in 
Australia, and almost none which specifically consider the code of rugby league. This is 
despite the sport being closely linked to Australian masculine identity (Aright and 
Chandler 1995, 162; Rugby League Centenary 2008). The literature tends to emphasise 
feminist analyses of the media portrayal or coverage of Australian sports stars primarily 
with regard to the Australian Rules Football League (AFL) (Toffoletti 2007). This 
suggests that research relating to sport and masculinities needs to be broadened, 
particularly considering the crime, scandal and violence which has recently pervaded the 
code of rugby league in Australia (Saffron 2010). 
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2.18.2 Masculinities and Rugby Union 
Similar to rugby league, there has been a very small amount of research exploring 
masculinity and rugby union. A study conducted in Japan examines the ways in which 
television and print media represent the practice of high school rugby at the Japanese high 
schools’ national rugby union championships and its role in the construction of hegemonic 
masculinity (Light 1999, 75). An analysis of data that combined ethnographic interviews 
and observations of television and newspaper coverage found that force, physical 
domination, character or model strength and obligation, playing hurt and even crying were 
dominant forms of masculinity (Light 1999). A similar study examined Welsh and British 
newspapers—specifically relating to Welsh rugby union player Gavin Henson (Harris 
2007). This study found that Gavin Henson transcended boundaries as the first 
metrosexual3 rugby star who demonstrated the redefining of identities in the study of 
masculinities and the sport of rugby union. Another study of women’s rugby union was 
conducted to determine how female participants of the sport from the US dealt with 
playing a sport considered to be highly masculine (Fallon and Jome 2007, 313–314). 
Conducting interviews with 11 women aged between 25 and 38 the study found that 
women were able to deal with playing this sport and the stress that accompanies the 
gender-role conflict with numerous strategies, including by avoiding being perceived to be 
not feminine enough (or mistaken as a man) and by wearing makeup, jewellery or 
feminine clothing like a ribbon to tie their hair (Fallon and Jome 2007, 316). Lastly, there 
was a study in New Zealand, where rugby union is the most popular sport, which 
presented eight men’s school experiences of rugby union (Pringle 2008). The collective 
story methodology revealed that school sport, physical ability and masculinities are 
extremely important for young males, specifically their sense of well-being, mental health 
and social relationships (Pringle 2008, 232).  
There have been several recent studies of rugby union; however, they have not 
utilised the masculinities framework. Schacht (1996) completed observations of two 
different rugby clubs in Utah (1990-1991) and Missouri (1992), and concluded there were 
a few key themes (that is, survival of the fittest and no pain no gain) but these were 
subservient to the ultimate theme of rejection of femininity and the subjugation and 
                                                            
3The term ‘metrosexual’ is a portmanteau for a heterosexual male who is meticulous about his personal 
appearance and cultivates an upscale lifestyle that focuses on shopping and similar effeminate conduct. 
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subordination of women (Schacht 1996, 558-61). In summary, men in this context are 
perceived as better than women and rugby propagates gender roles and misogyny. 
Likewise, a study conducted on rugby in New Zealand by Pringle (2001) using 
narrative inquiry found that rugby as a sport revolved around the ability to inflict pain and 
was mainly concerned with violence. Hence, New Zealand superlative sport supported 
violence, and resistance of dominant discourses of manliness could be achieved only by 
quitting the sport. Pringle continued his research with co-author Markula in 2005 by 
conducting 14 semi-structured interviews with New Zealand men about their rugby 
experiences. This study found that rugby provided an influential discursive space for the 
negotiation of masculinities, but men were able to resist sport ascendancy and negotiate 
their own terms of masculinities without sport or rugby (Pringle and Markula 2005). This 
contradicts the commonly held perspective that sport is critical in defining masculinity for 
men.  
Evidently there is a lack of research regarding rugby union in the Australian 
context and even more so Australian rugby union players and masculinities. There is even 
less literature on Australian rules football. 
2.18.3 Masculinities and Australia Rules Football 
There is a dearth of literature exploring Australian rules football and masculinities 
or deviance. One study was conducted regarding the scandals of AFL stars, specifically 
inappropriate conduct towards women. This study found that women were able to support 
men by blaming predatory women or ‘groupies’ that allowed them to justify footballers’ 
actions (Toffoletti and Mewett 2009, 177). As in the case of the other Australian-
dominated body contact sports of rugby union and rugby league, other than these studies 
there is a scarcity in literature regarding Australian rules football and masculinities.  
2.19 PRIMARY RESEARCH QUESTION 
Following the examination of the gaps and limitations found in the literature 
review the following main research question was devised to guide this research project 
(Messerschmidt 2000, 5–6): 
Can the construction of masculinity by male contact sportsmen (both generally 
and with regard to off-field violence) be positioned within the frameworks of 
hegemonic and inclusive masculinity as well other masculinities? 
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2.20 CONCLUSION 
In conclusion, there has not been any extensive exploration of the link between 
masculinities and sport within Australia, despite sport being considered as the leading 
definer of masculinity in Western society (Connell 1995, 54; Pringle 2005). The majority 
of research pertaining to masculinities and sport has occurred outside of Australia.  The 
current research project identifies a clear lack of literature and research regarding 
masculinities and sport, particularly regarding body contact sports such as rugby league, 
rugby union and Australian rules football in an Australian context—let alone the links 
between sport, masculinities and off-field violence. Hence, this study will address these 
issues by answering the primary research question in an attempt to provide a better 
understanding of the scandals that have recently pervaded the three football codes in 
Australia (Saffron 2010). 
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3Chapter Three: Research Design 
Firstly, this chapter discusses the methodology utilised in this study, specifically 
the life history methodology. Secondly, details of the participants in the study, namely the 
12 football players interviewed, are provided. The section on materials delineates the 
instruments used in the study to complete the data collection for this research. Following 
this the analysis process is extensively examined. Finally, the ethics and limitations of this 
research are clarified by stating the ethical considerations of the research and the study’s 
potential problems and limitations. 
3.1 METHODOLOGY 
The research method draws from Messerschmidt’s (2000) study and involves 
interviewing 12 subjects extensively about their life. This is known as the theorised life 
history methodology (Messerschmidt 2000, 22). By scrutinising the life history of the 
players we can determine the social processes and constructions of masculinities leading 
to non-violence or violence. Messerschmidt (2000) is a major proponent of this research 
approach and his methodology and study of adolescent males and masculinities was 
heavily relied upon for this study. 
3.1.1 The Qualitative Methodology: Life History 
The life history methodology follows a theorised life history approach by avoiding 
merely gaining skeletal biographies from participants. Instead, this method involves in-
depth discussions with participants about their life events (Messerschmidt 2000, 22), 
enabling the researcher to discover how individual social actions and interactions with 
others are embedded in social structural constraints. The theorised life history 
methodology helps register patterns in lives that other methodologies will not otherwise be 
able to determine. 
The life history method thoroughly documents personal experiences and 
transformations. Connell (1995, 89) simply defines the methodology as the relation 
between social conditions that determine practice and the future social world that practice 
brings into being. It has even been labelled as the ‘perfect type of sociological 
information’ (Thomas and Znaniecki 1927). In addition, other seminal criminological 
texts, such as Clifford Shaw’s (1930) ‘The Jack Roller’ and Edwin Sutherland’s (1937) 
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‘The Professional Thief”, illustrate “the power of life-history data to illuminate the 
complex processes of criminal offending” (Sampson and Laub 1993, 203). The process is 
more pertinent considering its emergence, popularity and effectiveness in use of studies 
regarding masculinities and crime (Connell 1995, 2005, Messner 1992, Finkelhor and 
Yllo 1985; Miller 1986; Sampson and Laub 1993; Goetting 1999). Agnew (2000, 17) 
exalts this method as maybe the only way of obtaining accurate information on the 
individual’s internal states and those aspects of the external situation that the individual is 
attending to. Matiss (2005) demonstrated the wider utility of life history approach by 
studying Latvian-Canadian women. Matiss (2005, 9293) explains: “ The open interview 
format gave the participants voice and allowed their experiences to unfold in a meaningful 
way. This approach proved to be both powerful and creative. Through the interview 
narratives the participants shared and explored the impact of their experiences and 
perspectives…”.Similarly, this research’s approach gives unique insight and voice to the 
footballers, which has never been attempted in the Australian footballing context. 
In addition, unlike quantitative approaches, this qualitative method is able to 
convey the social and historical contexts of the participants as well as the conceptual 
biases and prejudices embedded in their minds. Hence, a life history method can provide 
an in-depth understanding of the interplay between structural facts and personal 
experience (Connell 1991, 143).  Other methods do not have these features. Furthermore, 
the theoretical framework is based on the structured action theory of masculinities, which 
may be difficult to capture via quantitative means (Messerschmidt 2000 17). In summary, 
the methodology is not a process of theorisation by generalisation but a methodological 
system of investigation into the operation of social process through the recounted 
experience of individual lives (Dowsett 1996, 50). The interview schedule is attached and 
was obtained from Messerschmidt through electronic mail correspondence on 24 March 
2010 (see Appendix A). This interview schedule guided the interviewer and explores 
seven key areas of the participants’ lives, including: the division of labour; power 
dynamics; sexual awakening; images and meaning of masculinity and femininity; images 
and meaning of violence, crises and body (Messerschmidt 2000). 
In addition to the aforementioned life history method, in-depth, semi-structured 
interviews were utilised to answer the primary research question. Semi-structured, in-
depth interviewing is a qualitative research method wherein a series of open-ended 
questions are posed to participants—in this case footballers (Bryman 2004, 534). This 
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approach has several implications. The life history method, which is a form of in-depth, 
semi-structured interviewing, was used to gain detailed knowledge about the subject 
matter, with the objective being to gain a greater understanding of the social events and 
phenomenon which quantitative methods would not have allowed (Bryman 2004; Neill 
2007; Neuman 1997). Semi-structured interviews such as life histories allow flexibility, 
specifically facilitating dialogue and discussions between the footballer and the 
interviewer (Bryman 2004; Miles and Huberman 1994), whereas dialogue is difficult to 
initiate when applying a more rigid, closed and structured interview schedule. The 
interviewer can therefore clarify complex questions or issues during the interview if the 
participants answer with vague or short responses (Bryman 2004). In addition, being able 
to discuss matters in detail improves the validity of data as they are more thoroughly 
explained. Likewise, the interviewer has the option to probe matters (Bryman 2004). 
Probing is a useful technique in the interview process, used to gain more insight into the 
respondent’s life by asking questions in a ‘neutral way’ (Hesse-Biber, Nagy and Leavy 
2007, 125-126). Probes help to gain more information for questions that were aren’t 
initially understood or are too vaguely or curtly answered. Furthermore, probes allow 
researchers to encourage the participants to elaborate on responses which can be silent, 
such as nodding the head or using hand gestures to continue, or echo the probe by 
repeating the participants’ responses. 
The relaxed and flexible structure of the life history methodology, with open-
ended, conversation-style, semi-structured interviews, provided the interviewee the 
freedom to probe and pursue topics pertinent to this study which could not be obtained by 
using set questions or other, more rigid, qualitative methods or stricter quantitative 
questions and schemes. Thus life histories provided a balance between precision and 
fluidity not offered by other methodologies. In addition, interviews allowed sharing and 
listening components that built both trust and closeness with participants which facilitated 
information extraction. In addition, the life history and in-depth interview methodologies, 
in addition to the theoretical understanding of masculinities, have been convincingly 
utilised to study violence (Messerschmidt 2000). 
Another reason for using a life history methodology is that the complexities of 
masculinities and social, psychological and theoretical insights cannot be easily quantified 
or examined using quantitative methods. Open-ended questions elicit profound emotions, 
such as feelings, anecdotes and perspectives, that quantitative methods fail to achieve. 
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In addition, for this research I was interested in gaining insight about a specific 
issue—the participants’ subjective nature and experiences and their views—which is 
difficult to achieve with a quantitative method. It can, however, can be easily achieved 
using in-depth interviews, as explained by Hesse-Biber, Nagy and Leavy (2007, 118): 
The in-depth interview seeks to understand the ‘lived experiences’ of the 
individual. We are interested in getting the ‘subjective’ understanding an 
individual brings to a given situation or set of circumstances. In-depth 
interviews are issue-orientated; a researcher might pursue this method to 
explore a particular topic and gain focused information on the issue from 
the respondents.  
Therefore, as the study seeks information that is lived and issue-oriented, as well as 
focused on Australian body contact sportsmen, in-depth, life history interviews are a 
suitable mechanism to employ for this research.  
Again, the use of open-ended questions also produce more robust answers and 
allow participants to openly and freely discuss emotions, feelings, opinions and views 
involving masculinities, as well as divulging information that cannot be grasped or evoked 
through quantitative methods (Bryman 2004).  
It is suggested that small samples provide little information. However; detailed 
examinations, such as life histories of a few cases, can elucidate factors and experiences 
other methods cannot achieve. In addition, other disciplines have published material on 
clinical trials with limited observations (Dowsett 1990. As Solomo Kobrin (1982, 152) 
eloquently stated, “life histories discover elusive elements of deviant behaviour that are 
often difficult to capture in a quantifiable variable”. Basically, the life history 
methodology (although only 12 were recorded in total) presented as a suitable mechanism 
to explore and understand footballers’ violence through the extensive illumination of their 
personal life experience. 
In-depth, semi-structured interviews can help to convey the social and historical 
contexts of the participants as well as conceptual biases and prejudices embedded in their 
minds, which provide a more profound comprehension of the participants’ beliefs about 
masculinity. Hence, this method can provide a detailed understanding of the interplay 
between structural fact and personal experience (Connell 1991, 143). Furthermore, the 
theoretical framework is plausibly difficult to capture via more quantitative means, as it 
deals with complex and unstructured human interactions (Messerschmidt 2000, 17). To 
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summarise, the methodology is not a process of theorisation by generalisation, but a 
methodological system of investigation into the operation of social process through the 
recounted experience of individual lives (Dowsett 1996, 50). 
This study implemented the in-depth interview technique to explore general 
perceptions of the masculinity–violent crime relationship (Agnew 2000; Messner 1992, 
Finkelhor and Yllo 1985; Miller 1986; Goetting 1999). Nonetheless, the interview 
questions sought both biographical details of the footballers, such as childhood events and 
activities, as well as their current views and opinions about the recent conduct by 
footballers off the field. Hence, this qualitative methodology facilitates the gathering of 
biographical information, situations and the participants’ viewpoints. 
It has been noted while interviewing men that they can be ambivalent, superficial, 
avoidant, defensive, resistant or dishonest (Cavanagh and Lewis 1996, 106; Hearn 1993, 
8; Ptacek 1988, 140). This was counteracted by building a rapport with the participants, in 
particular preceding the interviews with a short, unrecorded conversation. In addition, the 
interviewer adopted a friendly, appreciative and approachable manner during interviews. 
Lastly, it was found that due to the coach’s (who was instrumental in soliciting the 
sample) existing relationship with the participants their level of trust and openness was 
high. This could have also been aided by the stressing of confidentiality and anonymity 
regarding the interviews. The interviews were conducted one-on-one—one participant and 
the male interviewer. It was advantageous to have a man conduct the interviews as men 
will be more open with men about sexual issues and misogyny (Lutz and Lipps 2011). 
Informed consent was also gathered from the participants, denoting that the 
participants were aware of and comprehended the nature and purpose of the research and 
freely gave consent to participate in the interview (Norris 1993, 124-128). Verbal 
informed consent was gained by the study’s sample. They were explicitly asked if they 
had read the participant information sheet (Appendix D), which explained  the research in 
detail, and then to consent only verbally to strengthen confidentiality. Bosk (2002) stated  
“that four conditions need to be satisfied to make consent morally valid, namely 
disclosure, voluntaries, understanding and competence.” This research satisfied all four 
criteria by making sure that participants were fully aware of the research and ensured that 
the participants volunteered, understood and were competent adults who could participate 
and consent freely as mandated by QUT’s Ethics Committee. 
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Confidentiality and anonymity were emphasised before commencing the 
interviews; this was explained to all participants verbally and they were also asked to reply 
to the question “Do you understand this confidentiality?”  All participants affirmed that 
they understood this. This was pivotal in building trust, as confidentiality and anonymity 
facilitate more open and extensive information gathering. 
To further add to the comfort of participants, interview times and locations were 
decided by the participants. However; I was mindful to only accept suitable locations that 
were safe. Several of the interviews were conducted at QUT, in the law library, in a 
sound-proof, isolated room with glass doors. Although confidentiality of the sound was 
maintained, interviews were visible to people who walked past. Other interviews were 
conducted at the coach’s house in a spare room. This was because the participants did not 
want to travel to the interview location and it was convenient to meet at a mutual venue 
such as the coach’s residence. The coach always stayed outside the interview room as a 
safety measure and maintained confidentiality. One of the interviews was conducted in a 
park that was open but was still confidential and was noticeably distant from passers-by. 
One participant requested to have an interview at his workplace prior to work; this 
interview was conducted in an empty open room with glass walls by the street, as such 
pedestrians could view the interview but not hear anything. Again, this provided a balance 
between confidentiality and safety. 
3.1.2 Interview Guide 
See Appendix A for the interview script and the life history schedule. The interview 
process involved several stages. 
The first phase involved gaining consent from the participants and informing them 
about the process that would be undertaken. This was achieved by allowing the players to 
read the information form and to make them aware of the confidentiality and legal aspects 
of the interview and research. Verbal consent was attained during this phase. Additionally, 
simple demographic details such as age, gender, employment, religious affiliation and 
ethnicity were also collected at this point of the interview. 
During the second phase a brief sporting history and overview of the footballers’ 
participation in sport was gathered. This phase required the participants to briefly outline 
their sporting involvement or determine the sporting code/s. This was to ensure the 
participants were suitable for this study and possessed the required football code 
involvement.   
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The third phase attained autobiographical details. This phase gave participants the 
opportunity to speak about their life history, illuminating important events or occurrences 
deemed significant by the participant. Several key areas were explored, including division 
of labour and power dynamics within the household, school and peer groups. Lastly, this 
phase involved exploration of the participants’ sexual awakening.  
The fourth phase explored masculinity, violence generally, crises and body 
concept. Importantly, this phase canvassed each participant’s conceptualisation of 
masculinity and provided valuable information to determine their construction of this 
concept.  
The fifth phase provided participants the opportunity to give their views without 
major obstructions or interventions by the interviewer. Significantly, this phase probed the 
players’ views and thoughts regarding the off-field violence and scandals that have 
pervaded the sport and discuss their relation to the inherent nature of body contact sports. 
Participants were encouraged to speak openly and freely about any topic they wished to 
but were guided with open-ended questions regarding off-field violence. Finally, this last 
phase was used to re-examine the above so as to allow the interviewer to clarify any points 
previously discussed that may have been vague or needed further explication. 
3.2 PARTICIPANTS 
Due to the profound nature of in-depth interviews a small sample was selected to 
ascertain individuals’ comprehension of these situations using purposive sampling. The 
life history approach is considered to be an extensive, in-depth interview methodology and 
usually only needs a small sample, such as nine participants as was the case in two of 
Messerschmidt’s (2000) studies. However, this study went beyond Messerschmidt’s 
number of participants to ensure a robust amount of information was gathered. 
Twelve players from rugby league, rugby union and Australian rules football were 
interviewed with four from each code. All participants played at a competitive, 
representative or professional level. 
A convenient purposive sampling strategy was used for this research 
(Messerschmidt 2000, 17). Four footballers, aged between 18 and 31, were selected from 
each of the three aforementioned body contact codes, specifically those who were 
currently playing or had played their respective sports no more than 10 years before the 
date of the interview (Messerschmidt 2000, 17–18). This requirement was to ensure that 
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the participants were up-to-date sources of information regarding each football code. 
Access to the players was initially hoped to be facilitated through governing bodies, such 
as the NRL, AFL and Australian Rugby Union (ARU). The aforementioned national 
governing associations are the acme of administration for their respective competitions. 
The foremost governing bodies were not forthcoming. Due to marketing constraints of 
each code and website restrictions recruitment through these associations was not possible 
to achieve in a timely or cost effective manner. 
Access to potential participants was initially three-pronged. First, I have a long 
standing, personal relationship with a coach who agreed to assist in the recruitment of 
players from all three codes. I consulted this coach in gathering footballers. Having 
coached rugby league, rugby union and touch football at local school, state and national 
levels the coach has contacts with over 300 participants from all the codes. Furthermore, 
he has his own playing career and personal contacts, as he started working with an AFL 
club. The coach was the first to be interviewed in the sample. This was for two reasons. 
First of all, due to his extensive experience in a particular code and footballing codes in 
general, this interview provided informative and extensive insights. Secondly, and most 
importantly, after the interview process he was able to gauge suitable participants to solicit 
for the following interviews as he had already experienced the interview and knew the 
participants’ aptitude and personalities. This allowed the coach to filter the participants for 
the research study. Lastly, it should be noted that the coach, although knowing the 
participants involved, was oblivious to the participants’ answers and was sensitive to the 
privacy of this project, ensuring that interview confidentiality was maintained. Utilising 
this method was the most viable means to recruit participants as it was confidential and 
gave access to, and provided a suitable spread of, active footballers.  
In addition, having played football for many years I am in regular contact with 
elite sportsmen, some of whom had already provided assurances to me that they would 
assist in recruiting fellow elite and professional colleagues. 
Finally, I was prepared to meet the welfare and media officers of the three football 
codes under review (i.e. those designated in these positions within the NRL, AFL and 
ARU) and request that they post information about my research on their websites. The 
purpose was two-fold: to recruit participants and to provide the participants and 
administrators within the codes with information about my research that they could access 
from their own websites. This website presence would further provide my research with a 
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cache of veracity, credibility and authenticity to aid participation. However, these 
institutions were not forthcoming as this research did not support their marketing schemes; 
as such they denied access to the top-tier websites. 
Fortunately, the first method of snowball sampling was effective in attaining 12 
participants. An initial interview was conducted with the high-level rugby union coach as 
previously mentioned. He was able to put me in contact with other players he had played 
with and coached. The coach was able to quickly present 12 footballers in less than two 
months. The combination of the intimate knowledge of other footballers combined with 
the experience of already participating in the interview allowed him to determine suitable 
and productive candidates for the interviews; he was an effective ‘gatekeeper’ who filtered 
the sample to provide footballers with the intellect and eloquence to meet the life histories 
methodology.  
Table 1 provides an overview of the research participants’ characteristics. 
Table 1. Participants’ demographic details including age, gender, ethnicity, educational, religious 
affiliation and employment 





Union 1 31 Male Caucasian Master Degree None Teacher 
Union 2 22 Male Fijian High School Christian Physiotherapist 
Company 
Union 3 29 Male Caucasian High 
School/Tafe 
Christian Airline and Personal 
Training 
Union 4 23 Male Caucasian Masters Christian Sport Equipment 
Company 
AFL 1 24 Male Caucasian Trade 
Certificate 
None Student 
AFL 2 18 Male Caucasian High 
School/Tafe 
Christian Retail 
AFL 3 18 Male Caucasian High School Christian Labourer 
AFL 4 25 Male Caucasian Master’s 
Degree 
None Retail/Academic 
League 1 29 Male Indian Bachelors None Mines/Security 
League 2 20 Male Indigenous/Caucasi
an 
Law Student None Student 
League 3 19 Male Indigenous 
Australian 
High School None Labourer/Carpentry 
League 4 18 Male Caucasian High School Christian Wood 
Work/Scaffolding 
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The 12 life histories were completed in a six-week period. The first interview was 
completed on 13 January 2014, while the last interview was finalised on 26 February. All 
interviews were taped and ranged from approximately 50 minutes to two hours, which 
garnered over 100,000 words for dialogue between the footballers and the interviewer. 
Taping was required for several reasons, as it would be then possible to record the 
responses of the participants otherwise through typing or writing without compromising 
accuracy. Taping permitted the interviews to run fluently without needing to take break to 
record information. In addition, indirect information such as verbal tones, pauses, 
emphasis, as well as laughter could be gained via the tapes. Lastly, tapes were efficiently 
and professionally transcribed by an independent typist who signed a confidentiality 
agreement (see Appendix E). Although the interviews were transcribed to curtail study 
time the recordings were listened to several times and the transcripts were read multiple 
times during the analysis stages. The transcripts were critically analysed using a thematic 
analysis, guided by several key themes such as division of labour, power dynamics, 
sporting activities, images and meaning of masculinity and femininity, images and 
meaning of violence for footballers, crises, body, and individual case studies. Detailed 
interview content for each participant was then prepared and documented. Secondly, data 
within the three designated groups (i.e. rugby league, rugby union and Australian rules 
football players) were compared and contrasted to examine the different masculinities 
within and across each sport (Messerschmidt 2000, 22). This provided valuable data in the 
different or variant masculinities between the football codes. 
3.2.1 AFL Players’ Overview 
AFL player 1 (AFL 1) was a 24-year-old Caucasian male at the time of the 
interview who had participated in organising AFL during school and played senior first 
grade AFL in Brisbane while in high school. He has a typical family with parents who are 
still together and one younger sister. This participant graduated high school and completed 
a trade certificate. He is currently employed as an electrician and cited no religious 
affiliation.  
AFL player 2 (AFL 2) is an 18-year-old male who resides on the Gold Coast, 
Queensland. This white Australian male who identified as a Christian had worked for a 
large Australian supermarket chain and was also a labourer. He represented his state in 
AFL and had graduated from high school.  He is currently enrolled at a university. His 
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parents never divorced and he is the eldest of six children, with two younger brothers and 
three younger sisters. 
Similar to AFL 2, AFL player 3 (AFL 3) was an 18-year-old Caucasian male who 
identified as being employed as a labourer. He completed grade 12 of high school and 
noted his main sport was Australian rules football. Following the interviews he was 
drafted into a top-tier AFL team. He indicated that he is an only child. 
AFL player 4 (AFL 4), the final AFL player, was a 25-year-old Caucasian male 
who played AFL for the State of Queensland in junior levels. He participated in the sport 
from under 8s and to under 18s, and currently plays recreationally whilst finishing a 
Master’s Degree. He noted that he has an elder brother who resides overseas and specified 
no religious affiliation.  
3.2.2 League Players’ Overview 
League Player 1 (League 1) was born in New Zealand and immigrated to Australia 
in 1994 with his family. His mother and father are of Indian descent. He completed high 
school with excellent results and completed a dual degree in Information Technology and 
Advanced Mathematics. He has previously worked in the mines, undertaken factory-type 
work and at the time of the research was a Security Officer. He has played rugby since the 
age of 12, culminating in playing rugby league at the penultimate level of the Queensland 
Cup before succumbing to injury in 2008. 
League Player 2 (League 2) is a 20-year-old male who at the time of interview was 
employed sporadically in administration work whilst predominately studying Law full 
time. His Mother is Aboriginal and Father is a New Zealander or ‘Pakeha’ (a New 
Zealander of European descent). This player was raised solely by his mother as his parents 
were not together. He noted no religious affiliation and indicated that he has five foster 
brothers. He played rugby league for the majority of his life and had unfulfilled aspirations 
of being a professional rugby league player. 
League Player 3 (League 3) is 19 years old and is employed mainly in labouring 
and carpentry. He indicated that he is an Indigenous Australian and completed all his 
certificates in grade 12. This rugby league participant specified no religious affiliation. He 
played rugby league within Australia at both junior and senior levels. Both his parents 
were involved in his upbringing. He is a middle child, having an elder and a younger 
brother. 
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Lastly, League Player 4 (League 4) is an 18-year-old Caucasian male. He recently 
finished high school and is currently employed in woodwork and scaffolding. This 
Catholic league player’s father was a council worker and his mum was a nurse. He has an 
elder brother.  
3.2.3 Union Players’ Overview 
Rugby Union Player 1 (Union 1) is a 31-year-old Caucasian male and was also the 
coach, who was pivotal in soliciting the samples for this research. He played both union 
and league; however, he prioritised union as it was the highest level of achievement 
between the two codes, notably playing in high school and at club-level around Australia, 
America, England and Scotland. He noted no religious affiliation. He was raised by his 
biological mother and her partner. He is currently employed as a teacher and is completing 
his Master’s Degree.  
Rugby Union Player 2 (Union 2) is a 22-year-old Pacific Island-born sportsman 
who had represented his birth nation and Australia in rugby union. This participant has 
also played in the Super 12 competition which is the highest level of competition in the 
Southern Hemisphere. He is currently employed at a physiotherapy clinic and went to a 
private secondary school. He was raised in a strict Christian family and is the eldest child 
with two younger sisters and one younger brother. 
Rugby Union Player 3 (Union 3) was a 29-year-old Anglo-Australian, Christian 
male who works for an airline company and is also a personal trainer. He was raised 
mainly by his excavator father after his real estate agent mother passed away when he was 
aged 12. He was the youngest of four children, with two elder sisters and one elder 
brother. While he participated both in rugby league and union he identified his sport as 
rugby union. 
Finally, Rugby Union Player 4 (Union 4) was a 23-year-old Caucasian male who 
graduated from a prestigious single sex secondary school and finished a Bachelor’s 
Degree in Business, majoring in Human Resource Management. Though he had attended 
a Catholic school he is not currently practicing Catholicism. He informed the interviewer 
that he played rugby union from the age of 7 and is currently playing club rugby. His 
parents are divorced and he lives predominately with his mother and two sisters. This 
middle child is currently employed at as he stated in a “sports equipmentation store”. 
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3.2.4 Australian Rules Football Cohort 
The Australian rules football cohort ranges between the ages of 18 to 25 years, 
with the average age being 22.5 years old. Half of the cohorts were atheists, while the 
others specified ‘Christianity’. All AFL males were Caucasian and had completed 
secondary school education.  
3.2.5 League Cohort 
The range of age for this cohort is 18 to 29 years, with the average age being 21.5 
years old. This group has two Indigenous participants, one Caucasian and one New 
Zealander born of Indian ancestry. In this cohort there were three atheists with the other 
player being Christian. Similar to the Australian rules football cohort, all males had 
completed secondary education and there was also one student present among the 
participants.  
3.2.6 Union Cohort 
The union cohort was the oldest of the three codes, having the eldest participant of 
all cohorts (31 years). The average age was 26.25 years old, the youngest within this code 
being 22. This mature group subsequently comprised two master students. Three 
participants from this cohort were Caucasian males with one player being Fijian-born. 
Likewise, this group was the least secular group comprising three Christians and one not 
having any religious affiliation.  
3.3 MATERIALS 
The predominant material that was required for this research was a tape recorder to 
assist with the interviewing process. Specifically, an Olympus VN-8500PC digital voice 
recorder was used. This device allowed the interviewer to quickly upload and back up the 
interviews on a password protected computer, as well as send electronic media files of the 
life histories to a professional transcriber. The transcriber noted the clarity of the audio and 
this was the result of using the high-end Olympus audio device. 
3.4 ANALYSIS 
A thematic analysis was adopted to examine the 12 life histories. As previously 
mentioned, life histories are a qualitative method. Since qualitative approaches are 
incredibly diverse, complex and nuanced a thematic analysis was used as the foundation 
for the analysis of the data in order to accommodate the intricate and thematic nature of 
this methodology (Clarke and Braun 2006, 77). A thematic analysis can be simply 
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denoted as a method that is used for identifying, analysing and reporting patterns (themes) 
in data (Clarke and Braun 2006, 78). This analysis helped determine the masculinity 
themes within the life histories of the 12 footballers. A theme capture is something that is 
considered significant and pertinent to the research question and reflects a clear patterned 
response or meaning within the 12 interviews (Clarke and Braun 2006, 82).  
An inductive or theoretical analysis can be conducted. In this study a theoretical 
analysis, which is more explicit than the inductive ‘ground theory’, was used to identify 
relative themes to answer the research question and link to the masculinity theoretical 
framework (Clarke and Braun 2006, 84). In addition, thematic analysis can look for 
semantic (or in other words explicit ideas) or latent, underlying/interpretative themes. This 
analysis did not limit itself to one type of theme but looked for both semantic and latent 
themes within the 12 life histories. 
Clark and Braun (2006) have delineated a six phase process for analysis: 
1. Familiarizing yourself with your data: Transcribing data (if necessary), 
reading and re-reading the data; noting down initial ideas. 
2. Generating initial codes: Coding interesting features of the data in a 
systematic fashion across the entire data set; collating data relevant to each 
code. 
3. Searching for themes: Collating codes into potential themes; gathering all 
data relevant to each potential theme. 
4. Reviewing themes: Checking if the themes work in relation to the coded 
extracts (Level 1) and the entire data set (Level 2); generating a thematic 
‘map’ of the analysis. 
5. Defining and naming themes: Ongoing analysis to refine the specifics of 
each theme, and the overall story the analysis tells; generating clear 
definitions and names for each theme. 
6. Producing the report: The final opportunity for analysis; selection of vivid, 
compelling extracted examples, final analysis of selected extracts, relating 
the analysis back to the research question and literature, and producing a 
scholarly report of the analysis. 
This research process was adopted and adapted for this research. 
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3.4.1 Phase 1: Transcription (Familiarizing yourself with Data) 
The first step in the thematic analysis was to transcribe the audio tapes. This 
assisted in the coding of themes. NVivo 9.0, a qualitative coding software package, was 
used to code the major topics and store the interview transcripts (Richards 2005). The 
initial reading involved the extraction of fragments of data to examine the life histories. 
Open coding was utilised to ‘break’ the data apart and delineate concepts that stand for 
blocks of raw data. At the same time, those concepts qualified in terms of their properties 
and dimensions (Corbin and Strauss 2008, 195). This time-consuming and labour-
intensive approach to coding was employed to extract the themes from the interviews. 
This exercise aided in two ways: in familiarisation of the data and in providing a holistic 
background of the repetitive fragments of data that helped guide the sub-themes created in 
Phase 2. However, before proceeding to the next phase, fragments of data were filtered to 
gain several pertinent quotes. 
3.4.2 Phase 2: Coding Preliminary Masculinities Themes/Generating Initial 
Codes 
Themes are defined as units derived from patterns such as “conversation topics, 
vocabulary, meanings, feelings and interactions” (Taylor and Bogdan 1984, 133). Themes 
are identified by collecting components or fragments of data, which can be meaningless if 
viewed alone (Leinginer 1985, 60). Accordingly, this stage involved perusing transcripts 
to reach conclusions regarding the theme that the particular part of the interview evinced. 
As already stated, several key themes were used as a starting point. It was anticipated that 
other themes and sub-themes would emerge and be accommodated in this step, creating 
broader themes. Themes would be guided but not restricted to the preliminary masculinity 
themes. The eight keys themes that were created into nodes, and thus were the preliminary 
themes, were: 
 division of labour 
 power dynamics 
 sexual awakening 




 off-field violence.  
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3.4.3 Phase 3: Distinguishing, Grouping and Merging Sub-themes 
(Searching for themes: Collating codes into potential themes, gathering all 
data relevant to each potential theme) 
In this step sub-themes were noted, combined, linked or catalogued under the 
broader, aforementioned themes. Firstly, sub-themes were created under division of labour 
and power dynamics, based on the compartmentalisation in the interview guides, namely 
household, other households, parents’ workplace, peer group and school. Patterns 
emerged which were labelled as a new theme or merged into an existing theme, or a sub-
theme was created and catalogued. Similar sub-themes were grouped together. This phase 
involved axial coding which means cross-cutting or the relating of concepts (Corbin and 
Strauss 2008, 195). For instance, for violence we found a duality of positive and negative 
elicitation so these were created into sub-themes. Lastly, off-field violence was 
distinguished into three main components: opinions or causes, media 
sensationalism/overhype, and preventions or recommendations. This is illustrated in 
Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Sub-themes 
 
3.4.4 Phase 4: Conclusion of Masculinities Themes (Reviewing, Defining 
and Naming Themes) 
Following the collating of themes a draft of the findings was written out, which 
produced approximately 40,000 words of prose. This overload of information, which was 
coined a ‘data dump’, was then filtered into the masculinities framework. The broader 
themes of division of labour, power dynamic, sexual awakening, etc. were categorised 
under the masculinities framework. Specifically, themes were categorised as one of the six 
masculinities and one femininity: 
 hegemonic masculinity 
 inclusive masculinity 
 subordinate masculinity 
 oppositional masculinity 
 marginalised masculinity 
 complicit masculinity 
 hegemonic/emphasised femininity.  
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Hegemonic or orthodox masculinity is the highest of the masculinities and has 
recently been joined or supplanted by inclusive masculinity. Subordinate masculinities are 
inferior masculinities. Oppositional masculinities denote violence and socially 
unacceptable displays of hegemony. Marginalised masculinities refer to the phenomenon 
of accepted but still diminished power, while complicit masculinities condone hegemonic 
masculinities and gain residual effects from hegemony. Lastly, the complimentary and 
ancillary role of hegemonic femininity was also categorised. 
3.4.5 Phase 5: Producing the Report as a Basis for the Findings Chapters  
This phase produced a scholarly report of the analysis which provided the structure 
for the findings chapters. There are several advantages of using a thematic analysis. In 
particular it is easy to learn, is quick and effective to complete, and doesn't require 
extensive training or experience. Results are also generally accessible and understood by 
individuals with or without an academic background. This can be useful, as the football 
code organizations will also need access to this information (Clarke and Braun 2006, 97). 
This method of analysis is specifically apt for a participatory research paradigm such as 
the one used in this study (Clarke and Braun 2006, 97). In addition, the analysis can 
highlight similarities and differences across the data set and summarise key features of 
large data sets, including the life histories used in this thesis. The analysis can also provide 
unanticipated insights as it can be viewed using a social, psychological and theoretical 
interpretation. This flexibility is the most significant advantage of thematic analysis 
(Clarke and Braun 2006, 97). 
The following 15-point checklist was devised to ensure that the thematic analysis 
outlined for this research improved the validity of the analytical process and each of the 
steps (Clarke and Braun 2006, 96): 
1. The data were transcribed to an appropriate level of detail and checked 
against the tapes for ‘accuracy’. 
2. Coding: Each data item has been given equal attention in the coding 
process. 
3. Themes have not been generated from a few vivid examples (an anecdotal 
approach). 
4. The coding process has been thorough, inclusive and comprehensive. 
5. All relevant extracts for each theme have been collated. 
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6. Themes have been checked against each other and the original data set. 
7. Themes are internally coherent, consistent and distinctive. 
8. Analysis: Data have been analysed, interpreted, made sense of rather than 
just paraphrased or described. 
9. Analysis and data match each other and/the extracts illustrate the analytic 
claims. 
10. Analysis tells a convincing and well-organised story about the data and 
topic. 
11. A good balance between an analytic narrative and illustrative extracts is 
provided. 
12. Overall: Enough time has been allocated to complete all phases of the 
analysis adequately, without rushing a phase or giving it a once-over-
lightly. 
13. Written report: The assumptions about, and specific approach to, thematic 
analysis are clearly explicated. 
14. There is a good fit between ‘what you claim you do, and what you show 
you have done’; that is, described method and reported analysis are 
consistent. 
15. The language and concepts used in the report are consistent with the 
epistemological position of the analysis. The researcher is positioned as 
active in the research process; themes do not just ‘emerge’. 
3.5 ETHICS AND LIMITATIONS 
As this study requires human participants ethical clearance was required and 
attained from Queensland University of Technology’s (QUT’s) Human Research Ethics 
Committee. An application for review of high-risk research involving human participants 
under the National Ethics Application Form was used. This form and supplementary 
documentation was submitted and approval was gained in December 2013. 
Due to the sensitive nature of the research, specifically questions relating to 
violence and those of a sexual nature, several strategies were implemented during the 
interview process. First and foremost sampling was filtered through a gate-keeper—a 
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well-respected and trusted participant, the coach. Secondly, interviews were always 
conducted in a private but safe space that provided quick access out of the interview for 
the interviewer. Lastly, if any stress was shown during the interview I was mindful to 
divert the interview topic and be aware of the participant’s demeanour.  
 Informed consent is mandatory for all human research projects and requires 
participants to make an informed and voluntary decision to participate in the research. 
Participants were made fully aware of the interview purpose and content. They were 
required to give verbal consent prior to the interview commencing and after this they were 
made aware of the interview process particulars. Verbal consent improved confidentiality 
and anonymity for participants by ensuring that none of the information will be linked to 
them and that there will be no outside personal or professional repercussions 
(Messerschmidt 2000) as there were no signatures recorded on consent forms. In addition, 
each participant was given the freedom to end the interview or not answer questions at any 
time during the approximate 1-2 hour process.  
Qualitative research uses four alternative criteria to judge validity and reliability, 
namely creditability, applicability or transferability, dependability, and neutrality or 
conformability. Credibility denotes that the results are believable from the perspective of 
the research participant (Trochim 2006; Golafshani 2003). This can only be legitimately 
judged by the participants themselves. Transferability or applicability signifies whether 
the results can be transferred or generalised to other contexts or settings (Trochim 2006). 
Transfers can be enhanced by providing extensive and meticulous descriptions of the 
research context and the assumptions that are pivotal to the research (Trochim 2006, 1). 
This was achieved in this study by taking notes prior to, during and after the interviews 
with footballers as well as recording all interviews for continual analysis. 
Dependability can be described as a “need to account for the ever-changing 
context within which research occurs” and focuses on the consistency of the research 
(Trochim 2006, 1). Dependability in qualitative research acknowledges that social 
research may not always be reliable as it is not a ‘hard scientific’ method. However, it 
does expect that methods employed are systematic, logical and provide safety to diminish 
research bias (Trochim 2006). This study ensured dependability by examining each 
footballer’s interview transcript several times to enhance the trustworthiness of the 
examination and by following the aforementioned checklist (Clarke and Braun 2006, 97).  
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‘Conformability’ or ‘neutrality’, which acknowledges the unique perspective a 
researcher brings to the results, indicates the extent to which the findings could be 
confirmed or corroborated by a researcher (Trochim 2006). Measures were taken to avert 
this problem, such as having supervisors peruse results, specifically the subjective nature 
of this social research and similar limitations. 
There are limitations to conducting a study using the life history, in-depth 
interview methodology. A notable flaw of this method is that it cannot elicit a complete or 
entire story like longitudinal studies, as memories and individuals’ recollections are not 
infallible (Short 1982, 135). However, this is a common criticism of most research 
techniques as different methods will have different effects. A methodology is yet to be 
created which is infallible. However, the use of life histories provides the ability to gain a 
full data set and all participants can be contacted to verify any vague or ambiguous 
recollections. Also, the veracity of the footballers’ accounts comes into question regarding 
uncomfortable or controversial matters so ability to probe or clarify helps improve 
accuracy of accounts. 
Another limitation of the study was the coach’s filtering of footballers. He had 
control of the sample and judgment of who participated in this study. However, due to the 
efficiency of the coach in securing the sample in such a short time the advantages 
outweighed the negatives. Furthermore, other recruiting samples were not forthcoming. In 
addition, all the interviews were conducted in the Australian footballing off-season, which 
provided a small window that had to be capitalized on in order to secure the sample. If I 
waited one or two months into the season the footballers would have been too occupied to 
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4Chapter Four: Hegemonic and Dominant 
Masculinities 
4.1 VIOLENCE, HEGEMONY AND THE SHIFT TOWARDS ITS 
CONDEMNATION 
“I hate violence…” 
During the life histories a fundamental concept discussed with all participants at 
length was the concept of violence. Generally, aggression, belligerence and violent 
conduct have been viewed as cornerstone concepts of hegemonic masculinities. In section 
2.3 of the Literature Review hegemonic masculinities are constructed by men, either 
symbolically or in practice, as social performances of aggression and violence. However, 
this statement was refuted by the footballers’ samples. Evidently there was a notable and 
overt shift in the majority of participants’ perceptions in that they condemned the use of 
violence.  
There are several definitions of Violence; however, the most basic is: “as a force 
exerted by one thing on another” (Bishop and Phillips 2006, 23). These dictionary 
definitions of violence do not however grasp its gendered, historical, cultural or 
sociological character. Violence tends to be represented as an individual pathology. 
Whereas much violence is sociological in origin or shaped by social factors such as 
gender and culture. The overwhelming number of acts of violence are committed by 
men on other men – and mostly young men.  This is what is called intra-male violence. 
There is a great deal of debate in the literature about the causes of intra-male violence 
and how much is linked to masculinity or other dynamics, such as drugs, alcohol and 
rivalry. Sexual violence and domestic violence are highly gendered. Most victims are 
female and perpetrators male. This does not mean however that all men have the 
capacity or desire to commit these inter-sex forms of violence.  While women commit 
far less acts of violence than men, they are capable of being violent in certain contexts.  
Violence is a complex phenomenon with a great many variations. It is so variable and 
contingent that any simple definition should be resisted.  
 However, as the research sought the footballers’ construction of masculinity, 
violence was ‘defined’ by the sample. Violence is a socially construction concept; 
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accordingly it was constructed by the sample both in regards to violence in general and 
violence off the field. Football players denoted violence differently and on occasions 
vaguely: 
 I don’t only think of violence as a physical act, nowadays more because of 
media, I would think of it as anything from a push or a shove to throwing 
punches and weapons and what have you(AFL 1). 
 Violence physically it’s obviously pretty horrific, just like watching the 
news thing, like murders and stuff like that, right yeah(AFL 2). 
 Violence is pretty much going at it(AFL 3)  
 Violence is physically or mentally degrading or hurting someone else(AFL 
4). 
 Violence, people trade in anything, domestic or... mental so meaning an 
argument or someone being physical yeah that’s what it means to 
me(League 1). 
 To me violence is just doing like showing off I don’t know, the traditional 
is violence is a just two males punching up and I reckon so they were just 
two of the type(League 2). 
 Violence is like physical, like fighting and stuff like that, that’s how I see 
yeah like violence yeah just verbal violence against each other I guess as 
well like just swearing and stuff at each other(League 3). 
 To me violence means belt the shit out of someone, get into a fight, yeah 
just hurting someone in general(League 4). 
 Ah for me violence doesn’t have to be physical, it can be verbal. So 
emotional violence as well, so bullying and things like that. But violence I 
would say mainstream and everyone sees that physical violence, physical 
contact, fighting, kicking and all that kind of stuff, punching(Union 1) 
 Violence can mean so many things to me, but above all... but mostly just 
physical; having... in a blood bath or getting in altercations, like fighting 
each other, yeah that’s violence to me(Union 2). 
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 Violence is in physical violence in obviously hurting someone physically 
in the fact of punching kicking, maiming is physical violence and then 
you’ve also got verbal and emotional violences in finding how people tick 
and using that against them to doubt themselves and feel belittled(Union 
3). 
 Okay I think violence in my opinion is to physically inflict harm on 
somebody else, I think also there’s... that’s... that’s physical violence and 
verbal violence would be to verbally beat somebody up; call them names, 
yeah and what not (Union  4). 
 
 Evidently, the footballers viewed violence as physical act. Violence in general 
was canvassed with the participants.  There was a duality of negative and positive 
perceptions of violence by the participants when the subject was broached. A majority of 
eight to four regarded violence as ‘negative’ rather than ‘positive’. This was particularly 
surprising considering the violent and combative nature that is inherent in body contact 
sports. 
AFL1 disparaged the use of violence stating: 
AFL 1:  It generally has a negative feeling attached to it or yeah 
generally someone’s talking about violence something 
becomes more alert about you and you have a negative 
feeling towards it. It’s generally... it’s rarely you’ll ever have 
something positive come from the discussion or the way it 
was brought up.  
Interviewer: So feelings about violence? 
AFL 1: Yeah definitely negative, yeah. 
 
AFL 2 concurred:   
I don’t like obviously don’t encourage it a lot but yeah it’s obviously a 
really part of low point in especially young people’s lives just because 
it’s quite common just the egos and starts with young people obviously, 
effects a lot of people... yeah. Violence, probably isn’t ever really 
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appropriate unless it’s stopping more violence but then it’s kind of 
counteracts and it’s more, it’s yeah I don’t think it’s appropriate really 
anywhere; because there’s always other ways to resolve things.  
AFL 3 termed violence as “disgusting” and was the least violent person. AFL 4, 
making the stance unanimous for the AFL cohort, condemned violence by stating:  
It’s pretty negative and in my point of view so seeing someone hurt 
mentally or physically from another person is one of the lowest points, 
one of the lowest things someone could do. I will feel pretty strongly if I 
see someone being bullied or being encountered by someone in a 
dominant way, I feel very agitated or annoyed. If it’s verbal would still 
stand up for the person, if it’s physical, not so much because it’s an 
encounter that I probably wouldn’t want to deal with.  
He also emphatically answered the question “So when is violence appropriate?” 
with “Never.” 
Clearly there is a categorical condemnation of the use of violence by AFL 1 and AFL 2. 
Two rugby league players, 3 and 4, didn’t condone violence when asked about this 
concept: 
League 3: I hate violence so I’m not really much for violence, yeah not 
a big fan. 
League 4: Yeah I don’t... I don’t really like it, it’s not a good sight and 
especially for women, it’s not the sort of stuff they would like 
to see, but yeah its bit... I think its bit more uncomfortable for 
them.  
Union 1 and 3 also repeated the sentiments of the AFL players: 
Union 1: Yeah don’t seem why... lot of times very avoidable, like last 
option if anything physical violence. Like arguments and all 
that kind of stuff shouldn’t have to come to punches, king 
hits and stuff like that that are talked about heaps now, I 
don’t... just a dog cowardly act. If you’re punching someone 
from behind or if they don’t know you or anything like that, 
especially if they’ve never talked to you or anything like that, 
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so I just say... that is probably the last form of anything really 
I could... shouldn’t have to come to violence.  
Interviewer: When is it appropriate?  
Union 1: Still say wouldn’t... like I say, a lot of times it had happened 
on a sporting field, what happened on a sporting field if it had 
happened on a street, those people would probably get locked 
up and all that kind of stuff. So they it’s appropriate on a 
sporting field because of emotions and it doesn’t cross the 
white line and all that kind of stuff, but even then it’s still 
probably not appropriate a lot of the times like I understand 
emotions and all that kind of stuff build up and... But..., yeah 
physically punching someone else, yeah I can’t really see a 
time for it being appropriate. 
Union 3: Just say I hate it.  
Interviewer: When is it appropriate, violence? 
Union 3: It is never appropriate.  
Interviewer: When is it inappropriate? 
Union 3: Every time.  
 
In the literature, violence and aggression was largely considered a hegemonic trait; 
however, it was clear from the life histories that there was a shift away from violence, with 
the majority of violence being deemed subordinate. All AFL players disparaged the use of 
violence, while two union and two league players unconditionally condemned the use of 
violence. The participants noted that accepted violence occurred on the field only amongst 
boys, but off the field unprovoked aggression was unwarranted and deplored. As noted by 
the studies into masculinity and health in Chapter Two, as well as various other 
masculinities research, hegemonic masculinity is clearly not static and incorrigible, but 
dynamic and contextual so it can be reframed and reconstructed. These findings confirm 
the existing literature; hegemonic or orthodox masculinities no longer have the ‘masculine 
capital’ they formerly did and have developed into other masculinities. Interestingly, 
aggression and violence are usually considered hegemonic masculine practices of males; 
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the literature generally asserts that hegemonic masculinity is performed through practices 
of aggression, brutality and violence (Connell 1995; Law, Campbell and Dolan 1999, 136; 
Majors 2001; Tulley 1997, 2; Donaldson 1993; Jefferson 2002, 69). For instance, 
Anderson, Daly and Rapp (2009) concluded that men with hyper-masculine types 
reported the most violence. However, eight out of the 12 hyper-masculine or hegemonic 
footballers categorically disparaged the use of violence. This predominantly pacifist 
consensus demonstrates the possible evolution of hegemonic masculinities and a drift 
toward inclusive masculinities.  
4.2 SPORT PERFORMANCE, STILL THE HEIGHT OF HEGEMONIC 
MASCULINITY 
“If you wanted to be a boy you had to play rugby”  
Each player’s construction of masculinities was examined and probed during the 
life histories through the use of a thematic analysis. It was evident from sitting with the 
players that sport, and in particular their body contact sport, was significant to their 
construction of masculinities, supporting Connell’s (1995, 54) claim that sport is the 
“leading definer of masculinity in Western contemporary civilizations”. Messner (1989) 
revealed that young athletes gain conditional self-worth from sport; it was a reflection of 
the dominant conceptions of masculinity and femininity, with the latter being denigrated 
and the former elevated. In particular violent sports and combat were viewed as a terrain 
that can only be traversed by men and not by women. Due to its pain-inducing nature, 
sport thus serves as a cultural symbol to elevate a structure of domination of men and 
oppression of women (Messner 1990). A plethora of research has stated “sport is still 
considered one of the central shapers of masculinity in present day Western society” 
(Aitchison 2007, 140). 
Players from all codes noted the importance of participating in sport generally, 
such as Union 2 who also found the need to fit-in during school. He was a very successful 
athlete and sportsman, which gave him superlative power and made him popular. He 
detailed the hierarchy: boys and male students who studied were labelled as nerds; 
average Caucasian “party boys” and sportsmen, who were at the top, had massive powers 
and cited rugby as his main sport to attain his hegemony. He reiterated that he was the 
school captain and a very successful athlete and sportsman, which gave him superlative 
power in his school. Union 3 concurred by asserting he felt that “jocks” (the sporting 
males) forced their dominance but he resisted and fought this; however, he conceded that 
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those males who excelled in sports had power. Union 1 also alluded to the popularity of 
sport in school: 
So my final year we went from, we played badminton, we played squash, 
we played Rugby League, we played Rugby Union, we played Field 
Hockey, played Touch Football, we played Football or Soccer. You name 
it, we played it, just because we were sporting school, we wanted to play 
sport and we wanted to be the best in our region.  
Similarly, Union 4, stated the:  
…school I went to was very, very sport orientated, so that’s where I 
really flourished in my Rugby, but I also played a lot of other sport so... 
Outside of class at school we were there before in the Gym, after training 
Rugby, Rowing, Volleyball, Basketball, all kind of stuff, so very labour 
intensive I think you could say.  
This hegemony of sport was emphasised by League 2, who established the 
hegemony amongst male peers who were arrogant “footie boys” as they were the largest 
and the strongest and said, “no one is going to mess with you”. To him, the rugby league 
players were “superior people”. League 2 found the media very influential and his heroes 
were masculine, very strong and athletic (Holt and Thompson 2004). He regarded boys as 
sporty and occasionally belligerent. However, value as a man was based on “how good 
you are on the footie park”. He reasoned there was great power associated with sporting 
prowess by illuminating, “…when you have or rather when anyone else intimidates more 
power over you, and on the football field and someone’s better than you, and basically like 
lesser than a man and makes you want to like want to go further and stronger ...” He 
viewed success as being emphasised for males, with women as supplementary figures:  
Males they are always kind of everything, and we don’t really associate 
the word of success and women together; like to be successful was on the 
football field and whatever the men do and girls will be just kind of 
associated ... or not associated but you know tag along and that whatever 
was sung about it, it was for the men’s achievements and not for the 
women. 
He continued to state that the goals of boys are to “become football superstars”. 
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As stated in Chapter Two, sportsmen such as football professionals or surfing 
professionals were lauded and deemed personifications of hegemonic masculinity; 
however, this is subject to change given the fluidity of the context as masculinities are 
relative and are culturally and historically malleable. However, the footballers in this 
sample didn’t diverge from previous illustrations of hegemonic masculinity and 
perpetuated the reverence of footballers. 
Similarly to League 2, Union 1 even noted the urge to become a sportsperson was 
important; he didn’t initially want to be a teacher but a sportsperson: “yeah I never really 
wanted to become a teacher to start with. When I was at school, mate, all I had my eyes on 
was becoming a professional sportsperson or someone who’s working with professional 
athletes.” Furthermore, League 3 viewed his dad as a paragon of masculinity due to his 
strength; he played professional rugby league at the highest national level and thus 
considered him, along with other people, a “star”. Union 3 noted the influence of his 
biological father in relation to masculinity  similar to other rugby players. He also revered 
his deceased grandfather although he had never met him: “...he was one of the greatest all-
rounders, he had an education, he had sporting ability…”.  Additionally, League 3 viewed 
sports and body construction as ‘masculine’, particularly in terms of sports, as the majority 
of men partake in sports where women’s equivalent participation in sports is portrayed—
and even promoted—as inferior.  
Furthermore, Union 2 stated that his activities at school were mainly sports-
related, namely rugby, athletics and cross country. He noted jealousy and “backstabbing”. 
He felt powerful at school because the school was a grammar-focused rugby union school 
and he excelled at rugby union. He succeeded in sports rather than academics and enjoyed 
the camaraderie, culture and bond in the historically old grammar school; however, he 
didn’t like the expectation of being a sportsman: “Like for example I think, we played a 
game one time or I had made the top... I had made the Australian School boys and week 
after that, we played a game in one of the private schools that were lower ranked than us, 
but at night played a very horrible game and the week after that, I got it from everyone for 
that game.” He lamented that his school deceived him about the work following his school 
achievement in sports:  
I think after I finished high school, I like the same thing again; I thought 
everything is going to be done for me. I have already achieved everything 
in life, I need like a Reds contract or a Waratahs contract is waiting for 
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me. I didn’t expect that after high school that you had to work ten times 
triple times harder to get those contracts unless you’re exceptionally 
talented like Mr Quade Cooper.   
Union 3 also prioritized physical exercise and exertion over academic tasks. He 
only had positive academic relationships with the physical education and a wood work 
teacher and only had four trusted friends. He did well in sports and enjoyed school; 
however, he didn’t like reading. Furthermore, Union 4 continued this admiration for sport, 
stating he was friends with everyone but chose to reside in the rugby union player social 
group. He was a successful and a diligent student and consequently liked all the aspects of 
school: “I liked the subjects, the teachers, I liked the camaraderie and I loved the sport.” 
He continued the hegemony of “footie boys” that he fraternised with, so he considered 
himself powerful as he was popular and excelled in rugby. To summarize, all the union 
players expressed the significance of sports during their schooling. This is supported by 
Kian, Modello and Vincent’s study (2008) where they found that football is superlative, 
followed by basketball and that all other sports are the same. This hierarchy, with football 
being at the top, was evident from the footballers’ comments. 
AFL 1 considered men to be manly if they participated in activities such as “rough 
contact sports” and that both boys and men should participate in competitive sports whilst 
girls ought to play with dolls, toys, dance and undertake art or dress up. League 4 also 
established the definitive activity for all was sport. This mantra was summed up 
eloquently by Union 2. As a boy, his primary activity was to play rugby union and he 
starkly stated, “If you wanted to be a boy you had to play rugby”. This supports the 
previous literature that states boys need to excel at sport and be jocks to maintain 
hegemonic exclusivity and masculinities. As Swain (2006) details, sport in school was 
used by young boys as an instrument to marginalise other boys and maintain hegemony. 
Lastly, there was a study in New Zealand where rugby union, being the most popular 
sport, revealed that school sport, physical ability and masculinities are very significant for 
young men, for their sense of well-being, mental health and social relationships (Pringle 
2008, 232). The current research replicated the findings of these other studies (Swain 
2006; Pringle 2008).  
The predominance of sport and its facilitation of learning and socialisation during 
adolescence were detailed by AFL players as well. AFL 3 noted that his school had a 
major rugby league base, but he didn’t feel anything to any for other peer groups. 
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However, he did not find that its highly populated school made him feel powerless as it 
was “a massive school and no [sic] really you heard.” Viewing it retrospectively he noted 
that school was very important. He felt that being good at sports is the acme for men as it 
increases opportunities, money and girls.  
This also aligned with the studies into the military and masculinities. Anderson 
(2009) noted that having a sports nature is a precursor for military vocation; as such sport 
and the military are similar. As previously noted in the Literature Review, it is clear here 
also that sport re-enforced the gender dominance of sport and men: 
1. The ‘language games’ of sport and war are shared and generated by the 
rules of a common categorical ‘deep structure’; 
2. This deep structure is homologous with, as well as an artefact of, the sex 
gender system of American society; and  
3. This structure preserves and amplifies male dominance in several 
important theatres for public performance and myth making in American 
society including politics, sports and the military (Jansen and Sabo 1994, 
7-8). 
Thus it has been argued that sport is used in the same way as the military and 
politics to re-enforce and celebrate a domain for the elite hegemonic man. Clearly, “sport 
is war” (Messner, Dunbar and Hunt 2000, 382). 
AFL 4 noted his school work was “professional” and “work-oriented” with 
exceptional health and physical teachers or coaches. He was friendly with students, 
successful as a Sports Captain, an AFL state representative and performed well 
academically. He liked the social aspect of school; however, he disliked being isolated in 
that environment with people he didn’t want to see. He saw sports people as being the 
most powerful in school, particularly in his sport-oriented school. He felt “a bit of power” 
with extra facilities afforded to them for being excellent in school cricket. He uttered the 
importance of sport for developing long last social relationships: “growing up within 
sports orientated [sic], so I think you develop friends and relationships that I guess for a 
long term [sic] will always be there”. 
What is apparent and discussed in the literature review is that masculinities are 
constructed, rather than biological, which supports Butler’s (1990) concept that gender is 
performed rather than innate. Thus gender, in particular the male gender, achieves 
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masculinity via socially-constructed performance in the sporting realm. Individual 
behaviours, sport and ancillary socially hegemonic activities related to sport evince 
masculinity and thus being a man. 
AFL 4 noted, like AFL 1 and 3, the nexus between gym, sports, strength and being 
a man:  
Yeah so definitely you have I guess the jock group where everyone was 
looking to get stronger, go to the gm and train and stuff and that ways 
you get the girls to be more so orientated [sic] with being a pretty and 
socialising.  
He summarised that his peer group was a masculine group and that they 
endeavoured to be more athletic. He idolised football players due to their physical prowess 
or size: “a football player had bigger shoulders or like could run a distance within a certain 
time, I wanted to do that as well so, I guess that’s within the masculinity thing.” This AFL 
player informed the interviewer that his constructions of masculinities at an early age led 
him to be an athlete.  
Union 4 felt that learning to be competitive, playing sport, watching masculine 
movies and thriving socially were important for men. This private school rugby union 
player summed up being the nexus to being a man and excelling in rugby union as 
“...doing very well in the Rugby field, I think that really does help you feel more manly, 
makes you feel sort of more an alpha male when you know when you’re doing well, as 
opposed to if you’re not.” He continued to tie sporting achievement intrinsically to gender 
success as a male: “Okay, so I think gender success for me would be an accomplishing 
what I want in terms of being a man. So you know making that rugby team”. League 3 
ironically stated that he was “more focus[ed] on sports in school...goals...sexuality then 
sort of come seconds [sic]”, but it was apparent from participants that the goal was sport 
and it was inherently linked to their sex or gender as a man. League 4 professed: “Yeah 
those boys that fucked the most girls were definitely most powerful, also if there was a 
footie and stuff if you were a footie they will respect you.” League 4 crudely informed that 
other than “sex tallies”, a male’s “ability at sport” also gained importance and stated, “You 
played better, then they’ll have more respect for you.” 
It was apparent that a hegemonic masculinity was to play sport and in particular 
football. This was intrinsically linked to being a man and being masculine. This was no 
surprise; sport is viewed as a leading definer of masculinity in Western society (Connell 
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1995, 54; Pringle 2005; Colling 1992, 134; Nauright and Chandler 1995). Excelling or 
participating in sport was correlated with acceptance by peers who were desired. This was 
eloquently stated by Union 2, who inferred that the only way to be accepted by a peer was 
to be competent in sport. There were a plethora of instances from various footballers that 
emphasised playing football was a significant behaviour to being a man and achieving 
hegemonic masculinity. This supports the literature surrounding sport that asserts sport 
has been used in schools to marginalise less sporty boys and attain hegemonic masculinity 
(Swain 2006, 338).  
Furthermore, this hegemony of sport was also verified by Connell (cited in Hearn 
2000, 50), who asserted the social significance of sport as “the central experience of the 
school years for many boys”. Messner (1990) initially found that sports, in particular 
violent and aggressive combat sport, united men and provided a mechanism to attain 
hegemonic masculinity. In the current study the importance of sport was overwhelmingly 
apparent throughout the life history of the footballers and evinced a “collective 
masculinity” that supports previous research linking sport and hegemonic masculinity 
(Connell 1998, 4). Hutchins and Mikoza (1998, 259) summed up the influence of the 
sporting context in Australia eloquently, stating:  “it is these contexts, and celebrated 
images such as that in League of the muscular, aggressive, sporting male, that play a 
significant role in legitimating and reproducing masculine hegemony in Australian 
society”.  This was further supported with players citing footballers and sportspeople as 
their heroes, similar to parents. 
4.3 PARENTAL INFLUENCE—DEFINITELY MAJOR 
“…parents were very influential on the choices I made…” 
Another notable key and dominant phenomenon was the influence and 
glorification of parents. A significant majority of the participants deemed their parents to 
be influential in their lives. Connell (1989) noted that childhood family was a principal site 
for the construction of masculinities by males. Parental influence was palpable, not only in 
the role it played in participants’ football careers but in general life choices. For the AFL 
cohort the primary carer for all four members was both parents. Additionally, all the 
parents were gainfully employed as school teachers (three), project managers, a nurse, 
office managers, a carpenter and retailer. Despite all AFL participants noting their parents 
were employed they still noted that they had time with their parents, such as going to the 
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beach. The influence parents in the household had on the life choices the AFL participants 
made was apparent. AFL 4 illuminated, “parents were very influential on the choices I 
made and with outlooks on life as I grew up ...I’d always approach my mother or my 
father about club choices, where I was going to go with my life and my career and that 
still happens to this day.”  Additionally, AFL 1 lauded his family stating:  
I think if at times I saw something negative in their family, it made me 
appreciate something I had in mine more, which would help me grow as 
a person and appreciate things what [sic] I have now in life. Yeah I was 
pretty lucky, I don’t think there was really too many times when I said I 
wish my family was like that or did that. 
AFL 1 viewed sexuality as a clear duality of “a man and a woman” which 
emulated his parent’s marital relationship. He confirmed that his parent’s long-lasting 
relationship was important to this perception:  
Mum and dad had a sole long lasting relationship, still have, a sole long 
lasting relationship, which is [sic] definitely makes me think that one day 
I know that I’d like to have that, experience that. Or I’d like to get to 
their age and do the same thing as they are… 
The league players’ household division of labour differed marginally from the 
AFL group with regard to primary parenting. All league players, except for League 2 were 
raised by both parents. League 2 was raised by a single mother: “My... well, single 
parents. Only just started to kind of like last few years, get back to my dad.” All parents, 
with the exception of one who was retired, were employed, being nurses (two), a labourer, 
an Indigenous liaison officer, a deputy principal, a canteen worker and a counsel worker. 
Three or four participants noted activities with parents relating to sport; however, League 
1 conversely found his training and work ostracised him from activities with his family: 
“I’ve worked most of my life and went to uni I worked, went to Uni played footie all three 
categories so obviously there was not enough hours in the week to spend time with the 
family, so created a bit of distance between us.” The influence of the family for League 1, 
3 and 4 differed dramatically from League 2’s household, giving him inspiration to leave 
playing league and start studying law:  
Well growing up with my mother being schizophrenic and suffering from 
mental illnesses and then... and having five foster brothers, all being a 
cast around kind of thrown out, not really kind it’s a volatile house and 
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particularly, it [had] law enforcement agencies coming in and doing 
frequent searches on the houses, so there was an increase in police 
contact, as far as with criminal justice and with my kind of family, so that 
was my main impetus to leave rugby league and because I saw that an 
arena lord [sic] is probably I don’t know for social tyrants rather than 
sports.  
Contrastingly, League 3 stated his family as “not really” having an influence on 
his life choices. Nevertheless, League 4 referenced his parents’ support, namely their 
caring and role model status, and helped him undertake what he wanted, thereby casting a 
definite influence on him playing rugby league. League 4 noted that his parents’ role 
modelling helped him avert illegal activities, focus on studying, playing sports and largely 
undertake other legal activities. 
Union players had varying parental situations; however, they mainly described the 
influence of their parents favourably. Union 1 was raised by his mother and stepfather 
from the age of 9, having had an absent biological father who he only met in 1996 at the 
age of 16. Union 2 was brought up by both parents and Union 3 was raised by his father 
after his mother died when he was 12. Lastly, Union 4 had divorced parents, so 
predominately resided with his mother; however, he maintained: “My dad has played a 
very active role in my life.” All parents were employed in various jobs. Union 1’s parental 
employment and low socio-economic background had a resounding effect on him:  
Tell you why I don’t have family or kids myself at the moment are 
because when I was going through school, I probably missed out on a lot 
of things or I had to get a job when I was 15 to pay for a lot of my 
sporting stuff. So another reason I probably don’t have kids at the 
moment is because I want to be set up before I have kids. And I don’t 
want my kid to miss out on anything due to those reasons. I didn’t want 
to have an unplanned child or anything like that and then make it hard on 
myself to supply for myself and the kid and its lack in its lifestyle. So it’s 
probably affected me in that way. Otherwise, family-wise I love kids to 
death, nieces and all those kinds of things and I do want to have a kid at 
some stage, but I just want to make sure I’m in the right headspace and 
everything myself before I have one.  
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Similarly, Union 4 stated: “I think that my parents raised me very well, having 
siblings taught me how to share, and get along with other people; mum and dad set very 
high standards for behaviour, so I think that has helped me to become the way I am 
today.” Conversely, Union 2 noted little influence from his parents but more from peers: 
“I guess most of the influence didn’t come from your parents. Most of it came from the 
friends and influences from the peers; especially growing up in an all boys school. So 
basically most of the choices I made [are] not regard to my parents’ influence but the 
influence of friends and peers.” Union 2 was the only rugby union player who was devoid 
of parental influence. Union 3, however, viewed the loss of one of his parents as the most 
influencing household factor, “Mother passing away, that was a quite difficult time, had a 
... feeling of abandonment because I believed that was more so dad’s girls mum’s boys 
and yeah made schooling a lot harder. The feeling that I had support didn’t believe I had it 
there, at the time and really sort of decreased my grades and sort of lacked inspiration to 
pursue bigger goals.”  
One previous study also found the significant influence of parents (Kian, Mondello and 
Vincent 2008).  As previously mentioned in the Literature Review, parents were 
influential or newsworthy components in the sporting realm. This was also supported by 
the participants of this study and their influence also extended to the parents’ workplace. 
4.3.1 Workplace Parents 
This parental influence also extended to the workplace. Predominately players 
noted they felt that their parent’s employment influenced them. 
One AFL player one noted his mum was a primary school teacher but currently 
works for special education services and his father is approaching the twilight (end) of his 
career as a Project Manager. He contradictorily noted they had a “pretty limited” 
influence, stating, “I know my father that he had to work longer hours at some point and I 
believe that has helped me understand and realise that at times it’s important at times for 
me to work longer hours and work the hours that I need to work. Yeah, I believe in 
knuckling down and trying to work hard and get ahead early on and that’s what needs to 
be done. So I think that came from that totally.” AFL 2 noted his dad teaches at school and 
mum works at a retirement village as a registered nurse. Consequently, he behaved a 
“little bit more” at school but noted that his parents’ workplaces had little effect.  
Similarly, AFL 3’s mum was a relief teacher at a primary school and his father built “big 
towers” but now works in an office. Like AFL 1, he noted work the significance of ethics 
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as the effect on his parents’ workplace, asserting the “More hard [sic] you work, the more 
often you get your pay cheque.” Lastly from the AFL cohort, AFL 4’s mother works in 
retail and his father is a carpenter but, coincidentally, took part in retail at a younger age; 
however, AFL 4 has “decided to take own path”, specifically into academia. AFL 1 stated 
that his dad had more power than his mum and was a disciplinarian within the household. 
His sister and he were subjugated by the power of both the parents. Despite this, there was 
a closeness with and reverence of their parents as being good caretakers. He didn’t feel 
weak or powerless at home and didn’t dislike his family members. He concluded that the 
power dynamics within his household taught him to respect authority and to be aware of 
bureaucracy: “I think it’s helped me understand that you [sic] got to give respect and that 
there are levels of authority and you have to realise where you are within them. Yeah 
that’s what I would like to say.” 
AFL 2 noted his mother was a little sterner than his relaxed father and shared 
equal power domestically. He was close to his parents and the discipline relaxed as they 
grew up. 
AFL 4 established there was an equal share of power between his parents, with a 
marginally closer relationship with his mother and occasional conflicts with his father. His 
mother was the clear authority in his life: “Yeah, yeah definitely. She is very influential on 
the path that I’ve taken, positive and supportive, so I guess she is. And outline so we 
would run through pros and cons of what I’m going to do, what I did back when I was in 
school as well to help me see I guess a different side of things. So yes, very influential." 
He has a “cooler” elder brother and no one was overworked or unrewarded. He did feel 
powerless at home in his adolescence as he wasn’t earning sufficient money to socialise 
and thus had to adhere to the family’s rules. He noted his family has a “massive influence” 
on his life and he discussed life choices with them before deciding on which path or action 
to take. 
League 1 noted his father worked in vocations that didn’t require an educational 
background, such as factory jobs, fruit picking and restaurant work as a kitchen hand, 
while his mum completed a Diploma in Nursing and was primarily a nurse. He noted that 
his father emphasised the importance of succeeding educationally, rather than in sports: 
“My dad always wanted me to succeed to the best ability that I can, education wise, and 
not in a sporting ethic but educational ethic.” League 2’s dad was a labourer on 
construction sites, while his mother worked in schools and ran a business as an Indigenous 
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liaison officer. However, the influence regarding participating in rugby league relating to 
his father vastly differed from his mother’s:  
Well I suppose because my father played Rugby League heavily in New 
Zealand and my mother has been in Rugby League of my life, their kind 
of upbringings [sic] ingrained to Rugby League, but just growing up and 
in my household, and my mother’s household especially is mainly driven 
for changing this kind of society in the way Indigenous people are 
viewed. So their jobs and my mother’s job primarily is my impetus for 
drive and yeah for social change.  
Interestingly, League 3’s father was a former professional rugby league player. His 
mother was a domestic cleaner and currently works in a school canteen. He noted the 
geographical change from Townsville to the Gold Coast as the only real influence of his 
parent’s workplace, because of transfer from schools. Finally, League 4 stated his father 
and mother were a counsellor and a nurse respectively and did not express their 
employment having any influence. League 4 belonged to a minority of footballers who 
didn’t believe their parent’s workplaces had an influence on their life. 
Union 1 specifically delineated that his step dad was a “long haul, interstate” truck 
driver  and endured money issues, whilst his mother was a receptionist, secretary and a 
bartender and was a hotel manager before committing a robbery. Consequently, she is 
now a kitchen hand and a cook, but is not a qualified chef. His biological father, who he 
didn’t meet until 2002, had a “fly in and fly out” job. Similar to AFL 1 and AFL 3, he 
related his mum’s occupations to cultivating a solid work ethic:  
Yeah, I’m definitely... choices may have, even when I was overseas and 
stuff like that; I’ve had to work, I was never picky. Do whatever you 
have to do to get money. And if it’s the worst, it’s a shit kicker job then 
that’s what you will need to do. It’s you’ve got to work your way to the 
top and... upon yourself and got a pretty good work ethic. I’ve worked 
bar; I’ve started as a glassy and worked my way to a Manager in the one 
place. So my work ethic’s pretty high and I believe if you’re going to do 
something, you are going to do it right. 
Union 2 informed the interviewer that his mum works in an aged care facility and 
his dad was in joinery. He didn’t perceive a major influence of his parent’s workplace, but 
stated the influence of  “workplace in Fiji; growing up the hills in Fiji” as a result of his 
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parent’s origins. This Pacific Islander player, who had represented both Australia and Fiji 
in rugby union, lauded this influence:  
Because dad used to send me to do errands and errands to run, at least 
two, three Ks to get measurements. So I used to do that every morning 
and I think that’s where I got a bit into doing just running or, chasing 
wild animals out of the fence and swimming from one place... I think 
that’s where most of the physical, especially my brother that’s where we 
got it from; our sporting. It actually started from being in the bush.  
Union Player 3’s father was an excavator/earth mover and his mum was in real 
estate before she passed away unexpectedly in 1997. He stated their workplace influences 
specifically:  
Dad’s, industry was very obviously masculine sort of dominated and 
quite firm, sort of don’t take any crap from anyone and mum’s industry 
was I believe was very cut throat in the way of people always stab each 
other in the back it looked like. But had a lot of respect for my dad’s 
industry with how well he handled himself and my mum with regardless 
[of] how nurturing she still was, when anything bad happened to towards 
her in a sales and things like that.  
He concluded that his dad’s masculine-based job taught him that when challenged 
he should always stand up for himself. Conversely, his mum was forgiving, uttering 
“mum always forgave people, always.” Lastly, Union 4 noted his parents’ traditional 
roles, with his dad liaising with CEOs whilst his mum stayed at home as a domestic 
housewife, involving “a lot of washing and cooking and what not, sort what you would 
see as stereotypical”. 
AFL 1 noted the influence of his father’s workplace: “definitely a factor in me 
choosing what I wanted to do because I enjoy that stuff as well. So when I realised I could 
make a career of it, yeah there was definitely a factor in me making that choice.” 
Conversely, AFL 2 and AFL 4 also noted that their parents’ workplaces helped 
them proceed to a different path. AFL 4 stated: “...after seeing dad come home daily from 
work all the time, I knew I didn’t want to do a trade. So I’ve gone into academia...” 
League 1’s parents’ workplaces made him want to be better, financially and educationally. 
League 2’s mother’s workplace inspired him to emulate her and help others: “primarily 
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has made me want to change things and because my society has given up on someone, it’s 
the role of other people to empower them, to reach above disappearance [sic] and all those 
problems associated with it, such as unemployment and mental health issues and poor 
education and poor health.” League 3 found that his parents’ workplaces influenced him in 
sport in terms of the teams his father coached and how arduously his mother worked and 
instilled a strong work ethic. League 4 suggested that his parents’ workplaces made him 
finish school and abstain from drug use. Union 1 similarly stated that his step father 
averted him from being a truck driver; paradoxically, his mother’s hospitality vocations 
caused him to work as a bar manager and bartender at the age of 18. Union 2 also stated 
that his father’s occupation instilled motivation and a strong work ethic:  
One of the choices I made back in high school was my dad; he used to 
wake up every morning around 3 o’clock because he had to go to work. I 
guess that was instilled to me too; get up every morning to work hard. I 
think one of the reasons I used to train hard was just looking at how 
miserable my dad or how hard it was to get up and go to work and I think 
that’s, that was one of the biggest motivation and influences that made 
me want to strive to be the best.  
Union 3 was also inspired by his dad’s work ethic, “My dad I saw him work his 
arse off and not that he didn’t get rewarded, but he fed them quite a large family, on one 
income.. really more so one income, but I just think I could, I need to make more than that 
so I needed to ... my own business and succeeding and making bigger income [sic].” He 
also noted that his mum’s lack of ruthlessness with sales as a real estate agent made him 
more ruthless. Union 4 was also inspired by his father’s workplace colleagues, stating 
“...the sort of environment that dad was constantly around, these very successful people 
what you’d call the suits, people who go and work in the CBD and wear suits, being 
around that made me want to be successful in life so I could be like that. Whereas I feel 
like people who weren’t around that, would have no idea, wouldn’t have same sort of 
drive as me.” Union 4 also commented on the role of his parents, both mother and father, 
in shaping his familial aspirations. His ultimate gender goal was that he wanted to be 
married with children and be a role model. Similar to the other union players he felt that 
males were largely dominant as financially well paid CEOs are men. He verbosely 
concluded how masculinity and femininity has affected him and alluded to society’s 
unequal treatment of women and the premature change in women’s roles:  
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So, in that because we have come from this background where the males 
would provide for their households and the females would be sort of the 
stay-at-home mums, now that they’re making their way up the you know 
the financial ladders and this and that and they’re getting more you know 
more so in the workforce as stated earlier, I think that society come the 
early to late 90s, society wasn’t ready for them to be earning same as 
men, because there’s still that stereotypical vision that women are 
inadequate to men. I think that it helped me make good decisions in that I 
never treated women poorly I always... very confident in my masculinity 
but having that sort of femininity in my household with my sisters, it 
definitely impacted on the way I behaved socially. 
In summary, it is abundantly clear that the role of parents, both mothers and 
fathers, have a dominant role in these footballers’ lives and the choices they make 
throughout their lives in a variety of fields including sports, education and vocational 
careers. This influence is highlighted in Messerschmidt’s (2000) study, where three non-
violent boys all revered or respected their parents; Jerry, Dennis and Allan all were non-
violent and didn’t condone the use of violence (Messerschmidt  2000, 107-130). This 
could also explain the subordination of violence by the footballers, as the majority have 
strong parental role models, leading them to possess less violent views traditionally 
espoused by hegemonic masculinities. Parental influence also is illuminated, later, as an 
important role in preventing footballers’ off-field violence. The respect held for parents 
also alluded to another interesting theme and that was reverence of older peers and people.  
4.4 AGE…LAUDED NOT LAUGHED AT! 
Another surprising hegemonic masculinity was older age. This was clearly 
noticeable with the respect for and dominance of parents, but was also revered in other 
matters. AFL 2 noted that being the eldest child in the house “kind of makes me a little bit 
more responsible knowing that I’m a kind of role model for my younger siblings; so yeah 
a bit more responsible choices and stuff.” League 2 uniquely stated his mother had power 
over him and his five brothers, with the eldest being the “ring leader”. 
Union 1 noted that within his peer group all the members had power or decision-
making power for activities within the group. He also noted that they revered elder rugby 
union players who had tremendous influence, in particular noting that these older players 
had power and respect amongst football peer groups. This was also apparent with the 
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subordination of younger siblings. Union 3 noted that all siblings had conflicts “Brothers 
picked on sisters, sisters picked on brothers; the youngest got picked on for some reason; 
the oldest got... we all just pretty much gave each other crap and just as typical teasing and 
that when you’re growing up.” AFL 3, akin to AFL 2, stated that he played footie with his 
brothers and fought with them; however, the youngest was vilified or “picked on” the 
most. This dominance of older individuals also extended to school. AFL 1 opined that the 
elder grades were dominant over younger grades. Thus the superiority that age brings is 
palpable. Reverence of age and ridicule and relegation of youth was surprisingly a 
hegemonic theme that emerged from the life histories of the footballers.  Again, this is a 
valuable concept when discussing the prevention of off-field violence of footballers due to 
the influence and clout of senior and older individuals. 
4.5 SCHOOL IS IMPORTANT RETROSPECTIVELY OVER SPORT 
“In hindsight school’s [the] most important thing…”   
It is apparent that although sport is prioritised over education, school is viewed as 
a hegemonic institution, despite several studies showing the disparaging of academics 
(Clayton and Humberstone 2006; Renold 2001; Toussaint 2005; Jefferson 2002; Swain 
2006;Hickey, Fitzclarence and Matthews). Participants were asked if school was 
important or not important and they unanimously stressed that it was very important. 
Although the footballers may have not felt school was important at the time of being in 
primary or secondary education they did value education following graduation. League 2 
summed this up as: “In hindsight school’s [sic] most important thing…” which Union 3 
concurred with, lamenting “At that time, I saw it as unimportant because I didn’t feel like I 
was getting taught to the best of my ability, but I do think it’s quite important”. This 
influence of school also extended to teachers, where one footballer felt he would be 
incarcerated if not for the intervention of a particular teacher. This rugby league player, 
who is currently a law school student, saw his education as the best years of his life, 
extolling his teacher with the statement: “Without that teacher, I’d be in jail and I wouldn’t 
be in the university.”  One footballer, Union 1, loquaciously asserted that school was very 
important and now, in his role as a teacher, values education:  
Very. I said that I was an educator, and told the kids, I say I wish I knew 
what I knew now when I was in your grade. I said... and I said, I say to 
my year 10 kids now in careers, the worst thing right now for you guys is 
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you’ve got to tell me what you want to do in three years time when you 
want to leave school. Not year 11 or 12 what you want to do, but what 
you want to do in that following year. Do you want to go to University, 
do you want to get an apprenticeship and you ask the kid in year 10 that, 
they won’t have a clue. But I still wish I kind of had someone to tell me 
that because by the time I got to year 12 and I’ve done my half my 
subjects, I realized I shouldn’t have done half of those subjects. And so I 
explained to my kids and it is... it’s important like you might not value 
education, but what you want to do or where you want to get in life, it’s 
going to lead you to where you want to go. So you don’t want to be that 
kid that wants to be an electrician or whatever, you got to do those wet 
pathways or you got do whatever you need to do. As I said with working, 
you’ve got to do what you have to do to get your way to the top. School’s 
kind of the same; you’ve got to get your way to where you want to go in 
life. Even if you don’t know where you want to go you’ve got to put your 
foot in the right places to start with.  
AFL 3 noted that school taught him to be small then to become big and it was the 
same outside with work, where you “start small again and work your way to big”. Studies 
(see section 2.15 Masculinities and Education) have indicated the educational process is 
feminised in the educational setting which was clearly evinced by the footballers’ 
prioritisation of sports over education (Renold 2001; Toussaint 2005; Jefferson 2002; 
Swain 2006). According to boys’ education advocates, the championing of education as 
found for girls should also be emphasised to young boys as currently there is an over-
focus on physical power rather than academic achievement for school-age boys. This is 
clear with the footballers canvassed in this study. However, retrospectively, all footballers 
praised education and extolled the influence of schools after graduation. 
In conclusion, school is regarded as a very important institution even though this 
importance is not always appreciated at the time. 
4.6 PHYSICALITY: SIZE DOES MATTER 
“…being bigger helps….” 
From being more alpha or confident, to gaining physical ascendancy and being 
intimidating, Wall and Kristjanson (2005, 88) suggests that “being a stud” who is 
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physically fit is a defining characteristic of hegemonic masculinity. In addition, the 
findings of this research showed that being muscular, bigger, stronger and more physically 
capable were hegemonic masculine traits desired by footballers. Donaldson (1993, 655) 
denoted hegemonic masculinity as “a question of how particular groups of men inhabit 
positions of power and wealth, and how they legitimatise and reproduce social 
relationships that generate their dominance”. The body is used as a mechanism or weapon 
of social practice to enforce hegemonic masculinity and men’s dominant position over 
other men and women (Connell and Messerschmidt 2010, 222). It was apparent that 
having a bigger muscular size (excluding obesity) was tantamount to maintaining a 
dominant position over both men and women, and also helped to reproduce such 
dominance. This was emphasised by Union 4 who established that his physical size gave 
him power over his sisters. AFL 1 expressed the need to be big and strong as being a 
construction of masculinity. AFL 1 believed mass media has had a great influence on his 
construction of men and masculinity, stating: “…immediately think of TV which 
generally portray [sic] yeah more visual image of it, which is guys with big muscles; yeah 
tanned, flexing, getting the girls so yeah certainly getting girls and being big and strong”. 
He later iterated that he felt family, school, peer groups and mass media were responsible 
in developing his own concept of masculinity. His infant hero was inspired by a cartoon 
and had “muscles and being big and strong”. It is viewed that the body is a personal 
resource that can be used during social interactions and represents a symbol of power or 
powerlessness (Messerschmidt 2000, 94). Messerschmidt (2012, 158) in his study 
revealed “that the body is an inescapable and integral part of practicing 
heteromasculinities…”. It is clear that footballers used their bodies as a weapon to 
reinforce power. 
Similar to AFL 1 and 2, AFL 3 viewed attending the gym to increase body size as 
masculine and that being bigger physically affords you more respect. He reveres “gym 
junkies” who need to enhance their physique and believes men need to “go to the gym, 
play footie, go to training, have barbeque with some mates, drinking some beer...”. He 
cited that being and feeling like a “big man” was significant. He insisted that this is why 
so many people go to the gym as you have to be big and strong and thus manly. He 
summarized that he wanted to enhance his body as he heard that it impressed girls and 
subsequently worked out. Furthermore, AFL 4 regarded his father, who had a big body 
and got the biggest piece of meat on the table, as masculine. On the contrary, he didn’t 
even take notice of his mother. As previously stated, he noted like, AFL 1 and 3, the nexus 
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between gym, sports, strength and being a man: “Yeah so definitely you have I guess the 
jock group where everyone was looking to get stronger, go to the gym and train and stuff 
and that ways you get the girls to be more so orientated with being a [sic] pretty and 
socialising.” This AFL player idolised football players due to their physical prowess or 
size as aforementioned: “a football player had bigger shoulders or like could run a distance 
within a certain time, I wanted to do that as well so, I guess that’s within the masculinity 
thing.” League 3 also repeated the sentiments of other football players regarding physique: 
“Everyone brings out hey you’ve got to have a perfect body like six pack and massive big 
arms and stuff like that, just Gym Jockeys that’s the real big body image thing that I 
found…having bigger biceps”. 
The final league player, League 4, outlined his arrogance in regard to his body: 
“I’m pretty; like I’m... being the best man it makes me feel good. Say I even saw it... in 
general like in like I meet someone in the crowd or in the club; I feel better, more 
confident. In sport I know I’ll be better than him, I’ll be more powerful”. He felt that being 
bigger is also more attractive to women and, as stated by League 1, being larger 
“definitely catches their eyes”.  Furthermore, similar to League 3, there was a tangible link 
to sport, better body image, confidence and popularity with women: “Yeah I took up 
sports seriously when I was fat, took up my sports seriously and that’s trimmed me down 
a lot, say I want to ... work obviously better on the being more pro, more attractive for 
women and that’s made me lot more confident.” He detailed the use of his body in sports:  
In sport, stronger body is very powerful, with League yeah violence 
being bigger, that definitely helps. Yeah if you’re going to be in a fight, 
the big[ger]… you are some advantage. Non violent practices, yeah just 
women and stuff I think, being bigger helps I think.”   
Swain (2006) argues hegemonic forms of masculinity are inextricably connected 
to the body and that athleticism as well as physicality is considered the most cherished and 
extensively utilised resource as it is the physical capital of the body that is the viewed as 
the most acceptable, easily accessible and desirable way to evince manliness. This use of 
the body was also implemented by the footballers in the current study as it was clear that 
hegemonic masculinity was to be big and strong and was an important masculine 
construct for all participants. This obsession with size even extended to genital obsession 
where small penises were derogated (see Chapter Five). In conclusion, footballers and 
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their peers believed size does matter and that it is a hegemonic construction of 
masculinity. 
4.7 PEER GROUP AND CONFORMITY 
  “…I tried to impress my friends…just to fit in I guess” 
There was the need for footballers to “fit in” with peer groups and following the 
crowd was a conduct that was reinforced. Other studies have deemed this as “seeking 
mateship” and conformity amongst males (Law, Campbell and Dolan 1999). Peer group 
pressure or the need to be accepted by peers would lead the footballers to participate in 
both beneficial and detrimental activities; however, what is clear is the significance of 
socializing and conforming as well as being accepted.  
AFL 3 illuminated his activities with his peer group: “Playing computer games 
and X-box and all that, going to the beach and stuff like that, because I kind of do surfing, 
so we all do all surfing and yeah just chilling out with mates.”  Notably, this player has a 
separate football peer group. AFL 2 noted most of the activities with his peer group such 
as surfing, partying, clubbing, listening to music and sporting. AFL 1 noted that following 
high school he cultivated different groups of friends and, similar to AFL 3, he had a 
separate group of football friends whilst his school friends also had similar interests such 
as partying and driving. He clearly asserted that the football players helped him find a 
party scene. AFL 4 had an established peer group “playing sports around or getting drunk 
with friends” and declared a “huge effect” of peer group pressure which was about 
“following the crowd”. This influence became less significant with age. 
League 2 would go to rugby league games to watch the local NRL team and/or go 
to other predominant public domains, such as shops. He found that his peer groups 
influenced him to participating in mischievous activities that nearly led to arrests. League 
3’s peer group revolved around the gym and playing football or swimming at the beach 
and he felt that his peer group necessitated the idea: “lose some weights to fit in”.  League 
4 would drink, ski, “play footie” and meet girlfriends with his peer group. Similar to 
several other players, he felt a need to fit in and impress his friends by drinking or 
skipping games. 
Union 1 noted that living close to a national stadium meant that attending sports 
activities was important. He also enjoyed visiting the beach or discos. He noted negative 
aspects of socialising with delinquent peers, pronouncing that “some of those boys were 
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flat out trouble makers and I think probably every second weekend we probably got into a 
dust up at the footie.” These notions are confirmed by Fitzclarence and Hickey (2001, 
118) who found that what is often overlooked is that the “important force within the 
dynamics of masculinity making and sport” is namely peer group power. 
League 3 even stated that the biggest influence on his household was geographical 
change because he struggled to make friends, hence illuminating the importance of having 
peer groups Flood (2011) also noted the important role of peer group pressure in shaping 
roles and reducing sexiest, homophobic and violent attitudes. Flood states (2011, 267) “If 
men fear reactions to their positive interventions as bystanders, build their skills in 
bystander intervention. Offer men a language for articulating their involvement in 
preventing violence against women, one that negates homophobia and anti-feminist 
stereotyping.” 
Furthermore, Flood (2008) notes that importance of male groups in influencing 
behavior, “Male-male social bonds have a powerful influence on the sexual relations of 
some young heterosexual men. Qualitative analysis among young men aged eighteen to 
twenty-six in Canberra, Australia, documents the homosocial organization of men’s 
heterosexual relations. Homosociality organizes men’s sociosexual relations in at least 
four ways. For some of these young men, male-male friendships take priority over male-
female relations, and platonic friendships with women are dangerously feminizing.  
Sexual activity is a key path to masculine status and other men are the audience, always  
imagined and sometimes real, for one’s sexual activities. Heterosexual sex itself can be the 
medium through which male bonding is enacted. Last, men’s sexual storytelling is shaped 
by homosocial masculine cultures. While these patterns were evident particularly among 
young men in the highly homosocial culture of a military academy, their presence also 
among other groups suggests the wider influence of homosociality on men’s sexual and 
social relations.” 
AFL 1 stated that his peer group all had power; however, his peer group focused 
on excelling in power. He viewed that boys were more concerned with power than girls. 
He explained that most of his peer group activities included underage drinking.  AFL 2 
felt that a louder, extroverted character had power in peer groups, with equal power 
between the sexes, predominantly in undertaking benign legal activities; however, similar 
to AFL 1, he stated the importance of socialising or partying: “It definitely put me in the 
party kind of world a lot more than I would have gone to without my friends, so they 
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probably got me out there a bit more what I was going about [sic] yeah.” AFL 3’s peer 
group consisted mainly of boys who didn’t have power hierarchies, but regarded males as 
supreme to females. This group centred on sport and “chilling out” and try to go out and 
“pick up chicks”. He had an egalitarian or equal group where “no one’s better than you, no 
one’s less than you.”  Finally, AFL 4 had an oligarchy, with a few dominant members of 
the peer group who managed and decided activities for the group. Boys who were better at 
sports had the power and had a greater role within the group. 
League 2 established the hegemony amongst male peers who were arrogant 
“footie boys” as they were the largest and the strongest and said, “no one is going to mess 
with you.” Activities outside of football were sex with girls and underage drinking.  
League 3 had equal power in his peer group amongst all cronies, with the boys being 
physical and belligerent. He asserted that legal activities were playing rugby league and 
that he was influenced by his peer group, particularly in underage drinking. This 
hegemonic practice—the need to consume alcohol—was promoted even at a minor and 
illegal age. It was obvious that footballers felt the need to socialise with friends by 
consuming alcohol. This supports the literature outside the football context that men seek 
to gain masculinity via excessive alcohol consumption and girl chasing (Anderson, Daly 
and Rapp 2009, 315). Similarly, the male university football team study found that the 
capability to consume large amounts of alcohol was coveted and promoted. Hence, the 
inability to consume large quantities was deemed effeminate (Clayton and Humberstone 
2006; Schmidt 2009; Cassino 2007). Although there were instances where footballers 
distinguished themselves by not conforming, this nominal masculinity was not wholly 
promoted. Donaldson (1993) contended that the reason why multitudes of young males 
take up sport is motivated by the “hunger for affiliation”. This hunger to be affiliated, 
connected and close was irrefutably supported by the Australian footballers in this study; 
it was a widely accepted and mandated hegemonic practice by their peers. However, the 
most lauded practice was fornicating with women. 
 
4.8 HETEROSEXUAL SEX—SEXUAL ACCEPTANCE FROM WOMEN 
…most of the guys play rugby to attract women… 
Footballers noted the need for heterosexual conquests which were irrefutably a 
construction of masculinity in their environment. This engagement with females sexually 
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was critical to being a man and evidently a hegemonic male conduct. Masculinity is not an 
ontological certainty, attained and immutable at birth, but is displayed through acts and 
behaviours (Connell 2005). As previously mentioned, masculinity is brought into 
existence through performance—it is a ‘performative’ account of gender. Butler (1990, 
140) propounds that identities are brought into existence through action in “a re-enactment 
and a re-experiencing of a set of meanings already socially established”. It was apparent 
throughout the interview that fornicating with women was a legitimate behaviour and thus 
an act of hegemonic masculinity. Additionally, Connell (1995) suggests that popularity 
with women is an imperative construction of hegemonic masculinity. This was 
unmistakable with the footballers canvassed in this study. Flood’s (2013) work on young 
heterosexual men show women were represented in terms that are negative (the slut), 
deviant and pathologized (the nymphomaniac) or subordinated (as objects for men’s use) 
(Holland et al. 1996, 254) and there was only a slight weakening of promiscuous males. 
Hence, a clear sexual double standard still exists. 
Messerschmidt(2012, 160) discusses the need for sex drive by men: One of the dominant 
themes reported in the feminist literature on “normative heterosexuality” is the existence 
of an alleged natural “male sexual drive” discourse that has a widespread and forceful 
cultural influence on the sexuality of boys and men as well as girls and women (Hollway 
1984; Gavey 2005). This “male sexual drive” discourse is the culturally dominant and 
normative way of understanding sexuality by boys and men in Western societies, and it 
emphasizes that the asserted “need” or “urge” to engage in sexuality is a “strong, almost 
overwhelming drive that exists in all healthy normal men” and therefore “men will go to 
great lengths to have sex (including paying for it)” (Gavey 2005: 104)” 
League 4 felt his mate was a dictator and the leader of his group which was based 
on prolific fornication with women and partaking in drugs and alcohol at a young age. He 
uttered, “Yeah those boys that fucked the most girls were definitely most powerful, also if 
there was a footie and stuff if you were a footie they will respect you.” Other than “sex 
tallies”, a male’s “ability at sport” also gained importance, as evidenced in the comment: 
“you played better, than [sic] they’ll have more respect for you.”  
Union 2 distinguished masculinity as “kill someone...dominate in a battlefield and 
yet sleep with multiple women”. He noted that the personification of masculinity was 
Achilles from the Greek parable of Troy—also a popular Hollywood movie. He asserted 
that every man wanted to be Achilles from the movie Troy. He noted that illegal activities 
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were only conducted outside of school. He toured with a men’s rugby team and revealed 
an incredible amount of disrespect and objectification of women which was surprising 
given his household circumstances. In instances where girls would fornicate with a single 
player the other players would also try to fornicate with the girl. This player deplored 
additional attempted inclusions of other males and deemed it “gang rape”. Curry (1991) 
found that locker room talk promoted a rape culture and women were divided in either 
being sexual conquests or objects or respected as women and girlfriends. Similarly, it was 
clarified by Clayton and Humberstone’s 2006 study in male football that a rape culture 
was condoned by men, displaying a trend towards endorsing sexual aggression. 
Union 2 continued to state that although rugby boys and men are generally viewed 
by women, society and the opposite sex as sex objects this is changing: “I guess most of 
my boys, they view girls as just sex objects; especially Rugby boys. They would... they 
just view girls as sex objects, something that you use and abuse and leave. But some boys, 
some of the men do have respect and some images you boys these days... this is the way; 
but the girls are actually catching up with the boys. They just actually see guys as sex 
objects as well.” Messner, Dunbar and Hunt (2000) concluded in their study that women 
were sexy props and prises for men’s successful sports performance or consumption 
choices. This notion was irrefutably supported by the footballers canvassed in this 
research. There is a clear link between sport performance and the perceived acceptance of 
women by footballers. 
Union 2 insightfully and crudely stated the motivation for sports as being: “... at 
the end of the day if you look at the basis of why people play Rugby; most of it, most of 
the guys play Rugby to attract women. That’s the... if someone said to you I play Rugby 
just for the fun of, it’s a lot of crap. Most guys play Rugby so that they can show how 
masculine, how to attract the woman, and that’s the basic drill about it.” He felt 
heterosexuality or having sex with a girl is rewarded, but paradoxically they [men] are 
penalising and humiliating themselves. This player concluded that his construction of 
masculinity drove him to have sexual intercourse with women as well as “Alcohol intake, 
drug intake, violence—on the field and off the field, all this...” Union 2’s peer group 
ultimately led him to different values, future and life. Similar to League 1, he confirmed 
the confidentiality of his interview, then confessed his infidelities:  “Yeah I have a 
girlfriend, but I cheated on her multiple times, especially on tours and girls coming up and 
trying to sleep with you and you just sometimes you just can’t say no. It’s just like 
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putting... what was I going to say? It’s just like putting meat in front of the tiger or putting 
milk in front of a dog or so, you just can’t say no, yeah.” This player illuminated 
experiences with married women whilst on rugby union tours that had a profound effect 
on his perception of sexuality. The witnessing of married women cuckolding caused him 
to objectify women and deal with them in a manner devoid of intimacy. He subsequently 
perceived women as merely sexual objects and thus avoided meaningful relationships 
and/or intimacy with the opposite sex. 
League 1 felt sexuality was based on equality rather than conquest: “Equality; I 
would say equality because to me it wouldn’t be a conquest but equality for both 
relationships when it comes to a closeness that just develops, so yeah.” He concluded the 
influence of sexuality on him as, “Well it did have an effect because it changes the 
direction where you want to go career wise because once you establish a sexual 
connection with someone you establish a bit more of a closeness to that relationship that 
you have with someone. So changes your direction of education, changes your direction of 
your career ability, yeah changes everything, everything gets put into a spin.” League 2, 
similar to AFL 1, viewed sexuality as a “guy and a girl”. He gave curt, obscure answers 
regarding sexuality until it was clarified again that the information gathered from the 
interview was confidential and anonymous. He felt he wasn’t rejected by the opposite sex 
and had his first experience of sexual intercourse at the young age of 13 or 14. He noted 
that sexuality was about sex due to his peer group’s expectation to perform well sexually.  
He stated that sexuality made him “very interested in women [there’s] and plenty of good 
women around here.” 
League 4 stated that sexuality was concerned with “fucking chicks” as informed 
by his elder brother where “tallies” were significant. Tallies refer to the number of women 
you have fornicated with.  This was distinctly linked to “being cool” or accepted. He 
asserted that nexus in these terms: “Yeah, yeah pressure with being cool, so you[‘ve] got 
to obviously want to have sex with more girls that’s about it, that’s the pressure you get.” 
He found there was a strong link between sexual experience and alcohol: “Parties 
definitely, parties when you’re drunk, you’d see a lot more sexuality with yourself and 
others walking in on them fucking, you push yourself in, yeah the alcohol led different... a 
lot more sexual experiences with alcohol...” He felt acceptance with his first experience 
because he “fucked her”: 
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The way everyone would perceive me would be conquest. A lot of my 
friends, lot of my friends have diaries, one of my friends has a photo, had 
a photo wall when we were growing up, …So he had a photo of every 
girl he slept with in order on the wall. He got that off a movie, obviously. 
When we were overseas, living with my mates, we had a world flag on 
the wall. And we all had a different colour sticker, and we all had our 
own wall flags or what country ‘yeah she was from Spain, yeah I slept 
with her’ and you know what I mean. That was that conquest of 18 to 
26/27 or when I was settling down that who they could date and all that 
kind of stuff and it’s about who could pull the more girls or whatever and 
we’d have games like... but even on the vice versa of that we used to go 
out on a Thursday night when we were younger and see who could pull 
the ugliest girl and do you know what I mean. So it wasn’t always about 
getting the best girl and all that kind of stuff, it was about games and 
about the boys being boys. So there are a lot of things I’ve been brought 
up with are about conquest so it probably affects in my relationships as 
well. So when I was younger, growing up with this here I’m and should 
be part [sic] the boys, and be a part of this, and so I’ve probably been 
unfaithful and [sic] some of the younger relationships because of those 
activities. 
Union 1 acknowledged his stupidity and concluded that he was “Just having a 
good time and all that kind it was a bit of a release being part of the boys, just being the... 
it’s just having a good time. Some of the best nights I have are, just the boys being boys.” 
Union 2 was less verbose regarding his responses about sexuality but his answer aligned 
with other football players and he stated that sexuality was domination: “Domination I 
guess. I think that’s the biggest thing about... domination; trying to dominate a girl. I think 
that’s every football player loves to dominate a girl.” This supports the finding from the 
study discussed in the Literature Review regarding the behaviours of tertiary students’ 
sexual objectification and sexual domination of women as a pivotal hegemonic conduct 
(Law, Campbell and Dolan 1999, 155-162). Physical domination has been found to be a 
dominant form of masculinity (Light 1999). 
Union 2 noted that rugby union players were focused on conquest: “Conquest it is, 
with the rugby boys, it is a conquest. If you sleep with a girl on tour, or you take the... 
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someone, like someone’s girlfriend or someone that’s hot, then you sleep with that girl, 
it’s definitely conquest and boys will definitely look up at you...” He concluded that this 
ultimately led him to keeping women at a distance, preventing him from being very 
intimate with girlfriends and that he didn’t value women as he used to in high school. 
Union 3 saw sexuality as boys and girls flirting and had problems conceptualising the term 
and its meaning. Again, he noted pressure in high school to fornicate and perform well in 
this: “Going through high school is always that guys wanted to sleep around and it was 
what’s pressured onto you too [sic] well, you feel that you wouldn’t sort of fit in if you 
weren’t performing in that ability.” He again noted the link of excelling in sport and 
receiving female attention: “Seems to be if you did play [a] lot more sport, you’d get [a] 
lot more attention with the girls.”  He noted that he had six major relationships and that he 
“treat[ed] women like trash a few times” to avoid being in relationship. 
As stated in the Literature Review chapter, rugby union has previously been found 
to subjugate women. Schacht (1996) concluded several key themes—that is, survival of 
the fittest, no pain no gain. However, Schacht also found that these were subservient to the 
ultimate theme of rejection of femininity and the subjugation and subordination of women 
(558-61). In summary, men in this context are perceived as better than women and rugby 
propagates gender roles and misogyny. As Connell (1995) stated, hegemonic masculinity 
is the ideal “of manhood”, so copulating with women, as well as being big, proficient in 
sport, following peers, and respecting parents and elders are behaviours that are positioned 
and perceived as dominant and hegemonic in regard to footballers and masculinities. 
In summary, this chapter has detailed the hegemonic masculinities unearthed in 
the life histories of the study participants. Firstly, there was a condemnation of violence, 
which was contradictory to the majority of research. Secondly, the significance of sport 
was confirmed by the 12 body contact sportsmen. Thirdly, parental influence was 
discussed, including the role of parental employment on the Australian footballers’ lives. 
Fourthly, age was shown to be revered rather than relegated. Following the canvassing of 
age, the importance (retrospectively) of school was illuminated. Finally, the requirement 
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5Chapter Five: Subordinate, Inclusive and 
Other Masculinities 
5.1 RELEGATION OF VIOLENCE 
The subordinate masculinities purported by the footballers will now be discussed. 
The use of violence was seemingly relegated. This also supports the hegemonic practice of 
not condoning violence. However, it should be noted that a few participants condoned 
violence or didn’t completely criticise the use of violence; however, they were 
paradoxically critical of its use generally. Noted the subject may not tell the truth be 
‘defended subjects’ as per Jefferson and Holloway (2000) notion. However, there are 
several rationales to impugn this concept. Firstly, footballers were forthcoming about their 
views with one footballer noting attempted “gang rape” incident. Secondly, all footballers 
noted that this project was to help them, not demonise them. Thirdly and lastly, it was 
clear the footballers were open and honest as it provided them with a voice rather than 
academics giving their perspectives on issues. As stated in the methodology section, life 
histories provide in depth insights into construction of masculinities of these footballers. 
So although the reviewer sees majority as generalization, the “interesting thematic work 
about the respondents” gives evidence to the footballers’ perspectives in violence.  Rowe 
(1999, 29) stated that “sport is a critical site for the reproduction of patriarchal structure 
and values, a male dominated secular religion that has celebrated the physically aggressive 
and violent deeds of men. Sport has been an integral element of self-sustained male 
bonding and female denigration”. Rowe’s sentiments have been supported by this 
research, with the exception of attitudes towards violence: 
 
League 1: Because I grew up with a violent background so pretty much 
I lived in a violent suburb in the heart of New Zealand, so I 
was surrounded by violence so in order to free me of that 
violence I chose a sport that could take out the violence in 
me; to harness that energy and then turn into a more 
productive energy. 
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Thus it is clear that League 1 found the use of violence a subordinate practice; 
however, he considered the use of violence in a football context as productive and 
acceptable: 
 
League 1  I think violence is appropriate like earlier just like I said, 
yeah. adding on to what I just said if you can harness 
violence in a more productive way, in a physical sport such 
as you AFL, gridiron, rugby League, rugby Union, it’s 
appropriate in those sports or boxing, it’s appropriate in those 
sports because they’re controlled, there’s a referee, there’s a 
whistle, it’s a controlled official environment and you get 
paid for it. Whereas off the field violence is deemed 
inappropriate to me meaning yelling, screaming, all the 
physical side where two people pushing each other in terms 
of after an argument or anything like that. 
Furthermore, League 2 curtly stated that violence was a resolution strategy:  “Yeah 
its effective and ... I don’t know if you really want to get attention, and have fights, fights 
are good way to resolve things”. 
Union 2’s feelings about violence were ambivalent but did condone the behaviour 
in certain circumstances such as provocation or self-defence of cronies: 
Union 2: Yes sometimes I do, especially when you’re up with the boys 
and drinking, I guess when you’re in a group you think oh 
everyone should worship me! I’m the man and you’ll start 
fighting; it always happens. But I have never been in an 
incident where, it has been where I have had to use my fists; 
it’s always just verbal or giving the signs, nothing... nothing 
more.  
Interviewer: When is it appropriate?  
Union 2: I guess when more someone else mucks around with one of 
your boys; I guess that’s when it’s appropriate. When 
someone punches one of your mates, I think it’s like a bro 
code, where you’ve got to step in as well. And yeah if you 
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don’t step in everyone’s just... the boys won’t look at you the 
same. If you don’t step in once, you’ll be forever looked 
down upon by the boys; that’s the biggest no, no. When the 
boy... one of the boys starts the fight, you have to join in, if 
you don’t join in, that’s the end. 
Union 4 similarly didn’t prefer violence but did not completely criticise the use of 
violence:  
 
Union 4: My feelings are that I’m... I’m not a very violent person; 
however, I have been surrounded by a lot of violence in my 
life time. I think that society has grown past the days where 
you can just hit somebody; I think that’s all prehistoric 
caveman stuff. 
Interviewer: When is it appropriate, violence? 
Union 4: I think violence is appropriate in self defence, I don’t think 
provocation is a justification anymore; so someone does 
something to you, you can’t just belt them, so I would say if 
you are defending yourself from a situation. 
Interviewer: When is it inappropriate, violence? 
Union 4: I think it’s inappropriate if it’s, if there’s no reason for it; so 
if someone walks up and punches someone in the back of 
their head like we see in Australian society all the time, you 
just can’t... it can’t happen anymore.  
 
It should be noted that while League 4 condemned violence in general he agreed 
with Union 2 that it is acceptable if provoked or can be utilised for self-defence. League 4 
also iterated that there needs to be a rationale for participating in violence: 
 
League 4:  Yeah, just standing up for my mate and my morals I think. 
My mates, if someone was to talk shit about my family I 
would, I’d definitely use violence because I think it’s the 
quickest way to send a message....Yeah too much streak for 
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that. I think it’s different [in] public, for instance through the 
three types of sport, it’s almost enjoyable for the supporters 
and acceptable. Like I like watching punch [sic] them like I 
really do yeah. I think if someone puts dirty heat on, someone 
puts dirty heat on, I think you have to punch them back, but 
you’re not allowed to just cop punch[ing] someone in the 
face for no reason. There’s got to be a reason for the fight to 
start. 
However, this player did note an undesirable feeling toward violence: “Anxiety, 
yeah with violence too, when I find someone wants to hit me and all that probably cause 
anxiety, with sports bit of a fear for violence, yeah they cause anxiety and the pressure 
grows I guess, if you’re scared enough of it, I think it will hold for longer.” 
Union 3 also stated that the use of violence is undesirable. Union 3 noted that 
seeing women being beaten or one individual being beaten by many as distressing and 
continued to state personal domestic violence as distressing: 
When I, well still dealing with violence, distressing thoughts was in a 
relationship, getting verbally abused and not have [sic] the 
communication skill to dismiss it and to deal with it; and also probably 
and physical would be when I saw whole lot of guys beating up another 
one, I jumped in, it was distressing to know that I was going to be 
outnumbered but I was prepared.  
He continued that transgressions of trust were a form of violence that was not 
physical: “I think more so when someone verbally and emotionally is violent to you and 
the fact that they abuse your trust and things like that and do whatever they can to 
emotionally hurt you; I think you can lose control [a] lot quicker for the fact that you don’t 
seem to have the clear way of thinking.”  
He continued the theme that women should never be physically assaulted but 
continued to view them as “verbally abusive and violent” and learned how to debate and 
keep a clear mind to assist in dealing with this kind of abuse by women. He emphasised, 
as a majority of other players affirmed, that communication is important and a lack of 
communication leads to violence. He always seeks self-improvement through seminars 
and education and stated the importance of communication:  
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To educate myself in communication and learn not only with other 
people but have a better communication [sic] towards yourself to 
understand why you do certain things the way you do it and not to 
interpret things, just take things as they are, don’t create a story to the 
situation.  
Union 4 also found that parental divorce or relationship break-ups were distressing 
events and in particular to be fearful of the future and new situations. This player felt a 
lack of control in violent situations; however, that his violence “never extended outside of 
a sporting context” and again reiterated that women don’t tend to be violent. 
This player, like other footballers, repeatedly stated the importance of 
communication and learning from mistakes, rather than resorting to violence. However, 
League 4 did note its utility. He did not condone the use of violence to solve a problem but 
noted its efficacy by stating “it’s not the best answer but it definitely works in today’s 
world.” He continued with his dad’s advice regarding violence:  
Yeah, I think yeah don’t be as violent, definitely listen more, take in what 
people ... things into consideration what people want to say definitely but 
yeah definitely be less violent and use your ... don’t use violence for any 
reason, that’s what dad told me; if there’s a reason do it ... Yeah use 
violence for a reason, yeah I always remember that it’s uncomfortable for 
men and ... children and women. I guess that’s why it’s more acceptable 
in sport. In sport I’ve chosen more because you’re playing against men, 
but not in public, I don’t like ... in my life I don’t like using violence in 
public, it’s not a good image. 
AFL 1 noted that being on the verge of violence or engaging in violence heightens 
his distress and anxiety, and that he is “generally very frustrated and annoy [sic] and upset 
about it afterwards.”  This occurs when people “parade that factor” of being more 
dominant over him, which meant they overtly exhibited their superiority. He recognised 
that communication and conversing can resolve a majority of issues, as can ignoring or 
not allowing others to affect you. Being a masculine man was explained as “being very 
alpha male that you’re not easily effected by other people’s influence.”  AFL 1 avowed 
that alcohol precipitates crises and recommended avoiding consumption to avert 
problems. He concluded that by limiting particular activities and environments you could 
avoid negative situations such as fights. 
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An interesting note, which is supported by the emerging literature, was that 
females were also violent and are becoming more violent, albeit subtly (Carrington 2013). 
Union 1 felt that females were the catalyst of violence:  
As I said males[are] always portrayed ... as the violent ones; but I think a 
lot of the times the females cause the violence and the violence is over 
females. As a security guard I’ve seen girls try to take off their heels and 
try to smash guys in their faces with the heels because they know it’s a 
weapon and things like that. So where I think the males are portrayed as 
being the most violent ones, I think a lot of the time, the violence is due 
to the female ... stating as in something’s happened to her or there’s 
argument about her or something like that so ... But then again females 
are very violent in their own ways as well, it’s not just males, but I think 
it’s just more portrayed about how the males behave. 
It is clear outside of self-defence that the use of violence, particularly against 
women, is condemned, and communication and conversing were extolled as strategies to 
overcome issues or problems. However, a minority of participants condoned violence for 
several circumstances, such as self-defence or provocation. However, clearly, the majority 
of participants perceived the use of violence generally as “negative”, thus the use of 
violence can be deemed as a subordinate practice. This is also explained later (see section 
5.7 Oppositional Masculinities) to explain why so few oppositional masculinities—
specifically crime, violence and aggression—were evinced by the footballers. 
5.2 VIRGINITY 
…losing your V’s plate…. 
Just as fornicating with women was a hegemonic practice the failure to achieve 
sexual conquest was denigrated and seen as a subordinate situation. This was most 
obvious with the male participants’ obsession with losing one’s virginity. 
Union 2 illuminated the theme about losing one’s virginity at an early age. He 
noted that his father taught him to keep his virginity but he was dissuaded by his peer 
groups:  
Family yes, with my dad there was a bit of influence from my dad when 
it came to sexuality, trying to keep your virginity. And I think one of the 
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reasons I lost my virginity at a very... like 19 was because of influences 
from friends; when you’re out drinking with them and you know and 
being the virgin, it kind of sucked being looked down [on]. Because and 
the boys talking about having demanded sex with this girl or so I thought 
maybe I try [sic] join the group to be part of the group.  
Union 2 aligned with other football players, stating that sexuality was dominant: 
“Domination I guess. I think that’s the biggest thing about ... domination; trying to 
dominate a girl. I think that’s every football player loves to dominate a girl.” This 
domination referred to sexual copulation, so failure to copulate with females as a virgin 
was a denigrating situation. 
Additionally, Union 1 discussed the pressure of virginity and how it evolves from 
virginity to being married at the age of 30:  
… sexually aware and all that kind of stuff in a very young age and I was 
one of those people, I just happened to lose my virginity later than some 
of the other boys, but still and by time I did. Yeah, felt the pressure like 
all the boys on my back; all the boys found out that I hadn’t lost it, but 
yeah, I’d lost it now and some of the other mates that I thought would 
never lose their virginity lost their virginity too and things like that. So it 
was a bit of pressure by the time I did practice sexuality. Now, I’m still 
single and feel the pressure of my mum in her wanting grandchildren and 
things like that. I’m 31 years old, so even now, can feel myself, if I’m 
going to a new school now, they’d be going oh! When I meet some of my 
friends, they find out ‘so you married? You got a girlfriend?’ and a lot of 
those things and when I say no, no, it’s kind of they look at you and 
comment ‘wow you’re over 30, what are you doing?’ So it’s different 
pressure, but I can feel it from there.   
Clearly the need to be accepted sexually by women is a hegemonic practice and 
failure to perform this renders the male subordinate.  AFL 1 noted that “…there was 
definitely a higher urgency to lose your virginity towards the end of school” and, similar 
to Union 2, felt parental pressure to keep his virginity: “I’m sure their upbringing would 
have raised them differently so they probably weren’t out to just lose their virginity to 
nobody”. 
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Similar to AFL 1, AFL 3 underscored the importance of losing one’s virginity. He 
established that losing his virginity was akin to “acceptance” and felt that the meaning of 
sexuality was equality, preferring quality rather than quantity in terms of female partners. 
In conclusion acceptance by women sexually was deemed hegemonic; 
accordingly, not copulating with females was lambasted. In particular, male virginity was 
abhorred by the sample who all noted pressure from peers to lose their virginity and those 
who had sex earlier and frequently were perceived as dominant males whilst those who 
didn’t were relegated. League 4 felt that being a virgin was akin to “playing bad” which is 
obviously disparaged as a subordinate masculinity. 
5.3 ANXIETY IN SPORT PERFORMANCE 
“...doing very well in the rugby field, I think that really does help you feel more manly…” 
Similarly, the antithesis to excelling in sport was not performing in sport. AFL 3 
was the first player to admit to feeling anxiety over performing in sports and realised that 
an injury that prevented him from playing sports caused him stress as well as deteriorated 
his life choices: “… distressing event was last year, I had to get ankle surgery, because 
there was like whole pre-season, the whole two years training that’s gone, was stressed 
with it yeah ... because you thought that your career’s over, you’re never going to play the 
high quality football ever again.” This even led him to lack control and seek masculinity 
or manliness in other deleterious ways:  
Yeah like last year what I did my ankle, I sort of spread a bit wayward, 
started drinking lot more and stuff like that, because I was with a group 
of main set and all that stuff, so I didn't really feel in control then, I just 
thought I have to do it just because I’m not going to do anything 
else...Yeah. Because there was to [sic] my ankle, I thought I was not 
going to train, I’m not going to pick [up] a football or anything I need to 
drink just to show that I’m a man because I drink all the time and stuff.  
League 2 found two scenarios distressing—being raided by law enforcement and 
losing football matches—and spoke about them in a similar manner:  
Cops running into your house, getting raided was distressing because you 
knew one of your family members won’t be coming back. So that was 
always probably one of the hardest things. Losing football matches was 
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probably a hard thing and ... because you always like to succeed and lot 
of pressure to succeed and yeah so great deal of anxiety even before 
matches; if you knew you were against one of the best teams and in the 
city or the state or the country, that like if you lose you’re like a dickhead 
and yeah run this way yeah think like you had all the power and now if 
you didn't know you had it yeah...Yeah there’s always times when you 
just lose control and because inevitably like people are going to be better 
than you, that what [sic] inevitably someone’s always going to have I 
reckon more strength and bump you off or put a shoulder charge or 
[be]better than you, can sprint further than you and yeah so... rugby 
league you used to have this a lot. I suppose my determination for that 
not to happen was greater, than fight it.”   
League 4, similar to other footballers, felt anxiety regarding sport performances:  
Yeah anxiety, I get lot of anxiety with my sport... big games, strong 
games, cause a lot of anxiety in my life yeah, because I’ve got pressure, 
not with family, friends and that, to make big make higher teams. 
It is clear that the inability to be competent in sport questions the masculinity of 
footballers, thus is considered a subordinate masculinity.  
5.4 COCKOLD 
“…that ego is usually crushed when you sleep with your women or sleep with their 
wives…” 
Another distressing event that was deemed to be a subordinate masculinity was 
cuckolding: 
One of the experiences I had was... rugby tour... a married woman, I 
remember that. I think that was the worst decision I ever made was trying 
to hook up with a married woman. And she did hook up with me, and I 
was 18 and she was married and her husband kept calling her, and I 
remember she said... she kept hanging up, hanging up and I asked to [sic] 
her who’s that and she said I don’t know just my friend and I knew lately 
that was her husband and she was trying to hide it from everyone that 
were looking because she was well known up in the place that we were 
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touring. And I think that was one of the most eye opening experience on 
how that changed me in how I looked at women basically. Thinking that 
they were faithful and I think when I saw that I apparently realised that 
most women are definitely not faithful. (Union 2) 
Union 2 first confirmed the confidentiality of the interview and then continued to 
state the culture of cuckolding amongst rugby union players and the devastating effect of 
this phenomenon:  
One of the biggest, influence crisis that I had and this is what, this is what 
they need to know, is that everyone should know is that rugby players, 
when you sleep with a girlfriends [sic] or when you sleep with their 
wives, it has a massive mental... it’s like with everyone else, like with 
husbands, every guy is big. But with rugby players and soccer players, 
and with anyone that’s a rock star, there is an ego there and when that 
ego is usually crushed when you sleep with your [sic] women or sleep 
with their wives. And when that happens, that’s how you break a man’s 
soul and it’s very, it’s very hard to find someone stand ... especially a 
rugby player to overcome that. I’ve never seen a rugby player or 
someone that I know that will... that will overcome something like that 
because of the amount of ego they have in the matter of pride in 
themselves thinking that you know this should not have been done to me. 
And that then crumbles them. 
He believed unfaithful female partners destroy males and this destruction was 
immutable. As previously mentioned, fornication with women is perceived as hegemonic; 
however, if another male copulates with your intimate other it is casted as a deplorable 
reflection on the cuckold’s self-worth. Evidently, cuckolding is a relegated male 
phenomenon and a subordinate masculine position. 
5.5 PHALLUS SIZE 
Two footballers, one from union and the other from league, established that having 
a small phallus was undesirable and considered an inadequacy of being a man.  This 
obsession with size extended to physique, being small in physical stature or muscular level 
was avoided as it was a relegated masculinity. As Fiske (1987 cited in Trujillo 1991, 431) 
concluded, “the phallus is a cultural construct: it bears cultures’ meanings of masculinity.” 
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The importance of phallus size was apparent in the footballers’ discussions. Union 2 
concurred with League 4 that having a small penis is viewed as the biggest inadequacy of 
a man, whilst he criticised women for playing the role of a man and lamented women for 
losing their femininity. League 4 felt that “playing bad” in sport is tantamount to men 
having a small penis or being a virgin—being an inadequate male. Hence, it is clear that 
phallus size is strongly related to the masculinities of the footballers canvassed. 
 
5.6 INCLUSIVE MASCULINITIES 
5.6.1 Softening of Hegemonic Masculinities: Nominal and Limited 
Homohysteria 
 “…normal people like you and me” 
As evinced in other studies by Anderson and McGuire (2009), hegemonic traits 
were resisted. Of note, violence was deplored by the majority of footballers, while a 
minority resisted homophobia. Messner (1992, 34) first asserted “The extent of 
homophobia in the sports world is staggering. Boys (in sports) learn early that to be gay, to 
be suspected of being gay, or even to be unable to prove one’s heterosexual status is not 
acceptable.” Homosexuality, traditionally, under hegemonic or orthodox masculinity is 
deemed a subordinate masculine position, as men who choose to copulate with other 
males fail ideologically to be hegemonic men (Connell 1995, 79; Jefferson 2002, 65). 
However, this was refuted by the research in this study and demonstrated the plausibility 
of Anderson’s (2009) inclusive masculinity. The footballers saw that “being gay” was 
normal, misogynist or hegemonic masculinities having evolved. Homosexuality was 
stated as being different or normal, rather than there being a consensus of condemnation of 
the practice. Union 1’s reference to the development of femininity being accepted in the 
last decade where what were once deemed to be feminine practices, such as straightening 
hair or using cosmetics, are accepted by men and not behaviour only suitable for women. 
This gives credence to Anderson’s (2011) inclusive masculinities theory, which found a  
‘softening’ or diminishing of hegemonic masculinity. Denham (2004) asserts the 
feminising of men and the social contemporary acceptance of this emasculation, such as 
the increased popularity of ‘sensitive new age guys’ and meterosexuals, has diminished 
the subordination of feminised men in modern society. However, that data showed a 
diminishment in, not an eradication of, hegemonic masculinities, demonstrated in the 
displays of subordinate masculinities by the participants. 
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This was illustrated by various players. League 3 stated that outspoken friends 
who “say everything’s gay” mean it in a pejorative sense but that the word no longer 
means homosexuality; it is, however, used to denote “inferior”. Additionally, League 3 
also noted an inclusive masculinity principal in regards to sexuality, stating his parents did 
not condone homophobia and saw homosexuality as acceptable and moral. He saw 
sexuality as either heterosexual or homosexual and, again, similar to several other 
footballers, noted that there was a lot of pressure to lose your virginity.  He noted that he 
was taught to be open-minded and thought that even though homosexuals are associated 
with AIDS they are “normal people like you and me”.  AFL 2 referred to sexuality as 
different types of people, for example gay or bisexual people. Although he noted that 
these differences were condemned by Christianity he became aware of homosexuality 
during high school but didn’t truly criticise it but considered it as “just different”. Like 
AFL 3, he himself did not condone homophobia or disparage homosexuality despite his 
Christian background; however, he felt homosexuals were at the bottom of the hierarchy. 
This aligns with Anderson’s (2009) sentiment that everyone else thinks that others 
degrade homosexuality, but themselves do not designate this form of sexuality. Hence, it 
is an erroneous and specious perception of homophobia that exists. 
League 4 was the only player who overtly showed any forms of unmistakable 
homophobia. He mandated that men have to be masculine and girls needed to be feminine 
or they will be penalised, this was emphasised by men in careers such as building 
construction or hairdressing. He used the derogatory word “pufta” or “poofter” to describe 
“homosexual and feminine males”. He stated he wanted to stay masculine and preferred 
masculine peers. While he condemns “puftas” for the way they talk and act and he 
considers them as “very passive people”. He felt uncomfortable around other naked men 
as it was “gross, bit homosexual ... and that’s being feminine”. However, this was only 
evinced by one footballer and proves the existence of limited and nominal homohysteria. 
Increasingly, feminine or non-masculine activities are being promoted rather than 
deplored. For instance the footballers regarded brains as being better than brawn, with one 
footballer, League 2, stating “respect is not how you fight but that respect is how you use 
your brain and how you can achieve more by getting yourself tertiary qualifications...”. 
Similarly, Union 2 professed that he used to value men who went to the gym and had 
muscles, but now he feels that men and boys should also read more books and utilise their 
brains. This supports the finding of Pringle and Markula (2005) who found that men were 
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able to renegotiate their masculinities without sport; clearly Union 2 chose to restructure 
his masculinity devoid of sport. Thus, it is clear that players evolved, illustrating “protest 
masculinities” where they rejected traditional forms of masculine worth and gained 
masculinity via other avenues outside of sport (Connell and Messerschmidt 2010, 219). 
Evidently, in the interviews there was an emergence of equality and respect that 
espoused the principals of Anderson’s (2009) inclusive masculinities principals. Even in a 
sport culture this inclusivity was fostered, as AFL 3 informed: “growing up within sports 
orientated [sic], so I think you develop friends and relationships that I guess for a long 
term [sic] will always be there. So you develop, yes like a respect and a way to treat 
people and the way you want to be treated.” Further, League 2’s school helped him accept 
diversity:  
… well you got to see everyone from different walks of life, different 
pathways; however, not so much people from higher social backgrounds 
rather people who’ve had nothing and then their parents have worked 
their whole lives just to send them just go to school so ... lot of war torn 
countries ... So I’ve seen the interior generational effects of war and 
additionally the generational effects…racial effects where the indigenous 
policies were that affected in my culture.  
Union 4 condemned the use of bullying at school even though he was considered 
to be a hegemonic male with power. He stated he disliked the practice of bulling that 
transpired in school, which consisted more of verbal, rather than physical, harassment. 
The participants of this research clearly elucidated the merging or blurring of 
gender roles which are no longer distinct but fluid amongst men and women in 
contemporary Australian society.  
Union 1 concluded that due to the image and meaning of masculinity and 
femininity he always involved himself in masculine activities; however, he did indulge 
occasionally in feminine activities like using moisturisers and said that if he did that 10 
years ago he would have been called a “fag”, meaning homosexual. Similar to Union 2, 
Union 4 noted that “gender roles have swapped” and were fluid, where fathers are not 
necessarily the providers for the family and women now participate in traditionally 
masculine activities such as sport:  
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I think once again you know reading books, watching movies, playing 
sport is well for girls now, this is another thing that is really starting to 
develop now a lot of girls now are beginning to play sports, and you 
know that starting to progress professional sports in women and now you 
see female referees in Rugby games and what not so I think all these 
things are very important for girls as well. 
Union 2 felt a development or drastic change in masculinity and alluded to 
inclusive masculinity: 
It’s changed definitely from the last as I was saying before, ten years. As 
in the way they dress and stuff like that. They dress like... mate if I ever 
carried a hair straightener at high school, and did my hair before school, I 
would probably have been strangled with the hair straightener. The guys 
now [are] taking much more care of themselves, I’d probably put it, you 
know what I mean, they... you got the cosmetics section now half men, 
half women. But you go ten–fifteen years ago, thirty years ago, mate 
you’re supposed to have dirt in your face; you’re supposed to do that. 
Your hair [is] supposed to be scruffy and supposed to be oily. That 
masculinity is changing, I wouldn’t say toward the female version of a 
like a male, but, you know what I mean, but it’s taking more care of 
themselves. 
Union 1 noted that sexuality has changed, and boys and girls are more 
promiscuous. Furthermore, activities such as males wearing “skinny jeans or skinny tops” 
would in the past have been ridiculed as “uncool or gay” but are accepted today. So it is 
apparent, from the interview data, that the referral of hegemonic masculinity as orthodox 
masculinity is apt considering the softening and limiting of former masculine hegemonic 
concepts such as homophobia and aggression.  
Evidently this research supports the finding of Anderson et al. (Anderson 2012a, 
2012b, 2011a, 2011b, 2011c, 2013a, 2013b; Anderson and Bullingham 2013; Magrath, 
Anderson and Roberts 2013; Peterson and Anderson 2012; Bush, Anderson and Carr 
2012;). There is a reduction in homohysteria that once pervaded hegemonic masculinities, 
supporting the notion that there are “more inclusive versions of masculinity that contrast 
the conventional understandings of male sport athletes” (Adam 2011, 579). This refutes 
the belief that homophobia is vital to the definition of masculinity (Denham 2009). Similar 
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to studies conducted internationally, inclusive masculinities were evident in this 
Australian study of footballers. Thus it is clear a new form of masculinity is subverting 
orthodox and hegemonic masculinity. Connell and Messerschmidt (2010) stated that life 
history research in particular has indicated that masculinities are the “configurations of 
practices are the constructed, unfold and change through time”. This fluidity and change 
has clearly been illuminated by the life histories conducted in this research. This 
development is even more apparent in terms of oppositional masculinities.  
5.7 OPPOSITIONAL MASCULINITIES 
Oppositional masculinities are where men seek to evade a subordinate position by 
acting in a hyper-masculine manner, either violently or aggressively, or rebel to achieve 
hegemonic masculinity (Messerschmidt 1993). Oppositional masculinity was evident 
amongst the footballers; however, other subordinate, macro-level situations, such as low 
income, education or employment, didn’t produce oppositional masculine behaviour 
which was shown by Messerschmidt (2000) and Krienert (2003). Rather, micro-
provocations or incidents seem to be the main reason for violence. This also supports the 
change in violence from a hegemonic to a subordinate position. Thus, men who are 
subordinated would want to subordinate themselves further by participating in violence 
which is perceived to be a relegated masculine display. Nevertheless, oppositional 
masculinity was still apparent in the footballers. Union 2 was ambivalent about his control 
stating, “I feel in control, sometimes if I don’t participate in violence or if I don’t 
participate with the boys I definitely feel lack of control yes.”  He felt challenged every 
day by other males, especially in the gym or on the rugby field, and felt insecure if he did 
not meet the challenge.  Union 3 noted the dramatic subordination of cuckolding, which 
led to oppositional masculinity and feelings of insecurity. He detailed the dramatic effect 
on being cuckolded and the subsequent emergence of oppositional masculinity:  
“Crises... yeah, I think when my girlfriend cheated on me, I think one of 
the biggest crisis, one of the biggest choices I made in my life was 
sleeping with women. Because I... so much resentment, so much anger 
towards women, I valued the woman really low for what she did. And I 
started to ... I started to think low of myself. I’m not good enough, 
inadequate, and that’s when the arrogance started to step out. Because 
you think that the other person that slept with your girl is better than you, 
you think oh what ... you know I can’t do anything because I don’t want 
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to fight him because he might beat me up because you know my girl fell 
for him. And you do start to not resent your girlfriend but you start to 
resent your friends, that’s the first thing that happens, you resent your 
family, you resent everyone around you, and you start to just to think that 
you can’t trust anyone. And that’s the biggest ... that crisis, biggest way. 
And you’ll start, you’ll just, you won’t trust anyone, you don’t trust 
anyone, you’ll feel very, very, very insecure. And once you start feeling 
very insecure, that’s when everything starts to fall apart. That’s when you 
start, when you start [being] violent with your boys, start talking back to 
people, your tone with your voice start[s] to get fully aggressive. And 
you think everyone is a threat to you.  
League 2 regarded that violence was a means to “gain control back” and viewed it 
as an exhibition of power. He considered that resorting to violence was acceptable on the 
football field but only amongst boys. Women should be precluded from violence and he 
condemned that behaviour, preferring communication with women. 
Union 2 lacked power in school and subsequently lacks connection towards people 
and is verbally reserved; however, he did resolve issues with violence. Furthermore, he 
spoke about the link between his sport and using his body violently or non-violently:  
While I’m performing sports it’s not violent, you seem to perform 
amazingly, and violent I would imagine, well it is... it’s you’re able to 
one handle yourself better. If someone’s violent towards you, you can if 
[you] need to stand and fight you can because you[‘ve] got the physical 
ability that you[‘ve] got strength, power, speed and but also if you don’t 
want to be violent you can run and you can get away from it ... Learnt to 
fight very young, just with boxing, and changes, well, was fit and 
athletic, then fat now fit and athletic again, constant practice of [the] 
gym.  
Evident in the interviews was the acceptance of provoked violence. This 
provocation involved the subordination of a player, namely the ridicule of a peer or family 
member, or physical assault and being belligerent. Once a player had been provoked or 
challenged then violence or oppositional masculinities under the guise of self-defence or 
protecting others could be employed. League 3 also had his masculinity challenged by 
“mates” during an alcohol-related event where he had to defend himself:   
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I don’t know I think that would ... it was pretty much alcohol related sort 
of thing, they all just, I don’t know, because I was just being [a] smart ass 
because they all were drunk and I was this fellow sharp and stuff like that 
and one of them tried to stand up for me and once they all started 
punching me so I had to fight back sort of thing and that was when really 
won’t fight me after that so which is good ... Oh I tried ... I tried to stop I 
said what he’s telling me and why he’s punching me and they just kept 
on punching, so I told the other guy that wasn’t punching next to me I 
said can you get him to stop and he tried, but they were just going hard.” 
 
This was also referred to as gaining control back or ascendancy or power. Thus, 
violence can be deployed by footballers when provoked by another male who is 
subordinating them. However, practicing violence against women or when it is 
unprovoked is categorically considered as a subordinate masculinity. Men’s insecurity 
about their masculinities promotes abusive behaviour towards women and it is important 
to redefine what being a male is to tackle violence against women. It is apparent that one 
or two points have occurred. (Heise 1997, 425 cited in Grieg, Kimmel, Lang 2000). 
Firstly, either men—specifically footballers—are not insecure about their masculinities so 
they do not need to resort to violence against women; or secondly, what is considered to 
be a man has been redefined and violence against women is viewed as decreasing male 
capital rather than increasing it. These two notions could explain the utter denigration of 
violence against women by footballers in this study. 
In addition, violence and aggressive events were viewed as accepted in the 
localised context of a football field, whereas in any other setting, such as off-field, 
violence would be regarded as subordinate or oppositional. Union 4 stated he used his 
body for violence only in the football arena: “Certainly through football I guess. So I was 
actually always opposed to violence, so to separate someone or getting tackled and I guess 
that is a form of violence, through football but in terms of non-violence like I never 
objectively like to actually put myself in a position to violently help somebody.”  
This blurring of violence was also stated by League 1. He used his body for what 
he distinguished as a duality of “productive and non-productive” violence:  
Violent, yeah it’s been used in violent skills because obviously 
productive and non-productive. So non-productive meaning you have 
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fights with your brothers and sisters physically and productive meaning 
violent because you play sports that have a lot of aggression and violence 
as such I play rugby league so that’s the productive side.  
He continued to relate enhancing his body to sport:  
...Yeah bodily changes, work out yeah obviously because I worked out 
more weights is that my muscles and my body started to change; muscle 
structure started to tear and enhance, and I started to box after I left rugby 
league so my fighting ability was pretty great...It’s had a lot of effect 
because it’s directed me into places that I wanted to be directed. Through 
rugby league obviously I had to be bigger, faster and switched on 
mentally to be out to make the levels that I made, so yeah.  
It is clear that participating in football codes is viewed as accepted violence and 
violence directed on the football field is acceptable. However, as discussed previously, 
violence outside of this realm is disparaged, condemned and denounced. It could be 
argued that the footballers are confused, as violence on the field is condoned while 
violence off-field is categorically condemned. Colling (1992, 134) notes that “sport 
generally espouses a number of male specific characteristics including highly aggressive 
tests of courage, strength, endurance and determination which all fall under hegemonic 
masculinity”. Anderson (2010, 151) delineates that sport teaches men to commit violence 
and to accept violence committed against others as “part of the game”. Clearly, violence 
within sport has been accepted and even promoted, for instance with State of Origin 
matches prior to this year’s policy of ‘one punch and you’re out’. Prior to this policy being 
enacted violence and fighting were extolled, even coveted (Hutchins 1997). Connell and 
Messerschmidt (2005, 839) supported variances of hegemonic masculinity in different 
arenas, stating “at the local level, hegemonic patterns of masculinity are embedded in 
specific social environments”; simply put: “it is clear that the pattern that is hegemonic in 
one institution is not automatically so in another” (Kessler, Ashenden, Connell and 
Dowsett 1985, 44). In addition, it was found that aggressive players get the prize; nice 
guys finish last, as well as ‘boys will be boys’ and ‘sport is war’. Additionally, as 
discussed in section 2.18.1 Masculinities and Rugby League, a multimodal discourse 
analysis of Rugby League Week Magazine concluded that hegemonic masculinity was 
constructed via patterns of behaviour evinced by ‘bad guys’ (Bowcher 2007, 240). 
However, this hegemony in sport is not an accepted hegemonic practice outside of sport. 
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As such, players are cultivated to act ‘badly’ and ‘aggressively’ within the sporting 
context; however, the same behaviours that are lauded in the sporting realm if repeated 
outside of the sports arena are castigated. This duality and paradox confuses players and 
justifies frequent violence by footballers. Aggression and violence within sports are 
deemed hegemonic; however, the same behaviour outside of sport is oppositional or 
subordinate. 
Another analogy that could explain the fact that footballers are nearly devoid of 
oppositional masculinity is that, through their participation in sports and football, they 
have not been placed in a relatively subordinate position. In Messerschmidt’s ‘Nine Lives’ 
study a sexually offensive adolescent, by the pseudonym of Zac, was subordinated as he 
was a failure in football and attempted to achieve masculinity via fighting and committing 
heinous sexual acts. However, the footballers canvassed all excelled or were competent in 
sport, thus were not subordinated and didn’t need to commit oppositional masculinities 
(Messerschmidt 2000, 41). This, combined with the notion that footballers attract women 
and are popular or lauded (satisfying hegemonic masculinity), means that violence or 
sexual offences are not needed. Thus, if they are not subordinate they do not need to resort 
to hyper-masculine displays of oppositional masculinities. Likewise, instead of resorting 
to violence or aggression they use other means, such as sports performance, chasing girls 
and muscle hypertrophy to avert subordination situations. 
 
5.8 MARGINALISED MASCULINITIES 
5.8.1 Absence of Marginalised Masculinities 
Marginalised masculinities, as section 2.8 outlines, are the subordination of other 
races and ethnicities outside the hegemonic group, namely Caucasian. The interviews in 
this study were devoid of racial denigration, rather they promoted other races suggesting 
that inclusive masculinity not only extends to homosexuality and gender but also restricts 
xenophobia. 
Within the interviews marginalised masculinities was clearly absent and thus there 
seemed to be a respect for different cultures. Football players did note in high school that 
there was a limited group divided by race; however, largely and implicitly there was no 
marginalisation, but rather respect for different cultures.  From the life histories it can be 
ascertained that hegemony is largely devoid of race, thus marginalised masculinities are 
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not perceived in the realm of sport. What is lauded is excellence in sport, size and the 
fornication of women, which transcend race. 
Union 3 distinguished households by race, namely Asian, as strict and 
academically-excelling households with good support networks. Union 3 revered Asian 
friends’ families for having the “typical nuclear family” and everyone knew their roles, 
with the father going to work, mother nurturing and the children being obedient. While 
“Islander friends” were strict but “generally abusive”, though being encouraging like a big 
brother. Union 3 actually delineated the ridiculousness of Caucasian youths. He also noted 
the geographical fluidity of masculinity and the different emphasis by various cultural 
groups with regards to drugs:  
Because if you go out with friends, when you go out with friends you see 
them doing it and you think, if they’re doing it, and they... and 
everyone’s looking up to them, I want to be just like them. So I’m going 
to go [sic] the same thing. Like I remember I went to this party, and the 
guy that was hosting the party, I can’t say his name, he’s going to kill 
me, his dad or uncle was one of the richest man [sic] in Queensland. Had 
a 20 million dollar mansion and everything and I remember going there 
and just seeing him off his face with coke and it was like... in Fiji they 
would penalize him, but the boys were praising him, I think that was a 
big turnaround on my view of drugs, as thinking as drugs not [being] bad. 
It is a way of getting respect from the boys, being to build... to 
participate, taking drug with the boys, you’ll get... you’ll be part of the 
group.  
Union 3 noted the influence of his biological father in relation to masculinity as 
other rugby players assert patriarchal influence of fathers. League 2 similarly stated the 
acceptance rather than the marginalisation of other ethnicity masculinities: 
League 2: Growing up in I’m in south Brisbane we... we’re [a] very 
multicultural society so a lot of friends from the Middle East, 
lot of Japanese friends and lot of Yugoslavian friends so 
Bosnia and Serbia, so it was a very multicultural upbringing 
there and their family orientated with drugs... 
Interviewer: What did that have on the effect on the choices you made... 
what kind of effect... 
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League 2: So their kind of culture has been ingrained in me just by... 
basically regularly participating in culture [sic] significant 
events. So Ramadan or Baidan which is a Bosnian thing and 
so yeah I think their culture has had a significant impact in 
the way [sic] your life, want to do business, to conduct 
myself so… 
 
It can be noted that often people of subordinate ethnicity resist their subjugation by 
excelling at sport (Tulley 1997, 2; Whannel 2002; Majors 2001). Hence, footballers do not 
view other ethnicities as lesser because they are still capable of excelling in sport and 
therefore are regarded as hegemonic. This is also maybe an illustration of “plural 
masculinities” and the fluidity of masculinities. Australia’s multicultural society evinces 
an acceptance of ethnicity other than white males (Connell 1998, 6). Connell (2005) states 
that there is a global gender hierarchy that places hegemonic men (Caucasians) at the 
apex, where they are coalescing their power; however, it is seen at the regional level that 
Australian football is devoid of marginal masculinities. Evidently, being of a different race 
doesn’t automatically subordinate you as a man; however, weakness, being small and 
incompetent in sport does.  
 
5.8.2 Hegemonic Femininity: The subjugation of women 
“just to be good looking….be a housewife …go along and have sex”. 
As previously discussed there was a subversion of orthodox or hegemonic 
masculinity in regards to overt homophobia; however, this could be softening as it was not 
nominally apparent in regard to misogynistic or sexiest attitudes or the objectification of 
women. Connell (1995, 77) surmises that hegemonic masculinity provides the basis for 
the legitimate domination of men over women, as well as being a strategy to maintain the 
legitimacy of patriarchy and the subjugation of women as less than subservient.  This was 
apparent with the prevalence of hegemonic femininity. Women were idealised and 
promoted as subservient, fragile, aesthetic and pleasing objects needed for sexual 
gratification and facilitating men. There was always a need for women to be “good 
looking” and thus attractive, as well as petite or small, whilst concurrently supporting their 
male companions.  Females who were not subservient, physically attractive, petite, fit 
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bodied or soft were subordinated—for example obese women were not desirable even 
with obese men.    
Union 2 listed the hierarchy of girls from most powerful to least powerful:  
....I’ve noticed that there’s always [a] power difference with girls, 
especially the what you call say, I’ve heard them TCs, the ‘Too Cool’ 
girls, then the top good looking ones with rich parents, and then you’ve 
got the average sporting ones. There it’s surprising the sporting ones are 
down just the end and then you’ve got the normal girls and then you’ve 
got the nerds, the ones who[‘ve] just got to study and have lots of... wear 
glasses and have acne on their faces... 
AFL 1 was highly attracted to women who play quite a feminine role. He 
propounded the highly feminine girls warrant high masculine girls, thus as discussed in 
the literature review, hegemonic femininity caters to hegemonic masculine men. AFL 4 
felt that girls needed to “try to look pretty” and boys do not. He felt that freedom, self-
protection and sense of control were distinguishably different for males and females, with 
the latter being benign. However, he did state that females should be nurturing, wiser and 
be more able to adapt to social experience than males. League 2 stated women had to be 
mindful of their weight and “look good” and he repeated this sentiment about women 
stating, “good looking girls had the most attention” and for girls “just to be good looking 
and to be a housewife or just being girlfriend and all…go along and have sex”. He felt that 
the female gender, as consistently asserted by other players, has to be “good looking” and 
that having “big tits” is attractive. He fundamentally viewed men as “enterprising” whilst 
women “just take care of us [men]”. He continued to state (despite judging women 
superficially): 
...I’m always checking out the females and checking out what they’re 
wearing. I don’t care if they’re forty or if they’re twenty, if they’re good 
looking you’re going to look at them and you’re going to see what 
they’re wearing or what they’re doing and all that kind of stuff, so that’s 
my opinion.”  
According to League 1 the female’s main goals is to be a “WAG” or wife of a 
sport star, while men rule the world. 
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This subjugation of women supports the literature (see sections 2.4 and 2.14 of the 
Literature Review). Women in sports were denigrated to aesthetic objects, inferior to male 
athletes, fragile, sensual, heterosexual and secondly as athletes or sport individuals 
(Buysse and Herbert 2004; Koivula 1999; Cheung and Ngai 2009; Harris and Clayton 
2002; Jones, Murrel and Jackson 1999). This portrayal of emphasised or hegemonic 
femininity was another way to cultivate the ascendancy of hegemonic masculinities and 
men. Footballers did on occasion confess to revering women sports stars; however, this 
was overwhelming and generally in the minority. 
In addition, Union 2 felt women and girls should know how to cook and clean but 
that now-a-days this is rare, as most girls are occupied on social media, such as Instagram 
and Facebook. Yet again, he insisted that girls should “… pamper themselves. Femininity 
is basically to pamper themselves beautifying themselves. I think that’s their respect, 
getting their hair done or nails or whatever the girls do these days beautifying 
themselves”. Clearly, a frequently recurring theme was for women to be “physically 
attractive”. This player felt women should support, therapise and facilitate men to succeed 
or “conquer”. Union 4 noted that his mother and two sisters were very soft and “caring” 
towards him and thus a woman had to be a “provider for her man”, lamenting the role 
reversal in today’s society where gender roles are now no longer clearly distinguishable.  
League 4 illuminated the mocking of others for having an unattractive girlfriend: “if you 
go out, they think your girlfriend’s ugly they can pay you out for that, but I think if you’re 
happy, that’s all that matters.”  League 2 reiterated that girls need to be skinny with blonde 
hair or they will be subject to bullying for not fulfilling these stereotypes. He outlined his 
expectation of females: “look good to short [sic] wear short skirts and I don’t know to... to 
have an ass with good bum, pair of breasts…”. Similar to AFL 3, according to League 2 
more attractive girls had ascendancy amongst girls.  
An explanation for the softening of homohysteria but the entrenchment of sexism 
by footballers is the lack of women’s involvement and participation in body contact 
sports. Studies have shown where there is greater female involvement by women in sport 
there is less misogynistic attitudes (Anderson 2008, 273). As noted by Colling (1992, 6), 
the presence of women moderated behaviour of men. Furthermore, the organisation of 
football (soccer) by an extremely popular female teacher meant that boys were 
encouraged to redefine sport as not being merely a male environment, as it enabled girls to 
participate and thus made it more inclusive of women in this traditionally male-dominated 
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sport. As Anderson clarifies “sex segregation in sports help the entire institution of sport to 
reproduce itself as an extremely powerful gender regime” (2010, 134). 
An interesting phenomenon illuminated by several footballers was that women 
were being more predatory sexually in relation to men. Studies have previously found that 
women were positioned as predatory to excuse and encourage male behaviour; however, 
this was not condoned by footballers and was spoken about pejoratively (Mewett and 
Toffoletti 2008). Footballers also propounded that the swapping or merging of male and 
female roles was causing problems in society and the loss of femininity by women was 
disappointing. Furthermore, women being more masculine and men being more feminine 
had led to problems in society. This was viewed as incompatible with, or too soon for, 
contemporary civilization. Union 2 lamented on women losing their femininity because 
“girls are meant to feel like girls”. He didn’t mind women being CEOs or presidents; 
however, didn’t feel women should be in the infantry. This player declared he preferred 
women in the traditional sense. He felt that the blurring roles of the two genders was a 
significant issue and was the major cause of relationship break-downs. The popularity of 
bad boys or risk takers is “because they make the girl feel feminine and protected and 
secure”. As Connell (1987, 187) concludes, “all forms of femininity in this society are 
constructed in the context of the overall subordination of women to men. For this reason, 
there is no femininity that holds among women the position held by hegemonic 
masculinity among men”, referring to the hegemony of women as emphasised femininity. 
Connell continued to describe hegemony among females as being “defined around 
compliance with this subordination and is oriented to accommodating the interests and 
desires of men” (Connell 1987, 187). This was applicable to the footballers canvassed in 
this study. It is clear that the subjugation of women is satisfying a mandate of hegemonic 
masculinity. As such women were subordinated by footballers by becoming an object of 
interest and desire. Within the interviews femininity was not overtly criticised and thus 
was a subordinated masculinity; however, that is not to say that interviews were free of 
subtle misogynist or sexist attitudes. The promotion of hegemonic or emphasised 
femininity was the means used to address hegemonic masculinity and the promotion of its 
sexiest principals, which were a less obvious means to subordinate women. 
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5.9 COMPLICIT MASCULINITIES 
5.9.1 Residual Dominance from Patriarchy 
“…men rule the world…” 
As previously discussed (see section 2.5 in the Literature Review) complicit 
masculinities are the receipt of benefits from patriarchy without enacting a strong version 
of masculine dominance—viewed as the ‘patriarchal dividend’, exploited by less 
hegemonic men, but gains are greater for more rigorous hegemonic masculine males 
(Connell and Messerschmidt 2010, 218; Jefferson 2002; Lusher and Robins 2009, 343; 
Schippers 2007, 87; Connell 1995, 87; ). Several footballers noted that patriarchal residual 
power and dominance still maintained by men are known as complicit masculinities. They 
outlined that, overwhelmingly, the majority of CEOs are men and that although women 
have improved their status in society, financially they are still paid less. Hence, there is 
still a derivative of power gained by hegemonic masculinities’ subordination of women 
and thus complicit masculinities exist.  Union 1 reiterated League 1’s sentiment, stating 
that men “rule the world”, by citing that nine out ten CEOs are male. League 2 
consequently concluded that being a man is more rewarding than being a woman. Connell 
(1995, 77) surmises that hegemonic masculinity provides the basis for the legitimate 
domination of men over women, as well as it being a strategy to maintain the legitimacy 
of patriarchy. Thus, it was clear that even though these footballers didn’t expressly or 
overtly enforce patriarchal dominance they did inadvertently admit to receiving benefits 
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6Chapter Six: Off-Field Violence 
This chapter canvasses the three main concepts derived from the interviews with 
the respondents. Firstly, this chapter details the causes, opinions and views expressed by 
each footballer in relation to off-field violence. Secondly, the role of the media in 
sensationalising the off-field misconduct of footballers is elucidated. Lastly, 
recommendations of each footballer for preventing off-field violence are tabulated and  
discussed.   
6.1 PLAYER’S VOICES: THE FOOTBALLERS’ PERSPECTIVES 
AFL 1 purported the need for dominance or the perception of toughness or 
masculinity as being the cause for violence: 
Yeah, I mean playing competitive sport like that those guys, I see them as 
highly masculine males so there’s obviously a lot of competing and 
competition and dependences amongst them all, so at different times I’m 
sure that other guys would be trying to show you that they’re more 
dominant or exert power over those guys, and those guys react, they 
honestly believe that they... you know that they don’t want to have that 
happen to them and yeah I don’t blame them; I mean yeah it’s not always 
right... right option but at the same time you don’t always have a... have a 
great choice about what you can do. 
 
Definitely some guys would go out and try and look tough, try and... try 
and go out and just... they want to feel masculine, they want to show that 
they are masculine to other people and those people certainly are an easy 
target because they’re so well known, that those people can... the people 
looking to exert their dominance yeah they can easily go up to those 
people that are easily recognisable, and if they can provoke them and 
beat them, to themselves, they’re probably feeling a lot more masculine 
and they’re probably thinking that they’re promoting that picture about 
themselves to everyone else that sees it, hears about it. 
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AFL 2 opined that it was caused by alcohol and drugs and lamented on the image 
it has on his sport: 
You know it’s it feels like a lot of a lot of off-field violence a lot of it is 
fuelled from alcohol and drugs and stuff which is yeah it kind of it’s a 
really bad image for the sport which is ... it’s not really helping... it’s 
mainly the young guys just... just try... either try to fit in or trying to just 
get a thrill out of something and it’s really yeah, it’s not doing any good 
for our sport, yeah. 
AFL 3 recalled a situation where sportsmen were provoked by the public:  
It’s from my experience firsthand, I went to town once and there was 
professional athletes and people actually have a go at them because they 
probably thought, yeah I go at this they’ll think I’m a man. So yeah they 
try to fight him and be a smart ass to him.  
AFL 2 repeated the oppositional masculinity findings of this research that showed the use 
of violence at mirco level was accepted, including helping a peer and when provoked. 
AFL 4 noted the combination of ego, alcohol, drugs, reputation and arrogance as 
malaise that leads to such violence:  
It’s hard to say, I think when you’re out with a group of guys and they 
are footballers, you do develop bonds and other guys see that or females 
see that and like it is looked upon I guess from the outsiders as a.... I 
don’t know when you get a like, like when you have alcohol with 
footballers and they have like a big ego, and like they’ve dedicated their 
lives to be an athlete and that’s what they’re good at and they know that, 
yeah the arrogance is law and I guess some people say that I don’t like it, 
like some girls who ... like girls added to the factors, just a cocktail mix 
that could have rubbed in I think athletes themselves don’t like, 
especially have right to live, but a lot of them abuse the fact they are 
good at what they do and people see that and I guess don’t like it...  
 
Alcohol, arrogance, ego, and I guess jocks like them if someone is going 
to partake in drugs and I guess like other people’s perceptions so if they 
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see all that, and you go to a person who likes violence and they could 
cause that situation. 
Personal views on off-field violence ... like I don’t like that is maybe 
negative image for the game, but then given like... these guys, they’ve 
got to have some social outlet, some sort of social life and I guess when 
you’ve got a game that anyone can play, you know you get multi 
disciplinarian sort of groups going in there and I guess from different 
backgrounds you can’t really control what sort of person plays the game. 
If they’ve grown up in a household where discipline will be like beating 
someone I guess you use that as a way of getting away or into your 
natural life so... 
League 1 believed that the pressure of competitive sport and the subsequent 
exorbitant alcohol intake equated to a ‘formula’ of aggression: 
I think you know that has a lot to do they... footballers in particular 
misbehave off-field... there’s a lot of things to why they behave off... 
misbehave off-field and you know like you know these guys have to 
perform week in week out so there’s a lot of pressure and strain on them 
because they, they’re vulnerable, if they don’t perform in a game, they’re 
vulnerable to getting dropped down to lower categories of sport. So you 
know that pressure gets to them you know some... some of that pressure 
turns into mental or physical pressure meaning whereas mental they go 
down to a depressive state or physical state where say drink a lot of 
alcohol and aggression starts to formulate. So there’s a lot of pressure on 
players these days and it’s not really, Clubs don’t really educate players 
because these guys are getting [a] lot of money as well so off the field 
they have the money to spend to go and do drink alcohol and maybe do 
illegal substances. So it’s leading into a negative impact off the field. 
This equation for violence supports our finding where pressure to excel in sports 
establishes subordinate positions, which then equal hyper-masculine displays or 
oppositional masculinities. 
League 2 repeated a multitude of rationales for violence, ranging from the 
impression of girls to a culture which promotes violence: 
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Yeah just I think that from [an] early age, particularly in High School is 
when ... where it all starts and the influence of media plays a significant 
role and what is successful, and what is not so power ... power’s 
everything you want to be number one, and we’ve seen that in violence 
that you want to be the most successful, most good looking and that kind 
of pushes you to the brink you know, to work you up to be biggest 
strongest and wherever that is questioned, because you see if I was on the 
football field punching up, but on TV, you think that’s acceptable. And 
then as a means of maintaining that violence, maintaining that power is 
through means of violence. And through that mechanism, if you’re strong 
enough and if you’re good enough, then you will be best and the girls 
will like you the most and yeah. 
 
Yeah maintain kind of the power dominance over everyone and be the 
best and causing that stems from the need and what is successful, and 
what’s the fire you’re in, particularly with the body which isn’t stuff like 
that but that body is good looking and so yeah. 
 
I don’t know it’s just girls have lot do with it and you have the hottest 
girlfriend and the best looking and but you’ll fight for that, just to kind of 
... because girls trying to think their power, how strong you’re is how 
good you are, that’s obviously influenced by the media and so you’re 
willing to fight for that I suppose. 
 
I think, because this is a culture, as in rugby league and in particular that 
and even today you see fights from certain [State of] Origin [games], and 
it being publicised and as much as the NRL say no it, that channel 9 is 
still like that … and how many times was that replayed? And as a young 
fellow, I remember the Gordon Tallis incident with Ben Ross4 and that 
stuck in my mind and as far as I was born in my … fact is was seeing that 
as being acceptable, because that is just replayed, replayed on TV. So if 
                                                            
4 Gordon Tallis violently punched Ben Ross multiple times in the face during an NRL game in 2008. 
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he can do it yeah, that’s my role model, I want to be like Gordon Tallis 
so I’m going to do what he does. If I have an issue, like he has an issue 
that day, I’m going to sort it out like how he did and that’s why how I’ve 
seen younger generations ... it is a culture what [sic] is passed down, 
through generation to generation and it’s systemic within rugby league I 
don’t know, and what needs to happen I think is it’s a bit of a double 
fight, is that the adrenalin do [sic] release that regarding toned down 
hardened violence right, but trying and not keep publicising it. 
 
League 3, like League 2, listed several reasons for the violence: 
It’s a lot better than it used to be like …if you go watch some other 
videos and stuff of rugby league, it’s so... so rough and tough and 
everyone does punching on their fronts and now it’s a lot better, because 
if you throw a punch you get suspended for a couple of weeks and you 
get a big fine, so there’s a lot more consequences for fighting in sport 
yeah. 
 
Off-field... yeah definitely it’s not, I see it as it’s definitely [not] as much 
as there used to be. There’s really not all that at all and if there is you 
don’t really hear about so much and if it is, it is something really big like 
someone’s knocked someone out in the middle of surf... someone at all. 
Someone’s really like broke someone’s jaw somewhere yeah. 
 
A lot... I reckon a lot with like the new US scene and a million stuff like 
that way. With boxing, you don’t, you couldn’t punch someone on the 
groin and kick someone in the head when they’re on the ground and now 
it’s like glorified this sport now, like we can ... they’ll probably knee ... 
from the head if they’re down or knocked down, still punch from the 
sides. So when boxing, I thought like once someone’s down you sort of 
... that’s when you stop that sort of thing. But now, I reckon it’s a lot 
more like people think they can so a lot more yeah. 
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Any solutions ... probably just me really, that’s all, I really think about it, 
because they just well they’re in proportion, and everyone’s really 
human, and it’s all because you play the same sport or play sport. But 
that you got to try not and figure how to be a role, not for people but 
everyone seem [sic] and everyone makes mistakes really and people are 
just blown away by the proportion. 
League 4 continued the thread of the rugby league players, delineating several 
factors that cause footballers’ off-field violence: 
Alcohol, so big effect of alcohol and drugs, to my experience as well it 
provokes a lot more.  
 
Yeah just standing up for my mate and my morals I think. My mates, if 
someone was to talk shit about my family I would, I’d definitely use 
violence because I think it’s the quickest way to send a message. 
 
 
Yeah, banging out one’s family, that pisses a lot of people off, fists up, 
trying to put their boot below, what they are defaming her, Yadayada that 
cause all the violence. 
  
I think it’s just because if someone is currently talking shit about you or 
to you, and you’ve tried, the other methods, so talking your way out of it 
and all that, yeah just I think, yeah violence, yeah pretty fist up, it’s [sic] 
sends a quick message, it’s always a good sign, but it does send a clear 
quick message, if you’re going to punch the face, you’re going to stuck 
one back a lot. So I first said to you I thought if I was banging you up, 
you’re going to get me punched in the face to stop saying that.” 
 
Yeah, too much streak for that. I think it’s different [in] public, for 
instance through the three types of sport, it’s almost enjoyable for the 
supporters and acceptable, like I like watching punch them like I really 
do yeah. I think if someone puts dirty heat on, someone puts dirty heat 
on, I think you have to punch them back, but you’re not allowed to just 
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cop punch someone in the face for no reason. There’s got to be a reason 
for the fight to start. 
 
Union 1 notably didn’t feel off-field violence was a major recent problem but a 
product of “money” and “media” which is discussed in depth later. Union 2 stated: “I 
think off-field violence is fuelled by alcohol and drugs.” This player elaborated on these 
two causes and the underlying precursors:  
Most of the violence they caused is the influence of alcohol and drugs. 
Nothing... there’s nothing over there and I’m so against violence outside 
of rugby. That’s my opinion and as I said I’m not a violent man but, I 
think it’s just ... I think the media has either crucified the players too 
much; they don’t really go behind what’s behind the player. They put a 
bad name on the player and people start to have bad opinions about that 
player. But at the end of the day they’ll look back on the foundation of 
why he did it, why did he take the drug, why is he on alcohol, they don’t 
really respect the family, whether it’s a family background or whether 
it’s a relationship breakdown and most of it is just abuse, that’s what the 
money does... 
 
Union 3 affirmed the influence of camaraderie, alcohol, egos and peer groups: 
With rugby league it’s very much you look after your team mates, they 
look after you, if anyone ... if any of them ever got in trouble, you would 
stand up for them and vice versa for you. The majority of the time 
violence ever really sort of occurred was well obviously off-field was 
when alcohol was always involved. And so would happen in pubs or 
clubs. 
 
One, ego and the other one will be alcohol. Guys when they’re in ... I saw 
more so in peer groups of each other, their ego was so big and they 
seemed to I think need to feel like they are dominant person that they 
can’t be knocked down. And someone or when they interpret that 
someone’s trying to knock them down, they become violent. 
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It... it generally drew... drove me away so I don’t really drink at all and I 
don’t really like hanging out with the guys that I used to play football 
with and so might we went out and play anywhere footballers that play 
football they generally drink and egos will get too high and then didn’t 
want to fight them.  
Clearly, this supports the findings of this research where footballers need to follow 
their peer group and conformity was a hegemonic pattern. De Visser and Smith (2006) 
found that consuming alcohol was marker of masculine identity. Lemle and Mishkind 
(1989) also stated that alcohol consumption was cultural symbol of manliness which is 
strengthened by the media. In addition, Hinote and Webber (2012) also found in the 
Russian context that hegemonic masculinity was constructed by harmful drinking patterns. 
This link between men and drinking was also found. 
Union 4 thinks it is the personification of an egotistic, misbehaving as well as 
belligerent stereotype that leads to off-field violence: 
Okay, I think that because the rugby players would be more sort of the 
bigger guys, the alpha males, as I just mentioned, they want to go out and 
they want to party and they want to ... they’re just promiscuous persona 
which goes all the way from the professional level all the way down to 
the club level, where guys want to go out and make girls their conquests, 
and get into fights with other rugby players. Essentially they live that, 
that loud Aussie larrikin kind of stereotype, where because they’re 
around other alpha males, they want to be number one and in doing that 
they might be walking up and punching someone or they’ll be throwing a 
glass across the bar. So I think that the sport of rugby actually influences 
the players and their behaviour outside of the game. So it’s very typical 
being a rugby player for ... once you set out to finish playing, everyone 
wants to go out, get drunk, and start fights and be rebellious which is just 
part of that violent gang that we play I guess. 
This player continued to state that the progenitors of his code also have a 
significant role in the reason for violence: 
I think what causes the off-field violence would be this... when this 
game, the inception of this game rugby Union, was played by the, you 
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know the more brutal violent men in you know when it came down 
England and set theirs and it’s come across, the society’s developed, but 
the whole stigma of the violence has also gone with it. So these rugby 
players feel like they have to be violent off the field because they’re so 
called violent people. I think that plays a big role in why there is sort of 
violence after games and....  
He concluded that there needs to be punitive measures taken to improve the 
current situation of off-field violence: 
I just think that violence as [a] whole in Australia right now, is at an all 
time high, and needs to be stopped because from the general violence you 
get the you know the athletic alpha males, the rugby union players, rugby 
league players, all the sporting players, they just want to go out, everyone 
wants to be bigger to [sic] the Australian culture to be competitive, and 
people will get into fights as long as society keeps tolerating it, so they 
just need to crack down and that’s not just for rugby union players but all 
of... all the society so... 
Evidently, there are a plethora of reasons given by footballers for the causes of off-
field violence. There is no clear pattern regarding violence off-field, but what was 
commonly highlighted by the footballers is that there are a myriad of causations. To focus, 
thus, on one rationale or reasoning behind off-field violence is over simplifying the issue.  
This is aptly covered by Bowker (1998) in his chapter “On the Difficulty of Eradicating 
Masculine Violence”. He propounds that “individuals, programs, and institutions 
generally fail to contain masculine violence because their ameliorative efforts usually 
focus on a single system level of an action, whereas masculine violence has roots in 
multiple system levels” (Bowker 1998, 1-3). Therefore, until there is an integrated and 
holistic approach, attempts to eradicate masculine violence will be futile. As evinced by 
the footballers in this study a variety of elements need to be addressed. 
6.2 MEDIA SENSATIONALISM 
During the interviews, nine of the 12 participants noted the influence of media in 
the portrayal or perception of footballers’ off-field violence. 
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AFL 1 stated, “The media, the way we hear about it, I think could be perceived 
differently too, I’m sure the media has a lot of say in how we see it all, it probably doesn’t 
come out like it’s always told.”  
AFL 3 continued the theme of the sensationalised notion of the media:  
Yeah, but if say some average Joe does it, in the street, it wouldn’t be 
that much publicised or anything like that. But since like a professional 
athlete does it, just I understand the stories change a lot, they make a 
bigger deal there, but if a professional athlete does it there’s a lot more 
consequences, but say if someone does say he’s an electrician and he gets 
into a fight, can he lose his job? But say an athlete does it he can lose his 
whole career. 
  
Yeah it’s definitely over publicised everywhere, they take the littlest 
things and make a huge... yeah of course athletes they’ve been brought 
up to not do it so they should have the self control and not retaliate either. 
 
AFL 4 player reasserted this theme of the media: 
Yeah like I guess you get to hear a lot of it in the media now, so like I 
and a lot of it is within like alcohol abuse as well, so from what you read 
anywhere, I guess there’s always a few sides of the story so, you only get 
the media’s interpretation of the story and they are there to earn money, 
get views within the articles so, you need to take a quick round sort of 
what actually happened but when you do that say people are [sic] haven’t 
drunk alcohol in a while, trying to be like an athlete on the field and 
dedicating their lives to being that, then people who I guess are jealous or 
want to be like them, you’ll tend to get within physical violence. I’m not 
saying that it’s going to happen all time but I guess that’s what you’re 
close to. 
 
League 1’s portrayal of the media was also negative and erroneous:  
I don’t really watch the news and the media too much and the media 
portray always a massive negative effect; this is not putting players 
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saying they’re not at fault, because you know I see some players, I’ve 
witnessed players being violent from their inner role and they’re being 
timid and they’ve been at fault from what I’ve witnessed, so from what 
the media portray[al] can be, doesn’t tell such an honest story all the 
time. It doesn’t give you bit more background. They just want to sell a 
story and then sit so you don’t really see a 100% of what’s actually 
happened. 
 
League 1 continued to elucidate on this pejorative focus:  
I believe that they ... wouldn’t so much twist the story because they don’t 
... they pretty much do tell an event, but they choose the category of 
event instead like I was choosing it. The media sells their stories as in a 
negative way, they don’t really portray a lot of positivity, they portray a 
lot of negativity because what sells, is negativity and positivity really 
doesn’t sell that much; so when I watch the news I see 90% negativity 
and 10% positivity. And the negativity sells the public and so that’s what 
people want to read, they want to read what’s going on negatively, you 
know and that’s what the media portray; the negative events, they show 
clips of a scandal, they don’t really show the full event. 
 
League 2, as stated previously, noted the influence of the media’s focus and the 
need to emulate on-field violence: 
I think, because this is a culture as in rugby league and in particular that 
and even today you see fights from certain origin, and it being publicised 
and as much as the NRL say no it, that channel 9 is still like that … and 
how many times was that replayed? And as a young fellow, I remember 
the Gordon Tallis incident with Ben Ross and that stuck in my mind and 
as far as I was born in my … fact is was seeing that is being acceptable, 
because that is just replayed, replayed on TV. So if he can do it yeah, 
that’s my role model, I want to be like Gordon Tallis so I’m going to do 
what he does. If I have an issue, like he has an issue that day, I’m going 
to sort it out like how he did and that why how I’ve seen younger 
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generations... it is a culture what is passed down, through generation to 
generation and it’s systemic within rugby league, I don’t know and what 
needs to happen I think is it’s a bit of a double fight is that the adrenalin 
do release that regarding toned down hardened violence right, but trying 
and not keep publicising it. And at the end of the day who pays... 
general... the rugby league Channel 9 so unless these images are not 
splayed and the kind of culture of a biff is good, is a good thing, violence 
will keep occurring off field.  
 
League 3 also emphasised the significant influence of the media: 
Off field ... I reckon it’s ... a lot of its blown out of proportion a lot I 
think. Some of the stuff, like they’re thrown in so they’re like oh I had a 
massive night, I had... might have been drugs and the whole thing. A lot 
if it is just blown out of proportion so people can buy the papers and stuff 
like that. 
  
Me personally I reckon... media has a lot to do with this sort of thing. I 
reckon they don’t need to portray it as bad as it actually is, like make it 
this massive thing. It’s like the players are such like an average guy 
would do something they’ll put on the newspaper for rugby league or any 
sports star like being massive known so and they get caught in like a 
scruff with someone or something. But if an average person does it no 
one really cares, doesn’t really make the front page or the news or and all 
these scandals come about that average person but as soon as it’s 
sportsperson it does sound like all these things start flying out of that 
front setter. 
 
League 4 maintained the theme of the media over-sensationalising events:  
I think they’re blowing it up really out of proportion, like obviously one 
guy, I say one fight, and I was throwing that out of proportion, media’ll 
blows [sic] it up a lot more, saying two civilians were in a fight, it will 
only be a little insert in the paper, but a big NRL fight so like … site 
front page for two days straight. 
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League 4 poignantly insisted, “Yeah media makes it bigger than it is.”  
Union 1 went so far as to imply that off-field violence was embellished so 
extremely that there being a problem was really a perception rather than a reality:   
…media for me now has got a major... are money maker there. Where 
they could make or break people’s careers and things like that, and the 
media portrays these people in the paper all the time. So they’re in the 
faces all the time, the media’s there, they’re taking photos, these guys are 
17/18/19, all they want to do is go out with a couple of their mates like I 
did when I was 17/18/19. But before I got the group of 10 when I was 
17/18/19 and got into a fight, no one cared, because I was a nobody. If 
it’s a 17/18 year old[s] now, who’s contracted to The Giants, The Suns, 
whatever team it is, no matter what sport it is, these up and coming 19 
year old out with a group of 10 mates gets into a fight, it’s going to be on 
the front page of paper, it’s going to be on the back page of the paper. So 
[a] lot of the off-field violence, and even then it’s not even sometimes the 
players, it’s players in same situation  I was, they’re only backing up 
their mates, so they’re only looking after their mates. Alright some of the 
times I’d probably throw out like someone I can like a Nick D’arcy 
where he punched the bloke and that happened, he did that though he 
wasn’t jumping for anyone, he’s caused that situation for himself. But 
being a person of his status and then being in these things and 
considering he’s got a career history of it, it’s portrayed everywhere in 
the paper. So with his violence and all that now, with off-field violence, I 
don’t think it’s changed much more from 30 years ago personally just 
think it’s in the paper now more because it’s ... they’re professional. 
These people are getting 200,000 dollars a year, 100,000 dollars a year, 
they’re idols, they’re heroes to people, they’re all these kind of people, so 
they’ve... it’s hard for them. They’re 18, 19 some of them, obviously 
some of them grow up and go through those stages. You look at someone 
like Cooper, jumped through a window to steal a laptop, which is known 
and he’s done stupid things like that, but now he’s the captain of the 
Wallabies. He’s grown up and those things have happened, but he’s done 
it for the eyes of the media, and he’s done it through the eyes of the 
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world, where thirty years ago, I bet you people like Wally Lewis and 
things like that did some really stupid things but the media didn’t really 
care about them or turned I would say blind eye or whatever and nothing 
really got out, you know what I mean, so... That’s where I really believe 
that violence now between professional stars and sporting stars is not 
much different to 20/30 years ago. And if you look at the violence on the 
field 20 to 30 years ago, it was much, much worse than what is now. So, 
they didn’t really portray... and they used to portray it as a good thing ‘ah 
we’re going to have another fight this weekend, we’re going to have 
that’, that’s on the field, understand we’re talking about off the field, but, 
they don’t really talk about the off... on field fight anymore. And if there 
is a few or couple in the week, yeah they might talk about. But they talk 
about off-field incidents because for me it’s about that bark and they’re 
going to sell a newspaper. So I want to sell a newspaper, I’m going to put 
Jarryd Hayne was in a fight on the weekend, when I put that on the front 
page, people are going to buy that paper. Where 20 or 30 years ago no 
one... ‘ah there that’s just common knowledge that happens blah, blah, 
blah, we don’t really care about it’. So that’s my opinion of the off-field 
drama is I don’t reckon it’s any worse than a couple of years ago. I 
reckon it’s just more portrayed in the paper because that’s what sells 
media and that’s what gets people to watch TV and all that kind of stuff. 
Union 2 stated from first-hand experience that footballers were speciously 
“branded by the newspaper as a bad boy and I know them. Used to be when the 
Wallabies, used to them, and the Reds, they’re generally nice boys. And just the media 
portraying them in a bad way or caught them off guard ...”   
Union 3 and Union 4 did not refer to the media in regards to off-field violence of 
footballers.  
It is clear that the footballers feel that off-field violence is a problem, but a 
problem that has been heightened or embellished by media outlets. As the findings show,  
there is softening of violence by our footballers. Thus, this gives plausibility to the 
erroneous or specious depictions of the media. Perhaps our footballers, who clearly evince 
a relegation of violence, believe the violence of athletes is partly embellished by the media 
and is not a real issue. There is a counter argument: that the footballers were merely trying 
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to renounce responsibility or diminish culpability for their cohort. However, detailed 
analysis of the footballers’ life histories indicates a divergence away from the use of 
violence, similar to the divergence of homophobia in regard to inclusive masculinity. In 
summary, media focus can be an erroneous portrayal of footballers and thus also provide 
depictions that reinforce incorrect notions of hegemonic masculinities that support 
aggression and violence. 
 
6.3 PREVENTION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Eleven of the 12 participants noted measures to be taken to avert off-field violence 
or recommendations to prevent scandals. These are outlined in Table  2. 
Table 2. Measures to avoid or avert off-field violence by players 
Recommendation Description and/or examples  
Limit their experiences “Limit their experiences” (AFL 1). 
Counselling, mentors or 
psychologists provided 
by the clubs. 
“Good counsellor and/or like mentor at the club” for younger players (AFL 2). 
Appoint psychologists in all rugby franchises to counsel the players on underlying 
factors such as family background, friends and provide solutions to alcohol and 
drug abuse: “Get a psychologist in each franchise, look behind, press profiles, 
what backgrounds they came from, I think that’s what’s missing, they don’t look 
at the actual family background, where they came from, what they did, what are 
their goals and how they see life and I think that’s what is all seen to them taking 
alcohol and drug abuse, it all comes back to the family background or friends. I 
think that there is a solution there. Get a psychologist” (Union 2). 




Avoid confrontation, being violent and alcohol; consider the consequences of 
media exposure (AFL 4). 
Role models Role Models—football clubs, players or parents who set a good example. 
 “Don’t go out, don’t be silly, alcohol is what’s doing it so just lay off that and 
yeah just don’t do it, it’s not worth it, it’s pretty easy to not fight and not be 
violent so yeah” (AFL 3). 
Negative influence of older peers and awareness of the effect of role models: 
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“Okay, so I think going back to my physical stature, it is very hard to physically 
bully me or tell me to do something, whereas rugby club you know there are 
bigger guys, small guys, younger guys, older guys, I think the older guys can 
definitely manipulate young people so hey you know I dare you go do this, and 
that sort of peer pressure definitely accelerates the violent behaviour, people 
telling you to do things and wanting to be a part of the clique...I think there needs 
to be awareness, I think, it needs to start from professional rugby players, all the 
way down. Because like I said you see it all the ways from the people who get 
paid to play go out and getting in trouble and they’re making hundred and 
thousands of dollars a year. They’re the role models for the people coming 
through. And I think Australia needs to sort of make a stand, get these guys in 
line, and make that sort of shift all the way down through the younger generation”  
(Union 4). 
Parental influence “My parents, if I was to get into a fight, and tell my mum, she would be so 
disappointed that’s the one and I see my mates getting into fights, they come 
home from town, blood all over their faces and it’s not worth it at all I like to 
enjoy myself and stuff like that” (AFL 3).  
“Like I guess my parents, my parents were a massive influence on what you ... 
how to act, how to treat other people, how you would like to be treated as well, so 
that’s about it.” (AFL 4) 
 “My dad and role models, I think that’s one thing. Having [a] rather good dad 
and having very good role models. That’s a very good point, have a good role or 
someone that’s already been at the top, yeah does something totally different. I 
know [a] few of them who are at the top of their game right now, best in the 
world but they don’t take part in groups, meetings like go to the beach drinking 
and going and taking drugs and going and sleeping with multiple women. They, 
straight from rugby they go back home and those are the people you need to use 
as role models on the kids that are coming up into this thing. It’s not that... that 
rugby’s not always about drugs and alcohol, it’s not always about the women, 
yeah you made me talk about role modelling and making a difference in the 
community. I think that’s what we need across more...” (Union 2). 
 
Alternative ways of 
dealing with violence 
Avoidance and using humour to defuse possible violent situations: “Avoiding it, 
trying to be funny I guess, trying to make people laugh and just, always trying to 
be someone’s friend really and trying to say you don’t really need to do violence 
to show... just because you’ve done that that person doesn’t mean that you have to 
get punched in your head. So I’ve always just tried to just talk people out of it and 
just relax them and joke around with them a little. That’s usually it’s worked most 
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of the time yeah” (League 3). 
Avoid confrontation, being violent and alcohol; consider the consequences of 
media exposure (AFL 4). 
The importance of awareness to avert situations: “That could be done in ways 
such as awareness, you know having people who have gone to jail for hitting 
someone, turn up at these rugby clubs and tell them ‘look  you keep all your stuff 
on the field, off-the field if you hit someone you could go jail like me’, just you 
know awareness. Awareness, I don’t think you need to delve into sort of any kind 
of alcohol issues or anything like that, most of the violence ... I would say that if 
you feel like you’re going to be violent, you just do that on the field because what 
you do outside of rugby union is going to affect your life. And if you’re going to 
hit someone and you know you could end... and someone might hit you and kill 
you, it’s just... you don’t... there are other ways to solve a situation, other than 
getting physical” (Union 4). 
Educational programs “They need to really like set up an educational program to guide these kids on 
how to spend their money, and how to kind of product [sic] those issue [sic] you 
know where they feel the pressure to start falling into a mental state of 
depression...” (League 1). 
Higher officials mandating these programs: “If I was the owner of a Club or like a 
CEO like talking in terms of an rugby league here, I would make sure that all the 
players had to attend regularly an educational side of things which provided them 
how to spend their money productively and how to cope with such pressure issues 
and mental issues off the field” (League 1). 
Media-related measures Reduction in media imagery which implicitly promotes and condones the 
behaviours: “Rugby League Channel 9 so unless these images are not splayed and 
the kind of culture of a biff is good, is a good thing, violence will keep occurring 
off field” (League 2). 
Avoid confrontation, being violent and alcohol, consider the consequences of 
media exposure (AFL 4). 
Life choices League 2 noted the need to be relaxed:  “Yeah I guess be more, be more relaxed 
about your life. If you’ve ever seen in rugby league you’ve got to... if someone’s 
trying to have a dig at you for that probably in a shit kind of something, you learn 
you’re a better man, because you’re seen by the top of the league. That’s for most 
famous people but yeah you’ve just got to take more relaxed ... to life and use 
violence if there’s really a need for it....rugby league players, ...you‘ve just, 
obviously you have to be more relaxed, take on life and yeah if you have prestige 
in the top leagues, you’re going to have some more brains like you need... you’re 
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role models for people, you don’t know that if the... sports ready to go stereotype 
of being thugs, you’ve got to... you just got to talk your way out of it and not start 
the violence I think.” 
Union 4 felt that self-choice and considering the consequences such as homicide 
or jail time: “Yeah I’ve constantly been surrounded by it. I have seen a lot of 
fights, I’ve just always chosen not to get involved with it because I know that the 
decisions you make when you are out with a group of friends, do have a big 
impact on the rest of your life. And I think one of... one of the biggest things and 
one of... two of my friends went to jail for hitting someone, they were charged 
with grievous bodily harm and ever since then any time I tend to feel violent or I 
do want to inflict pain on someone, I just think of that, think that I would never 
want to spend you know six months to three years in jail because of hitting 
someone, even you know ten years if you accidently kill someone. I think that 
plays a big role in why I personally don’t get involved, whereas the other people 
get sucked into the whole peer pressure and the mentality that they have to 
misbehave” (Union 4). 
Development course 
(e.g. communication) 
Mental development relating to communication and introspection: “People down 
to... people obviously with the teams and players I think they need to not only 
work on the physical development but also mental development in the fact that 
communication, understanding about themselves, cannot only, one, make them 
more level headed to not also perform in violence but also become a better 
athlete.....I think that they should put the guys through mental development 
courses and learning about themselves, instead of constantly trying to provide an 
image when they’re just a normal human being, they’re not an image and I think 
those who stuck to that mentality of that image.”(Union 3) 
Improved 
communication 
Union 2 also lauded the need to communicate and deplored secrecy that pervades 
rugby union players: ...one of the biggest thing[s] is secrecy; not being able to tell 
your problems, that is the biggest thing. If you talk about your problems to someone 
people think that you’re pufta or you’re most... and you’re not masculine enough. 
Some might have problem[s] and I think its masculine always to tell someone about 
or you’ll just get more violent. You’ll just say you just want to hit someone because 
it’s all bottled up. That’s one of the main issues with Rugby players, if it’s rugby 
league players they have so many problems in them that they bottle it up, and they 
reach a stage where they’ve reached the top and the only way to release that is through 
violence. 
 
This supports the study that educators, coaches and administrators should help in 
fostering a different and positive type of identity for young players (Fitzclarence and 
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Hickey 2001, 137). In addition, it is proposed that better male role models and more male 
teachers are needed to improve the behaviour of men (Toussaint 2005). However, the 
emergence of inclusive masculinity means that future generation will learn more from 
accepting men, thus bestow a generation of more inclusive men. Previous generations had 
a hegemonic masculine male to learn from which perpetuated homophobia. However, as 
general violence is condemned rather than condoned and not viewed as a strategy for men, 
the new generation will learn and continue to exhibit “less violent” practices than any 
other generation in contemporary Australian history. There was a project conducted 
during rugby league in 2004: 
“The aim of this project was to investigate attitudes and behaviours towards 
women amongst players in the National Rugby League and to make recommendations 
about education and mentoring programs, codes of conduct and other approaches to 
ensuring fair and respectful treatment of women. Interviews were conducted with players, 
CEOs, Chairs, senior management, coaches, trainers, administrators, welfare officers, and 
women working in rugby league.” This project showed that mentoring and education 
project are need to end violence which was also repeated by our footballers. Considering 
there indication of importance of education and peer mentoring this should be continued 
by all codes(Lumby 2005). As Lumby and Flood (2005) stated with rugby league program 
the introduction of education and mentoring should be included in all codes. The 
footballers’ recommendations support the imploring of Lumby and Flood in the previous 
decade that education and peer mentoring such as role models are influential in assisting 
player behavior and conduct. 
As previously stated, eradicating masculine violence requires several strategies, 
thus explaining the variety of recommendations provided by footballers to avert and 
prevent off-field violence. To conclude, it is important to consider several reasons for the 
causes of off-field behaviour. Evidently, the construction of masculinities is important in 
dealing with masculine violence. 
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7Chapter Seven: Conclusion 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this chapter is to outlay the major findings of the research as well 
as the significance and implications of the thesis. In addition, future research suggestions 
are outlined and the limitations of the research are clarified. 
7.2 MAJOR FINDINGS 
The purpose of the thesis was three-fold, namely:  
1. Investigate current research accounts of links between masculinities, body 
contact sports—namely, rugby league, rugby union and Australian rules 
football—and violence, identifying commissions and omissions in the 
literature. 
2. Develop a new conceptual model for understanding the relationships 
between masculinities, body contact sports and ‘off-field’ violence, 
drawing on Connell’s (1995) masculinities framework and other more 
recent work on masculinities (Anderson 2011). 
3. Apply this conceptual model to analyse the empirical data gathered 
through in-depth, semi-structured interviews with men involved in body 
contact sports, specifically rugby league, rugby union and Australian rules 
football. 
 
This was achieved by answering the following research question:  
Can the construction of masculinity by male contact sportsmen (both 
generally and with regard to off-field violence) be positioned within the 
frameworks of hegemonic and inclusive masculinity and other 
masculinities? 
The first major finding of the study noted that sport, physical size, female sexual 
conquest, conformity with peers and alcohol were viewed as hegemonic masculinities. In 
addition, the homohysteria often punctuated by footballers and hegemonic masculine 
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dominance found in previous centuries has diminished; this aligns and supports the 
emergence of inclusive masculinities. However, masculinities such as homosexuality were 
still subordinated, although in a very limited manner. On a grander scale, a player’s 
virginity or lack of promiscuity, as well as lack of phallus size were deemed to be 
relegated masculinities.  Other major findings of this research were the deploring of off-
field violence and unprovoked aggression; however, on-field or provoked violence was 
accepted. Violence on the field or violence in any environment that was provoked was 
perceived as acceptable; however, other violence against women—off-field or 
unprovoked—was categorically rejected by the footballers. This research found that AFL 
players were the most inclusive group compared to the other football codes, particularly in 
regards to condemning the use of violence. This research postulates the reasoning for this 
is the overall more inclusive nature of women by the AFL in comparison to the NRL and 
ARU in Australia (e.g. female goal umpires in AFL). Thus, the inclusion of the opposite 
sex helps decrease hegemonic male concepts such as aggression. The study also noted that 
complicit masculinities still exist; however, the participants were relatively devoid of 
marginalised masculinities. Finally, although there were no overt misogynist attitudes 
towards women that may have speciously appeared as inclusive masculinities, there was 
subjugation of females. Hegemonic femininity was promoted so that females who fitted 
the hegemonic or orthodox masculinities’ mould could be promoted. This allowed males 
to indirectly subordinate women without overtly uttering sexist attitudes. Anderson stated 
(2002, 862): “In fact, throughout the twentieth century, sport has served as a test of 
masculinity in Western societies. Sports remain a bastion of hegemonic masculinity, 
heterosexism, and homophobia today”. 
From our research it has been revealed that in our regional and local context of 
body contact sport hegemonic masculinity is, rightfully, considered orthodox. 
Additionally, in terms of heterosexism and homophobia, the former is thriving while the 
latter is barely surviving. 
Hybrid Masculinities “refers to men’s selective incorporation of performances and 
identity elements associated with marginalized and subordinated masculinities and 
femininities. We use recent theorization of hybrid masculinities to critically review theory 
and research that seeks to make sense of contemporary transformations in 
masculinity(Bridges and Pasco 2014,246)”.  
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These hybrid masculinities symbolically distance between men from hegemonic 
masculinity. Beasley (2009) labelled such inconsistent appropriations ‘‘slippage,’’ arguing 
that ‘‘dominant’’ forms of masculinity— such as those that are the most culturally 
celebrated or the most common in particular settings —may actually do little to legitimate 
men’s power over women and that some masculinities that legitimate men’s power 
actually may be culturally marginalized This research finds hybrid masculinities, which 
both Connell and Messerschmidt (2005) reformulated and stated as 'plural and dynamic 
nature of this concept. Evidently, this research shows the use of hybrid masculinities, a 
combination of inclusive and hegemonic masculinities in this local and regional context of 
footballers. Author suggests a shift away from hegemonic masculinities to inclusive 
masculinities, which could be deemed as “hybrid masculinities”. 
Notable findings of the research were the several causes of off-field violence 
professed by the footballers, ranging from acting masculine, egotistical elements, peer 
pressure, impressing girls through to drugs and alcohol. In addition, a significant majority 
propounded that the media sensationalises violence off-field and on the field, distorting 
the true nature of the problem. Lastly, there was a plethora of recommendations given by 
the footballers to prevent, limit or curtail the spate of off-field scandals that pervade the 
sport.  
 
7.3 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE THESIS 
This thesis is significant from several aspects. It provides a plethora of causes for 
off-field scandals from a diverse range of footballers, who also outlined a multitude of 
strategies and recommendations to prevent off-field violence. This study used an in-depth 
method never before applied to footballers and clearly adds to the contextual framework 
of masculinities, particularly confirming the development of inclusive masculinities and 
the shift away from hegemonic or orthodox masculine dominance. This thesis also 
uncovers the unique construction of masculinities by footballers, who do not overtly 
denounce femininity but overtly support femininity that supports hegemonic principles of 
subservience. What is apparent though, is a change from the barbaric and rigid nature of 
hegemonic principals to the construction of a hegemonic masculinity that is objective, 
latent, and developing in contemporary society (Messerschmidt 2000, 1433). 
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7.4 RESEARCH  IMPLICATIONS  
There are several implications of this research.  First, it applies the life history 
methodology to footballers which has never been utilised before. Secondly, or similarly, it 
utilises and applies the masculinities framework within the Australian sporting context. 
Again, this is the first—and also an effective—implementation of this theoretical 
framework in this context, particularly the inclusion of the theoretical framework of 
masculinities.  Thirdly, this application of framework was able to confirm the validity of a 
new theoretical concept of masculinities. Finally, by using the masculinities framework 
this thesis was able to identify major themes and various rationales for the off-field 
violence of footballers as well as the recent scandals that have pervaded the three codes. 
7.5 FUTURE RESEARCH 
This research should be expanded in several ways. Other theoretical frameworks 
could also be applied to these interviews to give a different scope. Additionally, 
quantitative measures, such as surveys or questionnaires, could be utilised in further 
research and would also facilitate triangulation of the qualitative research which would 
strengthen its validity and reliability. Interestingly, this type of research can be extended to 
examining women, violence and femininities compared to men and masculinities as 
Messerschmidt has done in his more recent study ‘Flesh and Blood’ (Messerschmidt 
2004). 
7.6 LIMITATIONS 
There are limitations to conducting a theorised life history. A notable flaw of this 
method is that it cannot elicit a complete or entire story (Short 1982, 135). However, this 
is a common criticism of most research techniques as different methods will have different 
affects. A methodology which is infallible is yet to be created. 
 The veracity of accounts may also come into question. To avert their reluctance to 
participate all participants were told that participation is voluntary and that they had the 
freedom to withdraw at anytime during the process. In addition, each participant perused 
confidentiality agreements, protecting their privacy and enhancing anonymity, ensuring 
that no information will be linked to them or have other outside personal repercussions 
(Messerschmidt 2000). This helped to facilitate honest and open communication with 
participants given that they may have been reluctant to discuss certain matters 
(Messerschmidt 2000).  
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Another limitation is that participants may be unable to recall key events or issues, 
or could attempt to deceive the interviewer. However, unlike other methods, such as 
questionnaires and surveys, the theorised life history methodology allows the interviewer 
to confirm details and test the veracity of events by re-framing questions (Messerschmidt 
2000, 21). There are several research strategies that were utilised by Messerschmidt to 
enhance the credibility of his findings and these methods were re-used in this study 
(Messerschmidt 2000, 21). They include: starting the interview in a secluded, isolated 
sound proof room; the use of pseudonym names;  keeping the information obtained in a 
secure facility; and destroying the information promptly and effectively after the 
completion of the study. This provided a safeguard to ensure the privacy and 
confidentiality of all participants and facilitate open and honest discussion during the 
interviews. 
In addition, participants were assured that their interview conversations would be 
treated with the strictest confidence and will never be made available to another person or 
agency. Additionally, by only using fictitious names when recording data, all final results, 
publications and copies will fully protect participants’ anonymity, as well as the 
information of family members, friends or other players that were mentioned during the 
interview. Moreover, during the interviews topics were addressed in various ways and at 
various times to strengthen constructive recall—as strategy which has been noted to 
improve the critical recollection faculties of participants (Messerschmidt 2000, 20-21).  
Also, as in the case of all interviews, data can be influenced by definitions that are 
external to the conversations which may affect their objectivity. Nevertheless, it should be 
noted with this that the credibility of the participant’s life history is not paramount; the 
primary task of this methodology is to ascertain the truth according to the participants 
(Messerschmidt 2000, 20). Situational truth or perceptions or otherwise of what is true for 
the interview at that moment are more important than logistical or complete historical 
accuracy (Messerschmidt 2000, 20). 
In addition, it can be argued that such a small sample will not provide the 
comprehensive information needed to explore the context. However, detailed 
investigations of a few case studies have been shown to be more illuminating than other 
methodologies (Messerschmidt 2000, 20). Supporting this is Dowsett (1996), who notes 
that other disciplines such as medicine frequently conduct public research using only a 
small number of clinically-observed patients. Furthermore, this methodology extracts 
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elusive in-depth information of behaviours that are almost impossible to capture in 
quantifiable variables (Messerschmidt 2000, 20).  
There are also limitations to the theoretical framework of masculinities as it does 
not provide any sophisticated framework to understand femininities (Moller 2007; Law, 
Campbell and Dolan 1999, 155; Krienert 2003, under Conclusion). However, although 
masculinity is constructed in relation to femininity this is not relevant to their study as the 
primary research does not involve women but men and their masculinities. It should be 
noted, however, that in the case of further research it would be beneficial to include 
females to provide a better understanding of the differences in masculinity and femininity 
and their relationship to sport and crime. 
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Appendices 
Appendix A: Interview Guide 
 
Hi my name is Ashnil Murray. 
 
Thank you for being a part of this research and participating in this interview. 
 
I will be asking you generally about your life to help with my study into men, off- 
field violence and masculinity. This should take approximately 2 hours 30 minutes. 
 
You are free not to answer any questions or leave the interview at anytime.  
Have you read the participant form? 
Do you understand it is confidential except as required by law?  
Do you have any questions? 
Do you consent to this interview? (Verbal Consent) 
 
I am interested in hearing about experiences of off-field violence (yours or others), but 
I need to be clear that there is a remote possibility that the police may be interested in 
accounts of violence or that I may feel the need to report serious matters to the 
police.  So when discussing violence, please do not use names or describe identifiable 
places, and talk in general terms, for example, “a guy I knew". 
 
Again, we do not want specific events of illegal activities, so no names, places, etc., 
are required. We are interested in general and broad incidents. 
 
In addition, upon transcriptions all data will be non-identifiable form and pseudonym 
will be used after the interviews including transcriptions, the coding of the data and 
further publication of the research. 





age, (18 to 40) 
gender, 
history of employment,  
ethnicity,  
educational level,  
religious affiliation 
SPORT BACKGROUND 




Activities with family members 
Time spent with mother/father/siblings/animals 
Affect on choices made 
Other Households 
Divisions in friends families 
Affect on choices made 
Parents workplace 
Type of jobs 
Activities 
Affect on choices made 
School-  
Division of labour 
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Divisions among students (activities) 
Affect on choices made 
Peer Groups 
Activities with friends 
Who did what activities? 
Both in school and outside school 




Between father and mother 
Among brothers and sisters 
Who had power? Who should have power? 
Mother and father affection/closeness to parents 
Mother and father good parents? 
Discipline/conflicts/restrictions/criticisms 
Mother/father role models 
Mother a force in family/authority of mother ? How? 
Like/dislike about parents/siblings 
Anyone weak/overworked/unrewarded/victim in family 
Close to brothers/sisters 
Feeling powerless/helpless at home? 
Affect on choices made 
Other households 
Affect on choices made 
Parents workplace 
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Affect on choices made 
 
School 
Relations with teachers/students 
Success in school 
Like/dislike about school 
School important/unimportant 
Powerful groups/individuals in school 
Different cliques/definitions/activities 
Powerlessness/power in school. Why? 
Affect on choices made 
Peer group 
Who had the power? Why? 
Power differences between boys/girls and among boys/girls 
Activities of members 
Legal vs. illegal 
Affect on choices made 
 
Sexual Awakening 
Images of sexuality conveyed 
Influence of family/school/peer group 
Sexual experiences/pressure 
Images and experiences in different sites 
Lovers/sexual relationships 
First experience/rejection/acceptance 
Meaning of sexuality—conquest/competency/equality 
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Affect on choices made 
 
Images and Meaning of Masculinity/Femininity 
Conveyed in family/school/peer group/mass media/most influential 
Heroes/masculine and/or feminine mentoring 
As defined in sites/meanings to be a boy/girl 
Important aspects/activities as a boy or girl/engagement with masculinity/femininity  
Feelings/activities of masculinity/femininity  feelings and activities of being a man 
or being a women 
Rejection of masculine/feminine practices or manly or female 
Interests in opposite sex/gender 
Inadequacies of masculinity/femininity or being a man or woman 
Gender success/failure/power relations 
Gender goals/career orientations 
Friends/peer group definitions of gender 
Gender practices rewarded/penalized 
Affect on choices made 
 
BREAK 
Images and Meaning of Violence 
What is violence?/ What does it mean to you? 
Feelings about it 
When it’s appropriate/inappropriate 
Earliest memories of it/ did he/she see violence in sites/mass media 
Most influential on conception of violence—why? 
Participation Why? 
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Victimizations 
Relation to power 
Violence “natural” for  men? Women? 
Why did he/she choose violence?/Describe how it actually came about 
Which sites did violence occur? Why? Why not all sites? Why assault? 
Circumstances surrounding violence/nonviolence 
Affect on choices made 
 
Crises 
Feelings of anxiety/distressing events/thoughts 
Feelings of lack of control/violence/masculinity or femininity challenges 
Appropriate way to handle interpersonal problems/ways to improve sense of self 
Affect on choices made 
 
Body 
Concerns about one’s body/what can it do and not do 
Body in relation to other males/females in each site 
Images of bodies in each site 
Source of concern/understanding about one’s body/media/parents/peers 
Body practices/what did you do with your body? 
How body used in violent and nonviolent practices/skills/methods 
Bodily changes/growth/workout/learn to fight 
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Thank you 
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Appendix B: Advertisement 
 
Have you played Rugby League, Rugby Union or Australian 
Rules Football in the last 10 years? 
 
Are you willing to talk about this for QUT research? 
 
I would like to interview you about your experiences. All responses will be completely 
confidential.  
Interviews will discuss football, men and off-field violence. 
This interview will require you to answer questions generally about violence, playing 
football, and other information on being and living as a man. 
The study’s main focus will be on off-field violence relating to footballers and will 
require you to recount your life circumstances involving household, parents, school, 
major events or crises. 
Participants need to be fluent in English and be at least the age of 18 but not over the 
age of 40. 
Current playing players are also accepted. 
Interviews will take no longer than 2 hours and 30 minutes and can be done at QUT 
Gardens Point or any location of your choice. 
If you are interested, you can email or phone me directly at any time: 
 Ashnil Murray: ashnil.murray@qut.edu.au 3138 2896 
 
Alternatively you can contact: 
 Professor Reece Walters: reece.walters@qut.edu.au 3138 2709 
Thank you for considering this request! 
Ashnil Murray 
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Appendix C: Phone Call Scripts 
 
SCRIPT FOR INITIAL PHONE CONTACT 
 





 Why the study is being conducted: 
o Study is being conducted as research at QUT 
o Want to examine the perceptions of participants (footballers) in Australian body-
contact sports  
o This interview will require you to answer questions generally about violence, 
playing football, and other information on being and living as a man who has 
participated in body-contact sports. The study’s main focus will be on off-field 
violence relating to footballers and will require you to recount your life 
circumstances involving household, parents, school, major events or crises. 
 
 Thank you for your interest. Just a few questions  
o Have you played football in the last 10 years? 
o Are you between the ages of 18 and 40? 
o Are you fluent in English? 
 
 What you will do in the study: 
o Take part in an interview organised by me (Ashnil Murray) 
o Location of the interview will be at Gardens Point, QUT or a location of your choice. 
 
 In the interview, you will: 
o Talk about your experiences of being a footballer 
o Fill out a short form informing of demographic details 
o Give verbal consent 
 
 You also need to know that: 
o Everything you say will be recorded 
o Tapes will be listened to by the researchers  
o The interview will be no longer than 2 hours 30 mins 
o You are free to leave at any time if you become uncomfortable or distressed 
o You do not have to answer any questions you do not want to 
o You can bring a support person into the interview if you choose to 
 
 If there is anything else you would like to know, you can email or phone me at any time. 
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 Ashnil Murray ashnil.murray@qut.edu.au 3138 2896 
 
 Alternatively you can contact: 
 Professor Reece Walters reece.walters@qut.edu.au 3138 2709 
 
 Thanks for considering this request! We are very excited about the project and would 
greatly appreciate your input. 
 
SCRIPT FOR INITIAL PHONE CONTACT – Snowballing 
 
Information to be provided to potential participant in first phone contact about the 
research project 
 
 Hi, my name is Ashnil  
o Thank you for contacting me 
 
 Just a few questions to see if you are suitable for the interviews: 
o Have you played football in the last 10 years? 
o Are you between the ages of 18 and 40? 
 
o Are you fluent in English? 
 
 Why the study is being conducted: 
o Study being conducted as research at QUT 
o Want to examine the perceptions participants(footballers) in Australian body-contact 
sports  
o This interview will require you to answer questions generally about violence, 
playing football, and other information on being and living as a man who has 
participated in body-contact sports. The study’s main focus will be on off-field 
violence relating to footballers and will require you recount your life 
circumstances involving household, parents, school, major event or crises. 
 
 What you will do in the study: 
o Take part in an interview organised by myself (Ashnil Murray) 
o Location of the interview will be at Gardens Point, QUT or a location of your choice. 
 
 In the interview, you will: 
o Talk about your experiences of being footballer 
o Fill out a short form informing of demographic details 
o Give verbal consent 
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 You also need to know that: 
o Everything you say will be recorded 
o Tapes will be listened to by the researchers  
o The interview will be no longer than 2 hours and 30 minutes 
o You are free to leave at any time should if you become uncomfortable 
o You do not have to answer any questions you do not want to  
o You can bring a support person into the interview if you choose to 
 
 If there is anything else you would like to know, you can email or phone me at any time. 
 Ashnil Murray ashnil.murray@qut.edu.au 3138 2896 
 
 Alternatively you can contact: 
 Professor Reece Walters reece.walters@qut.edu.au 3138 2709 
 
 Thanks for considering this request! We are very excited by the project and would greatly 
appreciate your input. 
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Appendix D: Participant Information Sheet 
 
PARTICIPANT INFORMATION FOR QUT RESEARCH PROJECT 
– Interview – 
Off-Field Violence of Australian Body-Contact Footballers and Masculinities 
QUT Ethics Approval Number 1300000104 
 
RESEARCH TEAM  
Principal Researcher: Mr Ashnil Murray, PhD Candidate 
Associate 
Researchers: 
Professor Reece Walters, Professor Kerry Carrington 
 School of Justice, Faculty of Law, Queensland University of Technology (QUT) 
 
DESCRIPTION 
This project is being undertaken as part of a PhD project for Mr Ashnil Murray. 
The purpose of this project is to record the views of males involved in body-contact sport, 
particularly looking at the off-field violence and the manliness of footballers, by looking at 
footballers’ lives, history, encounters, and experiences.  
This study seeks to understand off-field violence that reportedly pervades football codes. By 
participating in the research, you will help the researchers uncover information that could be 
used to benefit yourself, referees, sporting organizations, welfare officers, as well as other 
footballers. The insights given by you during these interviews can be used to explain and 
prevent the violent conduct that is heavily linked to football codes. The information will be 
passed on to several other agencies and/or football organizations, or stakeholders, which may 
be used to better deal with certain violent behaviour. 
You are invited to participate in this project because you are currently playing or have played 
football in the last 10 years, are over the age of 20 years and can speak English fluently. 
PARTICIPATION 
Your participation will involve an audio interview at QUT, or other agreed location, that will 
take approximately 2 hours and 30 minutes of  your  time  (including breaks).  Free drinks of 
your choice will be provided during the interview. 
This interview will require you to answer questions generally about violence, playing football, 
and other  information on being and  living as a man who has participated  in body‐contact 
sports. The study’s main focus will be on the off‐field violence relating to footballers, and will 
require you  to  recount your  life circumstances  involving household, parents,  school, major 
events, or crises. Questions will include your images of being a man, the meaning of violence, 
your relations with teachers/students, and other general life histories. In addition, we will be 
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asking about sexuality and sexual awakening such as sexual experiences, images of sexuality, 
and  meanings  of  sexuality.  Basic  demographic  details  such  as  age,  gender,  employment 
history, ethnicity, educational level, and religious affiliation also will be asked. 
Your participation  in  this project  is  entirely  voluntary.  If  after  agreeing  to participate,  you 
change your mind, you can withdraw  from the project without comment or penalty.  If you 









any public  safety  issues  that may  arise  from  footballers’ off‐field  violence.  This  research’s 
innovative  and  exploratory  approach  examines  a  topical  area  of  great  public  concern, 
interest  and  attention,  which  could  lead  to  solutions  of  this  widely  media‐focused  area. 













research  is not about you witnessing or  taking part  in any  illegal activity. We do not want 






participation  in  the  research.  Should  you  wish  to  access  this  service  please  contact  the  Clinic 
Receptionist  of  the  QUT  Psychology  and  Counselling  Clinic  on  3138  0999.  Please  indicate  to  the 
receptionist that you are a research participant. 




All  comments  and  responses  will  be  treated  confidentially  unless  required  by  law.  As 




Your  interview  responses  and  comments will be  transcribed  and made non‐identifiable. A 
pseudonym will  be  used  for  the  coding  of  the  data  and  publication  of  the  research.  The 
researcher will make  the  transcript of  your  interview  available  to  you  to  check  and  verify 
before using it to inform any research outputs such as reports and academic papers. Only the 
researchers named above and  the  transcribers will have access  to  the audio  recording and 
the  transcript of your  interview which will be used only  for  the purpose of  this  study. The 
recordings will be stored safely on a password protected computer on the QUT campus and 
password protected hard drives. The audio recordings will be destroyed after five years.  














do have any concerns or complaints about  the ethical conduct of  the project, you may contact  the 
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National Ethics Application Form 
Version 2008 - V2.0 
Proposal title: Off-field violence of Australian Body Contact Footballers and 
Masculinities 
For submission to: 
Queensland University of Technology 
University Human Research Ethics 
Committee (EC00171) 
Name: Mr Ashnil Murray 
Address: Level 3, C Block, Faculty of Law, 
School of Justice 
GPO Box 2434 
Brisbane QLD 4001 
Contact: (Bus) 3138 2712 
(AH) 0434 556 740 
(Mob) 0434 556 740 
(Fax) - 
Proposal status: Complete 
Proposal description: 
In Australia, men involved in popular Australian “football” body contact sports, namely 
Rugby 
league, Rugby union, Australian Rules Football(AFL) have pervaded the media with 
off-field 
violent incidents. This study seeks to explore and possibly explain this phenomenon 
that is 
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pervasive in the media by interviewing football players of aforementioned three 
football codes. 
This is important as footballers, particularly in sports obsessed Western society, are 
revered by 
the public and they are positioned as role models for children. Using theorized life 
history 
interview approach, which has been used in the past successfully to canvass males, 
violence 
and sports, this study will explore off field violence of men involved in Australian body 
contact 
sports (Messerschmidt 2000, 2004; Messner 1992). The theoretical perspective that 
will be 
utilized to examine Rugby league, Rugby union, AFL players is Connell’s (1995) 
Masculinities 
framework. Our findings hope to contribute to the body of knowledge surrounding 
masculinities 
as well as provide explanations to the recent spate of off-field violent incidents of 
Australian 
footballers. 
Drawing inspiration from James Messerschmidt’s (2000) ‘Nine Lives’ study and R.W. 
Connell’s 
(1995) theoretical masculinities framework, in-depth, semi-structured interviews will 
be 
conducted with men who play body contact sport. The proposed research will explore 
linkages 
between masculinity, body contact sport, and engagement, or lack thereof, in violence 
‘off 
field’. More specifically, the main aims of the proposed research are to: 
1.  Investigate current research accounts of links between masculinities, body 
contact sports —namely rugby league, rugby union and Australian Rules — and 
violence, identifying commissions and omissions in this literature. 
2.  Develop a new conceptual model for understanding the relationships between 
masculinities, body contact sports, and ‘off-field’ violence, drawing on 
Connell’s(1995) masculinities framework and other more recent work on 
masculinities (Anderson 2011). 
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3.  Apply this conceptual model to analyse empirical data gathered through in-
depth, semi structured interviews with men involved in body contact sports, 
specifically rugby league, rugby union and Australian rules. 
4.  Discuss the implications of this analysis in terms of the literature. 
Commercial-in-Confidence 
While there is academic and social science research literature canvassing the 
relationship 
between masculinities and crime, this is somewhat limited. Further, a theoretical 
framework 
has not yet been applied to the off-field violence of men engaged in body contact 
sports. 
Subsequently, this research will provide new insights into the recent scandalous off-
field violent 
behaviour of body contact sports men in that has pervaded the Australian media. The 
proposed research is likely to have broader application outside of academia, 
specifically 
providing information that could assist and explain this controversy by exploring the 
link 
between masculinities and this behaviour. 
Previously submitted to: 
Commercial-in-Confidence 
Administrative Section 
1. TITLE AND SUMMARY OF PROJECT 
1.1. Title 
1.1.1 What is the formal title of this research proposal? 
Off-field violence of Australian Body Contact Footballers and Masculinities 
1.2. Description of the project in plain language 
1.2.1 Give a concise and simple description (not more than 400 words), in plain 
language, of the aims of this 
project, the proposal research design and the methods to be used to achieve those 
aims. 
In Australia, men involved in popular Australian “football” body contact sports, namely Rugby 
league, Rugby 
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union, Australian Rules Football(AFL) have pervaded the media with off-field violent incidents. 
This study 
seeks to explore and possibly explain this phenomenon that is pervasive in the media by 
interviewing 
football players of aforementioned three football codes. This is important as footballers, 
particularly in sports 
obsessed Western society, are revered by the public and they are positioned as role models 
for children. 
Using theorized life history interview approach, which has been used in the past successfully 
to canvass 
males, violence and sports, this study will explore off field violence of men involved in 
Australian body 
contact sports (Messerschmidt 2000, 2004; Messner 1992). The theoretical perspective that 
will be utilized 
to examine Rugby league, Rugby union, AFL players is Connell’s (1995) Masculinities 
framework. Our 
findings hope to contribute to the body of knowledge surrounding masculinities as well as 
provide 
explanations to the recent spate of off-field violent incidents of Australian footballers. 
Drawing inspiration from James Messerschmidt’s (2000) ‘Nine Lives’ study and R.W. 
Connell’s (1995) 
theoretical masculinities framework, in-depth, semi-structured interviews will be conducted 
with men who 
play body contact sport. The proposed research will explore linkages between masculinity, 
body contact 
sport, and engagement, or lack thereof, in violence ‘off field’. More specifically, the main aims 
of the 
proposed research are to: 
1. Investigate current research accounts of links between masculinities, body contact sports — 
namely rugby 
league, rugby union and Australian Rules — and violence, identifying commissions and 
omissions in this 
literature. 
2. Develop a new conceptual model for understanding the relationships between masculinities, 
body contact 
sports, and ‘off-field’ violence, drawing on Connell’s(1995) masculinities framework and other 
more recent 
work on masculinities (Anderson 2011). 
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3. Apply this conceptual model to analyse empirical data gathered through in-depth, semi- 
structured 
interviews with men involved in body contact sports, specifically rugby league, rugby union 
and Australian 
rules. 
4. Discuss the implications of this analysis in terms of the literature. 
While there is academic and social science research literature canvassing the relationship 
between 
masculinities and crime, this is somewhat limited. Further, a theoretical framework has not yet 
been applied 
to the off-field violence of men engaged in body contact sports. Subsequently, this research 
will provide new 
insights into the recent scandalous off-field violent behaviour of body contact sports men in 
that has 
pervaded the Australian media. The proposed research is likely to have broader application 
outside of 
academia, specifically providing information that could assist and explain this controversy by 
exploring the 
link between masculinities and this behaviour. 
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2. RESEARCHERS / INVESTIGATORS 
2.2. Principal researcher(s) / investigator(s) 
2.2.0 How many principal researchers / investigators are there? 1 
2.2.1. Principal researcher / investigator 1 
2.2.1. Name and contact details 
Name: Mr Ashnil Murray 
Address: Level 3, C Block, Faculty of Law, School of Justice 
GPO Box 2434 
Brisbane QLD 4001 
Organisation: Queensland University of Technology 
Area: Faculty of Law, School of Justice 
Position: PhD Candidate 
Contact (Bus) 3138 2712 (AH) 0434 556 740 
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(Mob) 0434 556 740 (Fax) - 
Email: a7.murray@connect.qut.edu.au 
2.2.2... Summary of qualifications and relevant expertise NS 4.8.7 NS 4.8.15 
LLB (2008) Faculty of Law, Queensland University of Technology 
BJus Hon (2008) School of Justice, Queensland University of Technology 
GradDipLegalPrac (2009) Faculty of Law, Queensland University of Technology 
I am a PhD candidate who has conducted research before on this topic by completing a 
honour thesis on 
masculinities and rugby league context. 
In addition, in 2009, I was research assistant for a Project for the Department of Premier and 
Cabinet which 
examined indigenous sentencing in Queensland. 
2.2.2... Please declare any general competing interests 
There are no competing interests of any nature. 
2.2.2... Name the site(s) for which this principal researcher / investigator is responsible. 
The principal researcher will be solely responsible for conducting interviews. 
2.2.3 Describe the role of the principal researcher / investigator in this project. 
As the principal investigator for this empirical research. I will be responsible for attaining the 
sample, 
organising interviews and conducting interviews. 
2.2.4 Is the principal researcher / investigator a student? Yes 
2.2.4...What is the educational organisation, faculty and degree course of the student? 
Organisation Queensland University of Technology 
Faculty Faculty of Law 
Degree course Doctor of Philosophy (Law and Justice) IF49 
2.2.4... Is this research project part of the assessment of the student? Yes 
2.2.4... Is the student's involvement in this project elective or compulsory? Compulsory 
2.2.4... What training or experience does the student have in the relevant research 
methodology? 
The student has conducted a Honour's thesis which familiarised the student to the research 
process. This 
involved completing several units such as JSB273 Crime Research Methods, JSB415 
Advanced Research 
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Methods, JSN102 Applied Data Analysis Techniques for Criminology and Criminology and 
Criminal Justice 
that required the student to formulate a research proposal relevant to this project research and 
also required 
the student to extensively explore in-depth semi structured interview process that will be used 
for this study. 
In addition, the student was an assistant in the project dealing with Indigenous Sentencing in 
2009 that was 
funded by the Department of Premier and Cabinet. 
2.2.4... What training has the student received in the ethics of research? 
The student has competed compulsory unit of JSB273 Crime Research Methods and JSB415 
Advanced 
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Research Methods as well as JSN102 Applied Data Analysis Techniques for Criminology and 
Criminology 
and Criminal Justice that illuminated the student to ethical implications involved in this 
research process and 
as well as others. 
2.2.4... Describe the supervision to be provided to the student. NS 4.8.8 
The student will be supervised by 3 academics with extensive knowledge and experience in 
research and 
ethics: 
Principal Supervisor: Professor Reece Walters, PhD (Victoria University of Wellington) 
Associate Supervisor: Dr Samantha Jefferies, PhD (Canterbury University, New Zealand). Dr 
Samantha 
Jeffries is currently stationed in Griffith University. 
Associate Supervisor: Professor Kerry Carrington, PhD (Macquarie University). 
2.2.4... How many supervisors does the student have? 3 
2.2.4...Supervisor 1 
2.2.4...Provide the name, qualifications, and expertise, relevant to this research, of the 
students' supervisor 
Title Prof 
First Name Reece 
Surname Walters 
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Summary of qualifications and relevant 
expertise 
Professor Reece Walters joined the School of Justice in 
2011 and took up the position of Assistant Dean, 
Research for the Faculty of Law in early 2012. Prior to 
this he worked at The Open University in England, 
University of Stirling in Scotland, Victoria University of 
Wellington in New Zealand and LaTrobe University in 
Melbourne. He has undertaken various roles in research 
and managerial leadership, advocacy and strategic 
development. Professor Walters’ research in eco crime 
and environmental justice; state violence and corporate 
crime has produced six books and over 100 papers and 
publications and earned him the Radzinowiz Prize in 
Criminology. Professor Walters has a number of 
qualifications including a BA Law, MA Criminological 
Studies (LTU), PGCE Environmental Law and 
Management (Wales), Dip.Crim, (Melb), PhD (Well) 
2.2.4...Supervisor 2 
2.2.4...Provide the name, qualifications, and expertise, relevant to this research, of the 
students' supervisor 
Title Dr 
First Name Samantha 
Surname Jeffries 
Summary of qualifications and relevant 
expertise 
Before joining the School of Justice in 2006, Samantha 
worked as a university lecturer and within the government 
sector as a researcher/policy officer for: 
* the Criminology Research Council (based at the 
Australian Institute of Criminology) 
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* Crime and Misconduct Commission 
* former Department of Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander Policy 
* Law and Justice Policy in the Department of Premier 
and Cabinet. 
Current research projects 
* investigating the sentencing of Indigenous peoples 
* gay men’s experiences of domestic violence. 
Samantha has also published and continues to be 
interested in: 
* alternative criminal court practices (e.g. problem 
solving courts) 
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* the sex industry 
* relationships between gender 
* crime and criminal justice. 
Research interests 
* women’s crime and criminal justice issues 
* masculinities, crime and criminal Justice 
* criminal court practices & decision making 
* indigenous justice 
* sex industry. 
2.2.4...Supervisor 3 
2.2.4...Provide the name, qualifications, and expertise, relevant to this research, of the 
students' supervisor 
Title Prof 
First Name Kerry 
Surname Carrington 
Summary of qualifications and relevant 
expertise 
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Professor Carrington was awarded a PhD from Macquarie 
University in 1991.Her PhD on female delinquency and 
juvenile justice was awarded the Jean Martin award for 
the best PhD in the social sciences and was published as 
a book Offending Girls (1993). She has since become an 
internationally renowned criminologist with an extensive 
record of publication (over 75 publications) and externally 
funded research activity in the field of criminology. Her 
current research interests include feminism and 
criminology, the sociology of crime, delinquency, and 
violence, girls’ violence, male-on-male violence in rural 
Australia, sex trafficking and border control crimes, rural 
crime, victim’s rights and the prevention of sexual 
violence. She has a track record of successfully 
supervising honours and PhD research students 
extending over the last two decades. 
2.3. Associate researcher(s) / investigator(s) 
2.3.1 How many known associate researchers are there? (You will be asked to give 
contact details for these associate researchers / investigators at question 2.3.1.1) 
0 
2.3.2 Do you intend to employ other associate researchers / investigators? No 
2.4. Contact 
Provide the following information for the person making this application to the HREC. 
2.4.1. Name and contact details 
Name: Mr Ashnil Murray 
Address: Level 3, C Block, Faculty of Law, School of Justice 
GPO Box 2434 
Brisbane QLD 4001 
Organisation: Queensland University of Technology 
Area: Faculty of Law, School of Justice 
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Position: PhD Candidate 
Contact (Bus) 3138 2712 (AH) 0434 556 740 
(Mob) 0434 556 740 (Fax) - 
Email: a7.murray@connect.qut.edu.au 
2.5. Other personnel relevant to the research project 
2.5.1 How many known other people will play a specified role in the conduct of this 
research project? 
0 
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2.5.2 Is it intended that other people, not yet known, will play a specified role in the 
conduct of this research project? 
No 
2.6. Certification of researchers / investigators 
2.6.1 Are there any relevant certification, accreditation or credentialing requirements 
relevant to the conduct of this research? 
No 
2.7. Training of researchers / investigators 
2.7.1 Do the researchers / investigators or others involved in any aspect of this 
research project require any additional training in order to undertake this research? 
No 
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3. RESOURCES 
3.1. Project Funding / Support 
3.1.1. Indicate how the project will be funded 
3.1.1... Type of funding. 
[Please note that all fields in any selected funding detail column (with the exception of 
the code) will need to 
be completed.] 
By Researchers Department or Organisation 
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Name of Grant / Sponsor Self Funded 
Amount of funding $1000 
Confirmed / Sought Confirmed 
Detail in kind support Principal research is on a Phd scholarship and costs appear to be 
minimal so I will fund this research myself. 
Indicate the extent to which the scope of this 
HREC application and grant are aligned 
They are aligned as it is self funded. 
3.1.1... How will you manage a funding shortfall (if any)? 
If required, Internal Funding Grant from the Faculty of Law, School of Justice can be obtained. 
3.1.2 Will the project be supported in other ways eg. in-kind support/equipment by an 
external party eg. sponsor 
No 
3.2. Duality of Interest 
3.2.1 Describe any commercialisation or intellectual property implications of the 
funding/support 
arrangement. 
The research will not involve commercialisation and there are no known intellectual property 
implications. 
3.2.2 Does the funding/support provider(s) have a financial interest in the outcome of 
the research? 
No 
3.2.3 Does any member of the research team have any affiliation with the provider(s) of 
funding/support, or a financial interest in the outcome of the research? 
No 
3.2.4 Does any other individual or organisation have an interest in the outcome of this 
research 
No 
3.2.5 Are there any restrictions on the publication of results from this research? No 
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4. PRIOR REVIEWS 
4.1. Ethical review 
4.1.0. Duration and location 
4.1.0... In how many Australian sites, or site types, will the research be conducted? 1 
4.1.0... In how many overseas sites, or site types, will the research be conducted? 0 
Provide the following information for each site or site type (Australian and overseas, if applicable) at which the 
research is to be conducted 
4.1.0...Site / Site Type 1 
4.1.0... Site / Site Type Name 
Queensland University of Technology, Gardens Point Campus 
4.1.0... Site / Site Type Location 
Faculty of Law, 
School of Justice 
Interview Rooms, 
Level 3, C Block 
2 George Street 
Brisbane, QLD 
4001 
4.1.0...Provide the start and finish dates for the whole of the study including data 
analysis 
Anticipated start date 21/02/2011 
Anticipated finish date 21/06/2014 
4.1.0... Are there any time-critical aspects of the research project of which an HREC 
should be aware? 
No 
4.1.1 To how many Australian HRECs (representing site organisations or the 




4.1.1... Name of HREC Queensland University of Technology University Human Research 
Ethics 
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Committee (EC00171) 
4.1.1...Provide the start and finish dates for the research for which this HREC is 
providing ethical review. 
Anticipated start date or date range 01/09/2013 
Anticipated finish date or date range 21/04/2014 
4.1.1... For how many sites at which the research is to be conducted will this HREC 
provide ethical review? 
1 
4.1.1...Site 1 
4.1.1... Name of site Queensland University of Technology, Gardens Point 
Campus 
4.1.1... Which of the researchers / investigators involved in this project will conduct the 
research at this 
site? 
Principal Researcher(s) Associate Researcher(s) 
Mr Ashnil Murray 
4.1.2 Have you previously submitted an application, whether in NEAF of otherwise, for 
ethical review of this research project to any other HRECs? 
No 
4.3. Peer review 
4.3.1 Has the research proposal, including design, methodology and evaluation 
undergone, or will it undergo, a peer review process? NS 1.2 
Yes 
4.3.1... Provide details of the review and the outcome. A copy of the letter / notification, 
where available, 
should be attached to this application. 
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This PhD research completed a first confirmation so it is peer-reviewed. 
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Ethical Review Section 
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Summary 
Applicant / Principal Researcher(s) 
Mr Ashnil Murray 
LLB (2008) Faculty of Law, Queensland University of Technology 
BJus Hon (2008) School of Justice, Queensland University of Technology 
GradDipLegalPrac (2009) Faculty of Law, Queensland University of Technology 
I am a PhD candidate who has conducted research before on this topic by completing a 
honour thesis on 
masculinities and rugby league context. 
In addition, in 2009, I was research assistant for a Project for the Department of Premier and 
Cabinet which 
examined indigenous sentencing in Queensland. 
Potential conflicts of interest 
There are no competing interests of any nature. 
Other Relevant Personnel 
Prof Reece Walters 
Professor Reece Walters joined the School of Justice in 2011 and took up the position of 
Assistant Dean, Research 
for the Faculty of Law in early 2012. Prior to this he worked at The Open University in 
England, University of 
Stirling in Scotland, Victoria University of Wellington in New Zealand and LaTrobe University in 
Melbourne. He has 
undertaken various roles in research and managerial leadership, advocacy and strategic 
development. Professor 
Walters’ research in eco crime and environmental justice; state violence and corporate crime 
has produced six 
books and over 100 papers and publications and earned him the Radzinowiz Prize in 
Criminology. Professor 
Walters has a number of qualifications including a BA Law, MA Criminological Studies (LTU), 
PGCE Environmental 
Law and Management (Wales), Dip.Crim, (Melb), PhD (Well) 
Dr Samantha Jeffries 
Before joining the School of Justice in 2006, Samantha worked as a university lecturer and 
within the government 
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sector as a researcher/policy officer for: 
* the Criminology Research Council (based at the Australian Institute of Criminology) 
* Crime and Misconduct Commission 
* former Department of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Policy 
* Law and Justice Policy in the Department of Premier and Cabinet. 
Current research projects 
* investigating the sentencing of Indigenous peoples 
* gay men’s experiences of domestic violence. 
Samantha has also published and continues to be interested in: 
* alternative criminal court practices (e.g. problem solving courts) 
* the sex industry 
* relationships between gender 
* crime and criminal justice. 
Research interests 
* women’s crime and criminal justice issues 
* masculinities, crime and criminal Justice 
* criminal court practices & decision making 
* indigenous justice 
* sex industry. 
Prof Kerry Carrington 
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Professor Carrington was awarded a PhD from Macquarie University in 1991.Her PhD on 
female delinquency and 
juvenile justice was awarded the Jean Martin award for the best PhD in the social sciences 
and was published as a 
book Offending Girls (1993). She has since become an internationally renowned criminologist 
with an extensive 
record of publication (over 75 publications) and externally funded research activity in the field 
of criminology. Her 
current research interests include feminism and criminology, the sociology of crime, 
delinquency, and violence, girls’ 
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violence, male-on-male violence in rural Australia, sex trafficking and border control crimes, 
rural crime, victim’s 
rights and the prevention of sexual violence. She has a track record of successfully 
supervising honours and PhD 
research students extending over the last two decades. 
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5. PROJECT 
5.1. Type of Research 
5.1.1 Tick as many of the following 'types of research' as apply to this project. Your 
answers will assist 
HRECs in considering your proposal. A tick in some of these boxes will generate 
additional questions 
relevant to your proposal (mainly because the National Statement requires additional 
ethical matters to be 
considered), which will appear in Section 9 of NEAF. 
This project involves: 
[X] Research using qualitative methods NS 3.1 
5.1.2 Does the research involve limited disclosure to participants? NS 2.3 No 
5.1.3 Are the applicants asking the HREC / review body to waive the requirement of 
consent? NS 2.3.5 
No 
5.2. Research plan 
5.2.1 Describe the theoretical, empirical and/or conceptual basis, and background 
evidence, for the research 
proposal, eg. previous studies, anecdotal evidence, review of literature, prior 
observation, laboratory or 
animal studies (4000 character limit). NS 1.1 
4.18 Masculinities and Australian Body Contact Sports 
There is a lack of literature and research regarding masculinities and sport particularly 
regarding body 
contact sports such as rugby league, rugby union and Australian rules football in an Australian 
context, let 
alone the links between sport, masculinities and off-field violence. Further, there is a notable 
gap regarding 
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the association between masculinities and crime in the context of sport especially body 
contact sports. The 
area of research into masculinities and body contact sports will be broadened by this study, 
particularly 
considering the crime and violence, which has recently pervaded the three football codes 
(Saffron 2010). 
5.2.2 State the aims of the research and the research question and/or hypotheses, 
where appropriate. 
1.Why do some footballers engage in off-field violence? 
2. How are footballers similar and different in their constructions of off-field violence? 
3. How do the constructions of masculinities differ between footballers? 
The proposed research will explore linkages between masculinity, body contact sport, and 
engagement, or 
lack thereof, in violence ‘off field’. More specifically, the main aims of the proposed research 
are to: 
1. Investigate current research accounts of links between masculinities, body contact sports — 
namely rugby 
league, union and Australian Rules — and violence, identifying commissions and omissions in 
this literature. 
2. Develop a new conceptual model for understanding the relationships between masculinities, 
body contact 
sports, and ‘off-field’ violence, drawing on Connell’s (1995) masculinities framework and other 
more recent 
work on masculinities(Anderson 2011). 
3. Apply this conceptual model to analyse empirical data gathered through in-depth, semi- 
structured 
interviews with men involved in body contact sports, specifically rugby league, rugby union 
and Australian 
rules. 
4. Discuss the implications of this analysis in terms of the literature. 
5.2.3 Has this project been undertaken previously? No 
5.3. Benefits/Risks 
5.3.0 Does the research involve a practice or intervention which is an alternative to a 
standard practice or intervention? 
No 
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5.3.2 What expected benefits (if any) will this research have for the wider community? 
Recently, media ‘scandals’ have pervaded a number of Australian body contact sports, in 
particular rugby 
league, rugby union and Australian Rules Football (AFL). A considerable amount of attention 
has been paid 
to off-field violence, such as assault by footballers, which has negatively affected public 
perceptions of 
players. Utilising the theoretical framework of masculinities, this research will interview 
footballers to gauge 
their perceptions of this media attention and how it compares to their own perspectives 
regarding off-field 
violence. 
While there is academic and social science research literature canvassing the relationship 
between 
masculinities and crime, this is somewhat limited. Further, a theoretical framework has not yet 
been applied 
to the off-field violence of men engaged in body contact sports. Subsequently, this research 
will provide new 
insights into the recent scandalous field violent behaviour of body contact sports men in that 
has pervaded 
the Australian media. The proposed research is likely to have broader application outside of 
academia and 
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benefit to the wider community, specifically by providing information that could assist and 
explain this 
controversy by exploring the link between masculinities and this behaviour. 
5.3.3 What expected benefits (if any) will this research have for participants? NS 2.1 
The research will enable footballers to have their say about the scandals, violence and 
assault, to give them 
a voice, as opposed to other people looking into it their realm and telling them what is wrong. 
5.3.4 Are there any risks to participants as a result of participation in this research 
project? NS 2.1 
Yes 
5.3.5 Explain how the likely benefit of the research justifies the risks of harm or 
discomfort to participants. 
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NS 1.6 
The participant may go through distress while recounting personal experiences of violence or 
inadvertently 
revealing illegal activities; however, the benefits of this research gives a rare opportunity for 
footballers to 
voice their concerns, perceptions and accounts regarding topics that relate to them. 
This will also give invaluable voice to Australian footballers who have largely been precluded 
from academia 
in the past. 
The potential risks to participants must be contextualised within the overarching benefits of 
this project. First, 
this has the potential to provide unique and insightful data that may aid understandings of 
beneficial 
practices to ameliorate off-field violence among Australian football codes. It is intended that 
the data will be 
of value to various relevant audiences including players, clubs, associations, coaches, 
referees, agents, and 
welfare officers. There is a dearth of knowledge within the Australian context that examines 
off-field violence 
among football codes and this research will fill a void for improving sporting policy and 
practice. Moreover, 
this research will provide players with invaluable insights into off-field violence that may assist 
the 
improvement of both on- and off-field conduct, thus facilitating a place for personal/player 
development. Only 
through the direct experiences of players can the motivations, causes, and contexts of 
violence be explored. 
Such invaluable and unique information has the potential to assist players in understanding 
the off-field 
environments that pose risks, and aid their understandings of their own conduct and ways to 
negotiate 
situations where violence is known to occur. 
5.3.8 Are there any other risks involved in this research? eg. to the research team, the 
organisation, others 
Yes 
5.3.8... What are these risks? 
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There is potential for the participants to become violent with the interviewer due to the 
sensitive nature of the 
subject in the interview including violence, family, and sexuality. 
5.3.8... Explain how these risks will be negated/minimised/managed. 
In the unlikely event that participants become violent during the interview, several measures 
will be taken to 
enhance interviewer safety and minimise the risk and danger. 
Firstly, all interviews will be conducted within rooms with clear glass walls. The interview room, 
whilst sound 
proof, will be visible to office workers in outer spaces, who will be broadly aware of the 
intention of my 
research and the purpose of the interview. 
Secondly, the interviewer will sit near the door to provide a quick exit in case of violent or 
disturbing conduct 
by the participants. 
Thirdly, the participant will be seated across the table rather than adjacent to the interviewer to 
provide a 
safe distance. 
Fourthly, the interviewer will be mindful of the participant’s demeanour and body language and 
will desist the 
interview at the first sight of potential violent conduct arising. 
Lastly, the participants will be reminded that if they feel uncomfortable with any of the 
questions, they do not 
have to answer and can at any time of the interview exit and not participate. In addition, short 
breaks can be 
requested or suggested by the interviewer. 
The risks in a mutually agreed venue will be addressed in several ways. Firstly, the interviewer 
will survey 
the environment that the participant chooses to ensure that the location is a viable option in 
terms of safety. 
So, if the location is too isolated and does not provide a safe exit for the interviewer, then 
another location 
will have to be chosen by the participant. Secondly, the location has to have access to health 
and law 
enforcement services such as an ambulance and police in case of an incident. If the location is 
too remote, 
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then another location will have to be chosen for the interviews. Thirdly, the location will have to 
be in a locale 
that is viewable by outside viewers. For instance, participants’ choice of an office will need to 
have glass 
windows to make sure outsiders can view – however, not hear – the interview in progress. 
Lastly, the 
participants may choose a general geographical location or region that is convenient for them. 
In this 
situation, I will choose an interview location in the vicinity that is suitability safe, such as a 
public library or an 
externally viewable office, or an outdoor location. 
5.3.8... Explain how these risks will be monitored. 
The risk will be monitored by being attentive to the participant’s responses, specifically the 
tone and delivery 
of answers. In addition, the body language of participants will be viewed, and any signs that 
risk may occur 
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will be dealt with immediately, specifically by desisting the interview or asking the participant if 
they would 
like to stop or take a break. 
5.3.8... Explain how any harm to participants, resulting from these risks, will be 
reported. 
They will be reported immediately to all research team members. 
If necessary, the counselling services, ambulance, or even the police will be informed and 
contacted, 
depending on the risk of harm. 
If participant is becoming distressed, the counselling services will be called. If they are 
physically harmed, 
emergency services of an ambulance will be contacted to treat the participants. Lastly, if the 
participant 
becomes violent and needs restraining, the police will be informed to deal with the matter 
immediately. 
Prior to conducting the first official interview, a mock interview will be conducted with my 
supervisor, 
Professor Walters, to establish processes and protocols that enhance rapport and emphasize 
interviewee 
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comfort and understanding. The mock interview will ensure that I am well-prepared for all 
potential scenarios 
that may arise. 
5.3.9 Is it anticipated that the research will lead to commercial benefit for the 
investigator(s) and or the research sponsor(s)? 
No 
5.3.11 Is there a risk that the dissemination of results could cause harm of any kind to 
individual participants - whether their physical, psychological, spiritual, emotional, 
social or financial well-being, or to their employability or professional relationships - or 
to their communities? 
Yes 
5.3.11... Describe the risk and explain how it will be managed. 
The community may be upset by the negative light there footballing codes are portrayed in. 
However, this 
should not stop this project from continuing as this research will allow us to understand 
violence of 
footballers and may well provide a possible solution to the violence. 
Risk of revealing illegal activities will be managed by either redirecting the conversation or 
warning 
participants not to do so. 
Also, if distress is shown the interview will be stopped and the participant will be asked if they 
want to 
continue. In addition, they will be referred to counselling services or Lifeline if they require 
further assistance. 
All information will be kept in either locked drawers at QUT; specifically, these drawers are in 
Level 3 of C 
Block at QUT, which require security card access after-hours. Data will always be locked. In 
addition, 
computer files will be kept in drivers that are only accessible via passwords that only the 
principal researcher 
will have. 
It should also be noted that all information of participants will be coded via pseudonyms, so 
coded 
information will not reveal the participant’s identity. There should be no nexus between the 
coded 
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information and the football players, so the dissemination of results should not heighten risks 
or cause harm 
to the individual participants, whether it be physical, psychological, spiritual, emotional, social, 
or financial 
well-being, their employability or professional relationships and/or their communities . 
5.4. Monitoring 
Refer to NS 3.3.19 - 3.3.25 
5.4.1 What mechanisms do the researchers / investigators intend to implement to 
monitor the conduct and 
progress of the research project? NS 5.5 
Regular meetings with supervisors will be held to discuss the progress of the research. 
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6. PARTICIPANTS 
6.1. Research participants 
6.1.1 The National Statement identifies the need to pay additional attention to ethical issues associated with research 
involving certain specific 
populations. 
This question aims to assist you and the HREC to identify and address ethical issues that are likely to arise in your 
research, if its design will 
include one or more of these populations. Further, the National Statement recognizes the cultural diversity of 
Australia’s population and the 
importance of respect for that diversity in the recruitment and involvement of participants. Your answer to this question 
will guide you to additional 
questions (if any) relevant to the participants in your study. 
6.1.1 Tick as many of the following 'types of research participants’ who will be included 
because of the 
project design, or their inclusion is probable, given the diversity of Australia’s 
population. If none apply, 
please indicate this below. 
b) Probable coincidental 
recruitment 
c) Design specifically excludes 
People whose primary language is other 
than English (LOTE) 
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[X] [ ] 
Women who are pregnant and the human 
foetus NS 4.1 
[ ] [X] 
Children and/or young people (ie. <18 years) 
NS 4.2 
[ ] [X] 
People in existing dependent or unequal 
relationships NS 4.3 
[ ] [X] 
People highly dependent on medical care NS 
4.4 
[ ] [X] 
People with a cognitive impairment, an 
intellectual disability or a mental illness NS 
4.5 
[X] [ ] 
Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander 
peoples NS 4.7 
[X] [ ] 
People who may be involved in illegal activity [X] [ ] 
You have indicated that it is probable that 
- People whose primary language is other than English (LOTE) 
- People with a cognitive impairment, an intellectual disability or a mental illness 
- Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander peoples 
- People who may be involved in illegal activity 
may be coincidentally recruited into this project. The National Statement identifies specific ethical considerations for 
these groups(s). 
6.1.3... Please explain how you will address these considerations in your proposed 
research. 
We will have no knowledge about the person's cognitive impairment, intellectual disability, 
mental stability 
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or illness but those who show distress will be directed to QUT counselling services or Lifeline 
services. 
In addition, if distress is shown by the participant in the interview, the interview will be stopped 
to provide the 
participant a break as well as give the interviewer a chance to ask the participants if they want 
to continue 
with the interview process. At this stage, the participant will be reminded that they do not have 
to continue 
with the interview if they do not wish to and do not have to answer questions. 
Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander individuals will be given the option to attend the 
interview with 
another person of their choosing and the interviewer will be mindful and respectful to the 
participants' 
race/ethnicity. In addition Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Island people all participants will be 
allowed the 
opportunity for a support person to attend. At the initial phone contact, participant will be asked 
whether they 
are Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander, and the Odgeroo Unit (who the principal 
researcher currently 
tutors for) as well as an experienced researcher will be consulted for advice regarding 
interview indigenous 
participants. 
Participant can have a primary language other than English, on the proviso that their English 
skill are 
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adequate for participation. 
We will make the participant fully aware that we do not want to be told illegal activities but only 
their generals 
accounts on violence. All admissions of illegal conduct will be handled according to law. 
Young people will be excluded, those below 20, as we will require experienced footballers with 
extensive 
knowledge and a mature reflective outlook which young people will not have. 
Several steps will be taken to ensure confidentiality of the participants. Firstly, only 
pseudonyms will be used 
throughout the interview as well as the transcribing and coding of information. 
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Verbal consent will be obtained so that there is no written hard copy form of their name on a 
consent form. 
In addition, all information will be safely secured and will not be shared with anyone outside 
the research 
team. Transcribers will be required to fill out a confidentiality agreement . 
6.2. Participant description 
6.2.1 How many participant groups are involved in this research project? 3 
6.2.2 What is the expected total number of participants in this project at all sites? 
12 
6.2.3. Group 1 
6.2.3... Group name for participants in this group 
Rugby League Participants 
6.2.3... Expected number of participants in this group 
4 
6.2.3... Age range 
18 to 40 
6.2.3... Other relevant characteristics of this participant group 
Currently playing or have last played rugby league no more than 10 years since the date of 
interview. 
6.2.3... Why are these characteristics relevant to the aims of the project? 
Participants need to have a strong playing rugby league background are required as the 
research examine 
masculinities within this body contact sport. 
6.2.3. Group 2 
6.2.3... Group name for participants in this group 
Rugby Union Participants 
6.2.3... Expected number of participants in this group 
4 
6.2.3... Age range 
18 to 40 
6.2.3... Other relevant characteristics of this participant group 
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Currently playing or have last played rugby union no more than 10 years since the date of 
interview 
6.2.3... Why are these characteristics relevant to the aims of the project? 
Participants need to have strong rugby union background as the research examines 
masculinities within this 
body contact sport. 
6.2.3. Group 3 
6.2.3... Group name for participants in this group 
Australian Rules Football Participants 
6.2.3... Expected number of participants in this group 
4 
6.2.3... Age range 
18 to 40 
6.2.3... Other relevant characteristics of this participant group 
Currently playing or have last played Australian Rules Football no more than 10 years since 
the date of 
interview 
6.2.3... Why are these characteristics relevant to the aims of the project? 
Participants need to have strong Australian Rules Football background as the research 
examines 
masculinities within this body contact sport. 
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6.2.4. Your response to questions at Section 6.1 - Research Participants 
indicates that the 
following participant groups are excluded from your research. If this is not 
correct please 
return to section 6.1 to amend your answer. 
Children and/or young people (ie. <18 years) 
People in existing dependent or unequal relationships with any member of the research team, the researcher(s), 
and/or the person undertaking 
the recruitment/consent process (eg. student/teacher; employee/employer; warden/prisoner; officer, enlisted soldier; 
patient/doctor) 
Women who are pregnant and the human foetus 
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People highly dependent on medical care 
6.2.4... Have any particular potential participants or groups of participants been 
excluded from this 
research? In answering this question you need to consider if it would be unjust to 
exclude these potential 
participants. NS 1.4 
The advertisements and participants forms will require participants to be fluent in English. 
Young people will be excluded, those below 20, as we will require experienced footballers with 
extensive 
knowledge with mature reflective outlook which young people will not have. 
People in existing dependant or unequal relationship will not be required or solicited for this 
sample. 
Women are not required as the project's primary focus is on men and masculinity. 
People highly dependent on medical care will not be suitable for this project or required. 
6.3. Participation experience 
6.3.1 Provide a concise detailed description, in not more than 200 words, in terms 
which are easily 
understood by the lay reader of what the participation will involve. 
Participation will involve one-on-one interviews with will last no more than several hours (2 
hours and 30 
minutes, including break). Questions will be asked of several key areas including division of 
labour, power 
dynamics, sporting activities, images and meaning of masculinity and femininity, images and 
meaning of 
violence for each footballer, crises, and body. 
I have recently consulted the coach who will be assisting me in gathering footballers. The 
coach has 
contacts with over 300 participants from all codes that have come from the coaching rugby 
league and rugby 
union and touch football at local, school, state and national level. As he has his own playing 
career and 
personal contacts, the coach started working with an AFL club. 
In addition, the footballers players themselves who can participate in the interview can also 
provide the 
research team with contacts to other footballers. 
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It should also be noted that advertisements will be posted on the top tier sporting organisation 
website but in 
case of difficulty state level or local level organisations will be used to attain the sample. This 
provides 
research team with a pool of thousands for each football code which a maximum of 4 are only 
required from 
each code. 
6.4. Relationship of researchers / investigators to participants 
6.4.1 Specify the nature of any existing relationship or one likely to rise during the 
research, between the 
potential participants and any member of the research team or an organisation involved 
in the research. 
Existing relationship are not foreseen as likely at this time. 
Participant maybe employed or studying at QUT. 
6.4.2 Describe what steps, if any, will be taken to ensure that the relationship does not 
impair participants' 
free and voluntary consent and participation in the project. 
Check will be done to note any existing relationships. 
Participants will be told that all data will be collected under pseudonyms and will remain 
confidential. 
6.4.3 Describe what steps, if any, will be taken to ensure that decisions about 
participation in the research 
do not impair any existing or foreseeable future relationship between participants and 
researcher / 
investigator or organisations. 
It is highly unlikely that information will affect the participants employed or studying at QUT. 
6.4.4 Will the research impact upon, or change, an existing relationship between 
participants and researcher / investigator or organisations.? 
No 
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6.4.5 Is it intended that the interview transcript will be shown or made available to 
participants? 3.1.15 
No 
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6.5. Recruitment 
6.5.1 What processes will be used to identify potential participants? 
Access to potential participants will be three-pronged. First, I have a longstanding, personal 
relationship with 
a coach who has agreed to assist in the recruitment of players from all three codes, namely 
Rugby League, 
Rugby Union, and Australian Rules Football. I have recently consulted with this coach, who 
will be assisting 
me in gathering footballers. The coach has contacts with over 300 participants from all codes 
that have 
come from coaching Rugby League, Rugby Union, and Touch Football at local, school, state, 
and national 
level. Furthermore, he has his own playing career and personal contacts; the coach started 
working with an 
AFL club. 
In addition, having played football for many years, I am in regular contact with elite sportsmen, 
who have 
already provided assurances to me, that they will assist in recruiting fellow elite and 
professional colleagues. 
Finally, I will be writing to the welfare and media officers of the three football codes under 
review (for 
example, those designated in these positions within the NRL, AFL, and ARU) and request 
them that they 
post information about my research on their websites. The purpose of this is twofold, to recruit 
participants 
and to provide participants and administrators within the codes with information about my 
research that they 
can access within their own websites. This website presence will further provide my research 
with a cache of 
veracity, credibility, and authenticity to aid participation. 
. 
6.5.2 Is it proposed to 'screen' or assess the suitability of the potential participants for 
the study? 
No 
6.5.3 Describe how initial contact will be made with potential participants. 
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Initial contact can be made by phone or email depending on the contact details given by 
participant. 
Initial contact scripts are attached and the details of the nature of the interaction are outlined 
such as why 
the study is being conducted, why they have recruited, what participants need to know about 
consent, 
confidentially and recording of data. 
6.5.3... Do you intend to include both males and females in this study? No 
6.5.3... Please explain why only one sex is involved in the study. In doing this you will 
need to demonstrate 
why this approach is valid. 
This study seeks to explore male footballers/body contact sport and masculinity exclusively. 
6.5.4 Is an advertisement, e-mail, website, letter or telephone call proposed as the form 
of initial contact with potential participants? 
Yes 
6.5.4... Provide details and a copy of text/script. 
SCRIPT FOR INITIAL PHONE CONTACT 
Information to be provided to potential participants in first phone contact about the research 
project 
• Hi 
• Why the study is being conducted: 
o A Study is being conducted as research at QUT 
o Want to examine the perceptions of participants (footballers) in Australian body contact 
sports 
o This interview will require you to answer questions generally about violence, playing football 
and other 
information on being and living as a man who has participated in body contact sports. The 
study’s main 
focus will be on off-field violence relating to footballers and will require you recount your life 
circumstances 
involving household, parents, school, major events or crises. 
• Thank you for your interest. Just a few questions 
o Have you played football in the last 10 years? 
o Are you between the ages of 18 and 40? 
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o Are you fluent in English? 
• What you will do in the study: 
o Take part in an interview organised by me (Ashnil Murray) 
o Location of the interview will be at Gardens Point, QUT or a location of your choice. 
• In the interview, you will: 
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o Talk about your experiences of being a footballer 
o Fill out a short form informing of demographic details 
o Give verbal consent 
• You also need to know that: 
o Everything you say will be recorded 
o Tapes will be listened to by the researchers 
o The interview will be no longer than 2 hours 30 mins 
o You are free to leave at any time should if you become uncomfortable or distressed 
o You do not have to answer any questions you do not want to 
o You can bring a support person into the interview if you choose to 
• If there is anything else you would like to know, you can email or phone me at any time. 
Ashnil Murray, ashnil.murray@qut.edu.au 3138 2896 
• Thanks for considering this request! We are very excited about the project and would greatly 
appreciate 
your input. 
SCRIPT FOR INITIAL PHONE CONTACT- Snowballing 
Information to be provided to potential participant in first phone contact about the research 
project 
• Hi, my name is Ashnil 
o Thank you for contacting me 
• Just a few questions to see if you are suitable for the interviews: 
o Have you played football in the last 10 years? 
o Are you between the ages of 18 and 40? 
oo 
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Are you fluent in English? 
• Why the study is being conducted: 
o Study is conducted as research at QUT 
o Want to examine the perceptions participants(footballers) in Australian body contacts sports 
o This interview will require you to answer questions generally about violence, playing football 
and other 
information on being and living as a man who has participated in body contact sports. The 
study’s main 
focus will be on off-field violence relating to footballers and will require you recount your life 
circumstances 
involving household, parents, school, major event or crises. 
• What you will do in the study: 
o Take part in an interview organised by myself (Ashnil Murray) 
o Location of the interview will be at Gardens Point, QUT or a location of your choice. 
• In the interview, you will: 
o Talk about your experiences of being footballer 
o Fill out a short form informing of demographic details 
o Give verbal consent 
• You also need to know that: 
o Everything you say will be recorded 
o Tapes will be listened to by the researchers 
o The interview will be no longer than 2 hours and 30 minutes 
o You are free to leave at any time should if you become uncomfortable 
o You do not have to answer any questions you do not want to 
o You can bring a support person into the interview if you choose to 
• If there is anything else you would like to know, you can email or phone me at any time. 
Ashnil Murray, ashnil.murray@qut.edu.au 3138 2896 
• Thanks for considering this request! We are very excited by the project and would greatly 
appreciate your 
input. 
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6.5.5 If it became known that a person was recruited to, participated in, or was 
excluded from the research, would that knowledge expose the person to any 
disadvantage or risk? 
No 
6.6. Consent process 
6.6.1 Will consent for participation in this research be sought from all participants? Yes 
6.6.1... Will there be participants who have capacity to give consent for themselves? 
Yes 
6.6.1... What mechanisms/assessments/tools are to be used, if any, to determine each 
of these participant's 
capacity to decide whether or not to participate? 
Consent will be obtained verbally, immediately prior to the commencement of the interview. 
6.6.1... Are any of the participants children or young people? No 
6.6.1... Will there be participants who do not have capacity to give consent for 
themselves? 
No 
6.6.1... Describe the consent process, ie how participants or those deciding for them 
will be informed about, 
and choose whether or not to participate in, the project. 
Verbal consent will be given by participants to allow anonymity as no names/signatures are 
required on 
paper. 
6.6.1... If a participant or person on behalf of a participant chooses not to participate, 
are there specific 
consequences of which they should be made aware, prior to making this decision? 4.6.6 
- 4.6.7 
It will be clear to those who do not wish to participate that there no adverse consequences for 
not 
participating. 
6.6.1... Might individual participants be identifiable by other members of their group, 
and if so could this 
identification expose them to risks? 
No, as all interviews are conducted individually and no information from one interviewee 
should pass to 
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another interviewee. 
6.6.1... If a participant or person on behalf of a participant chooses to withdraw from the 
research, are there 
specific consequences of which they should be made aware, prior to giving consent? 
No consequences will arise. 
6.6.1... Specify the nature and value of any proposed incentive/payment (eg. movie 
tickets, food vouchers) 
or reimbursement (eg travel expenses) to participants. 
Travel expenses will be reimbursed for participants travelling long distances. 
If required, the principal researcher is willing to travel to conduct interviews if that is what the 
participant 
prefers. 
Also, due to the length of interviews, drink/coffee will be provided. 
6.6.1... Explain why this offer will not impair the voluntary nature of the consent, 
whether by participants' or 
persons deciding for their behalf. NS 2.2.10 - 2.2.11 
This offer will not impair, but encourage, participants to take part in the research as they will 
not be 
financially encumbered by traveling to the destination for the interviews. 
6.6.3 Do you propose to obtain consent from individual participants for your use of 
their stored data/samples for this research project? 
No 
6.6.3... Give justification 
No stored data/sample will be used in this project. 
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8. CONFIDENTIALITY/PRIVACY 
8.1. Do privacy guidelines need to be applied in the ethical review of this 
proposal? 
8.1.1 Indicate whether the source of the information about participants which will be 
used in this research 
project will involve: 
[X] collection directly from the participant 
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8.1.1... Information which will be collected for this research project directly from 
the 
participant 
8.1.1... Describe the information that will be collected directly from participants. Be 
specific where 
appropriate. 
Information will be collected from the interviews but no identifiable information will be kept. So 
names, 
addresses and other details will not be required. 
However information about age, gender, educational level, history of employment, ethnicity, 
religious 
affiliation will be gathered to help examine patterns and themes. 
8.1.1... The information collected by the research team about participants will be in the 
following form(s). 
Tick more than one box if applicable. 
[X] individually identifiable 
[X] non-identifiable 
8.1.1... Give reasons why it is necessary to collect information in individually 
identifiable or re-identifiable 
form. 
It is unavoidable that the information collected by the research team will be individually 
identifiable as 
identities of the participants will be apparent during the interview process; however the 
information will be 
made non-identifiable following transcription. 
8.1.1... Consent process 
You have indicated that you will be varying the conditions of or waiving consent. See questions in section 6.6 
8.1.1... Will consent be specific or extended or unspecified? NS 2.2.14 - 2.2.18 Specific 
8.1.1... Provide reasons why this form of consent has been chosen. You may need to 
revise your answer at 
6.6.1.1.3 to provide details on the consent process 
Verbal consent will be required to partake in this interview. Verbal consent will be required 
over written 
consent to increase the anonymity of participants as there will be no identifiable signatures or 
names on 
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consent forms. 
8.2. Using information from participants 
8.2.1 Describe how information collected about participants will be used in this project. 
Information will be collected and transcribed by professional transcribers or by myself and 
presented in 
electronic Word format so that can be imported into NVivo, a qualitative data software program 
which will 
facilitate the classifying, sorting, and arranging of data from the interviews. Data will then be 
coded and 
analysed and written for Phd thesis. 
All transcribers will be required to fill out a confidentiality agreement that also has to be 
witnessed. 
8.2.2 Will any of the information used by the research team be in identified or 
re-identifiable (coded) form? 
No 
8.2.4 List ALL research personnel and others who, for the purposes of this research, 
will have authority to 
use or have access to the information and describe the nature of the use or access. 
Examples of others are: 
student supervisors, research monitors, pharmaceutical company monitors . 
The principal researcher (student) and the student's supervisors will have access to the 
transcribed 
electronic word format as well as the NVivo analysis of the data. 
8.3. Storage of information about participants during and after completion of 
the project 
8.3.1 In what formats will the information be stored during and after the research 
project? (eg. paper copy, 
computer file on floppy disk or CD, audio tape, videotape, film) 
All data from the interview will be stored in electronic form according to QUT's data 
management policies. 
Interviews will be recorded on a recording device with a hard drive and transcribed interviews 
will be stored 
as Word and PDF documents. 
8.3.2 Specify the measures to be taken to ensure the security of information from 
misuse, loss, or 
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unauthorised access while stored during and after the research project? (eg. will 
identifiers be removed and 
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at what stage? Will the information be physically stored in a locked cabinet?) 
All interviews will never record the real names of participants. Pseudonyms will be chosen 
either by 
participants or randomly assigned. 
All electronic documents and recordings will be stored on QUT hard drive which password 
protected 
(changed every 60 days) and will only accessible by the principal researcher. 
All physical information will be stored in locked cabinets in QUT that are only accessible to the 
principal 
researcher. 
Electronic recordings and documents will be backed up in a separate computer hard drive that 
is password 
protected. 
All physical information will be stored in another location other than QUT in a locked file 
cabinet that is only 
accessible to the Principal supervisor. 
8.3.5 The information which will be stored at the completion of this project is of the 
following type(s). Tick 
more than one box if applicable. 
[X] non-identifiable 
8.3.6 For how long will the information be stored after the completion of the project and 
why has this period 
been chosen? 
The project will be stored according to QUT's data management policies. 
The relevant section is Chapter D 2.8.5 Management of Research Data and Primary Materials 
under 
subsection (e) entitled Retention and Disposal, which states, “The minimum recommended 
period for 
retention of research data and primary materials is five years from the date of publication, 
however, this 
period may vary according to the nature of the research". 
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8.3.7 What arrangements are in place with regard to the storage of the information 
collected for, used in, or 
generated by this project in the event that the principal researcher / investigator ceases 
to be engaged at 
the current organisation? 
The data will be retained by the principal researcher in the event that they cease to be 
employed with QUT. 
8.4. Ownership of the information collected during the research project and 
resulting from 
the research project 
8.4.2 Who is understood to own the information resulting from the research, eg. the 
final report or published 
form of the results? 
The data will primarily be used for PhD thesis but will also be used for a peer reviewed journal 
article and 
conference paper. 
As per MOPP D/3.1, the student owns 
the data/IP they generate, unless this has been assigned otherwise. 
8.4.3 Does the owner of the information or any other party have any right to impose 
limitations or conditions on the publication of the results of this project? 
No 
8.5. Disposal of the information 
8.5.1 Will the information collected for, used in, or generated by this project be 
disposed of at some stage? 
Yes 
8.5.1... At what stage will the information be disposed? 
Data will be disposed of in compliance with QUT data management policies. 
The data will be disposed of after 5 years. 
8.5.1... How will information, in all forms, be disposed? 
Data will be disposed of in compliance with QUT data management policies. 
8.6. Reporting individual results to participants and others 
8.6.1 Is it intended that results of the research that relate to a specific participant be 
reported to that participant? 
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No 
8.6.1... Explain/justify why results will not be reported to participants. 
As data will be de-identified from participants, it will not be necessary to report the results of 
the research to 
participants . 
8.6.2 Is the research likely to produce information of personal significance to 
individual participants? 
No 
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8.6.3 Will individual participant's results be recorded with their personal records? No 
8.6.4 Is it intended that results that relate to a specific participant be reported to 
anyone other than that participant? 
No 
8.6.5 Is the research likely to reveal a significant risk to the health or well being of 
persons other than the participant, eg family members, colleagues 
No 
8.6.6 Is there a risk that the dissemination of results could cause harm of any kind to 
individual participants - whether their physical, psychological, spiritual, emotional, 
social or financial well-being, or to their employability or professional relationships - or 
to their communities? 
No 
8.6.7 How is it intended to disseminate the results of the research? eg report, 
publication, thesis 
Primary dissemination of results from the research will be a PhD thesis. 
Secondary documentations of the results may include journal articles and conference papers. 
8.6.8 Will the confidentiality of participants and their data be protected in the 
dissemination of research results? 
Yes 
8.6.8... Explain how confidentiality of participants and their data will be protected in the 
dissemination of 
research results 
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Yes, all data reported will use pseudonyms from the onset, so confidentiality will be protected 
in the 
dissemination of research results. 
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9. DECLARATIONS AND SIGNATURES 
9.1 Project Title 
Off-field violence of Australian Body Contact Footballers and Masculinities 
9.2 Human Research Ethics Committee to which this application is made 
Queensland University of Technology University Human Research Ethics Committee 
(EC00171) 
9.3 Signatures and undertakings 
Applicant / Principal Researchers (including students where permitted) 
I/we certify that: 
- All information is truthful and as complete as possible. 
- I/we have had access to and read the National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Research 
Involving 
Humans. 
- the research will be conducted in accordance with the National Statement. 
- the research will be conducted in accordance with the ethical and research arrangements of 
the 
organisations involved. 
- I/we have consulted any relevant legislation and regulations, and the research will be 
conducted in 
accordance with these. 
- I/we will immediately report to the HREC anything which might warrant review of the ethical 
approval of 
the proposal NS 5.5.3 including: 
- serious or unexpected adverse effects on participants; 
- proposed changes in the protocol; and 
- unforseen events that might affect continued ethical acceptability of the project. 
- I/we will inform the HREC, giving reasons, if the research project is discontinued before the 
expected 
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date of completion NS 5.5.6 see NS 5.5.8(b); 
- I/we will adhere to the conditions of approval stipulated by the HREC and will cooperate with 
HREC 
monitoring requirements. At a minimum annual progress reports and a final report will be 
provided to the 
HREC. 
Applicant / Chief Researcher(s) / Principal Researcher(s) 
Mr Ashnil Murray __________________________________ ____/____/______ 
Queensland University of Technology Signature Date 
Supervisor(s) of student(s) 
I/we certify that: 
- I/we will provide appropriate supervision to the student to ensure that the project is 
undertaken in 
accordance with the undertakings above; 
- I/we will ensure that training is provided necessary to enable the project to be undertaken 
skilfully and 
ethically. 
Prof Reece Walters __________________________________ ____/____/______ 
Signature Date 
Dr Samantha Jeffries __________________________________ ____/____/______ 
Signature Date 
Prof Kerry Carrington __________________________________ ____/____/______ 
Signature Date 
Heads of departments/schools/research organisation 
I/we certify that: 
- I/we are familiar with this project and endorse its undertaking; 
- the resources required to undertake this project are available; 
- the researchers have the skill and expertise to undertake this project appropriately or will 
undergo 
appropriate training as specified in this application. 
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_________ __________________ ________________________________ 
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Title First name Surname 
________________________________ ________________________________ 
Position Organisation name 
____/____/____ ________________________________ 
Date Signature 
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10. ATTACHMENTS 
This page and all pages that follow don't need to be submitted to your HREC. 
10.1 List of Attachments 
Core Attachments which may be 
required/appropriate. 
Recruitment/invitation Copy of advertisement, letter of invitation etc 
Participant Information Copy or script for participant 
Copy or script for parent, legal guardian or person responsible as 
appropriate 
Consent Form Copy for participant 
For parent, legal guardian or person responsible as appropriate 
For, optional components of the project eg. genetic sub study 
Peer review Copy of peer review report or grant submission outcome 
HREC approvals Copy of outcome of other HREC reviews 
Attachments specific to 
project or participant 
group 
Attachments which may be 
required/appropriate. 
Research conducted in the workplace 
or possibly impacting on workplace 
relationships 
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Evidence of support/permission from workplace where research will be 
conducted 
People whose primary language is 
other than English (LOTE) 
English translation of participant information/consent forms 
Children and/or young people (ie. <18 
years) 
Information/consent form for parent, legal guardian or person 
responsible 
People with an intellectual or mental 
impairment 
Information/consent form for legal guardian or person responsible 
People highly dependent on medical 
care 
Information/consent form for legal guardian or person responsible 
Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait 
Islander peoples 
Evidence of support / permission of elders and/or other appropriate 
bodies 
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10.2 Participant information elements 
Core Elements 
Provision of information to participants about the following topics should be considered for all 
research projects. 
Core Elements Issues to consider in participant information 
About the project Full title and / or short title of the project 
Plain language description of the project 
Purpose / aim of the project and research methods as appropriate 
Demands, risks, inconveniences, discomforts of participation in the 
project 
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Outcomes and benefits of the project 
Project start, finish, duration 
About the investigators / organisation Researchers conducting the project (including whether 
student 
researchers are involved) 
Organisations which are involved / responsible 
Organisations which have given approvals 
Relationship between researchers and participants and organisations 
Participant description How and why participants are chosen 
How participants are recruited 
How many participants are to be recruited 
Participant experience What will happen to the participant, what will they have to do, what will 
they experience? 
Benefits to individual, community, and contribution to knowledge 
Risks to individual, community 
Consequences of participation 
Participant options Alternatives to participation 
Whether participation may be for part of project or only for whole of 
project 
Whether any of the following will be provided: counselling, post research 
follow-up, or post research access to services, equipment or goods 
Participants rights and responsibilities That participation is voluntary 
That participants can withdraw, how to withdraw and what consequences 
may follow 
Expectations on participants, consequences of non-compliance with the 
protocol 
How to seek more information 
How to raise a concern or make a complaint 
Handling of information How information will be accessed, collected, used, stored, and to 
whom 
data will be disclosed 
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Can participants withdraw their information, how, when 
Confidentiality of information 
Ownership of information 
Subsequent use of information 
Storage and disposal of information 
Unlawful conduct Whether researcher has any obligations to report unlawful conduct of 
participant 
Financial issues How the project is funded 
Declaration of any duality of interests 
Compensation entitlements 
Costs to participants 
Payments, reimbursements to participants 
Commercial application of results 
Results What will participants be told, when and by whom 
Will individual results be provided 
What are the consequences of being told or not being told the results of 
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Core Elements Issues to consider in participant information 
research 
How will results be reported / published 
Ownership of intellectual property and commercial benefits 
Cessation Circumstances under which the participation of an individual might cease 
Circumstances under which the project might be terminated 
Research Specific Elements 
Provision of information to participants about the following topics should be considered as may 
be relevant to the 
research project. 
Specific to project or 
participant group 
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Additional issues to consider in participant 
information 
Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait 
Islander peoples 
describe consultation process to date and involvement of leaders whether 
ATSI status will be recorded 
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